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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Biological & Physical Sciences Latest 
Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Vidmar, Shanda on 03/01/2019 20:51 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

AST: Astronomy will not be assessed during the upcoming cycle, as it has been assessed for the past couple of cycles. The instructor would like to concentrate on GEY instead, using he 

same rubric but with a different set of questions geared to geology. Describe the fundamental differences and characteristics of plate boundaries. 

BIO 111:  The department will continue to assess BIO 111 using the same rubric, but with increased participation.  The findings suggest that students are still struggling with connecting 

theoretical concepts with real world application. The department will be looking for a way to improve pedagogy as it relates to the conceptual theories being taught to relevant applications. 

BIO 201/202: The assessment done in Bio 201/202 will continue for Spring 2019, however the rubric will be changed to consist of ranges rather than specific percentage scores, as some 

students fell between those percentage scores and it was difficult where to place them. There  may be the inclusion of inclass activities that will enhance student understanding of the 

outcomes we are assessing. There were also students that just refused to complete that portion of the test in which we were assessing, even though we made those questions mandatory 

test questions and not extra credit questions. These students then became part of the NA score on the rubric which then dropped our percentage of students testing on the concept. Our 
goal was that 72% of those students taking the test questions would answer them between 100% (above satifsaction -4 on score guide) and 75% (satisfaction-3 on score guide. The NA 

needs to be taken out of the rubric scoring as these students did not even complete those questions. 

CHEM 101: Activities to continue: Assessed dimensional analysis which is integral into understanding chemistry and applicable in many industries to include health industries. This was 

assessed through online quizzes given to the students before lecturing over stoichiometry and afterwards to assess improvement in knowledge base. The rubric was based on how many 

questions a student got right on the pre-lecture quiz vs. the post-lecture quiz. This method worked well on the grading aspect as it made it easy to asses. Activities to modify: To increase 

participation and decrease the amount of non-applicable results, instead of quizzes being online, they will be given in class. Activities to add: Non-applicable at this time. 

CHE 111:  Dimentional analysis will continue to be assessed in CHE 111.  It is a very important tool that chemists employ to problem solve in chemistry.  When it is re-assessed in the Fall, 
new questions will be used. When questions were choosen for this cycle, a variety were purposefully selected. Some of the questions were straightforward, while otheres were much more 

complex. While all of them required the use of dinentioal analysis, some required knowledge of other chemistry concepts. In looking at the data, the questions arises, did students miss the 

question because they did not understand dimentional analysis, or did they miss the question because they did not understand a secondary concept? In the fall, better attention will be paid 

to question selection. 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

AST 101: There have been gaps in astronomy due to a lack of adjunct participation. We have not been able to have consistency with adjuncts due to changes in instructors. We had a new 

full time faculty that left in the middle of last year's assessment. This spring semester, we have another new faculty that is just learning astronomy and won't be able to participate in this 

semester's assessment. 
I will start the new cycle next fall 2019 with geology. I am the only instructor that will teach this for the assessment. 

BIO 111:  Half of the sesctions were assessed. 

BIO 201/202: Currentlty only those sections taught by full time instructors are being assessing their sections. 

CHEM 101: 66% of the sections were assessed. 
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CHE 111:  All sections of CHE 111 participated. 

. 

Overall: As a department, the Biological and Physical Sciences did a better job of participation. All full-time participated and an adjunct instructor designed and implemented his own 

assessment. Work needs to be done to include more adjunct instructors in assessment. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Kallage, Mary on 02/26/2019 18:28 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 57.41% 

ISLO3: Quantitative Reasoning 75.00% 

3a: Interpret and explain information presented as numerical 

data, functions, and formulae 

77.14% 

3c: Select appropriate numerical data, functions, and 

formulae to perform accurate computations 

73.17% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 54.92% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

47.02% 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

69.05% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

88.10% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

70.59% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 53.21% 

4a: Recognize, summarize, and explain central and 

supporting ideas as well as implied and abstract ideas in a 

variety of written, oral, and visual texts in multiple genres 

including academic and technical sources 

44.27% Students that are not science degree students don't have the 

desire or ability to look past the obvious answers and apply 

what they learn to other situations unless told exactly how 

the information applies. When I tell them verbatim what to 

expect, they memorize the information. If I leave it up to them 

to come up with to go beyond what I tell them, they don't do 

it. 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

100.00% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

100.00% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 100.00% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

100.00% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Vidmar, Shanda on 03/01/2019 20:51 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Biological & Physical Sciences 

PSLO 

Astronomy 

PSLO 

Describe the fundamental concepts of the Laws of Motion. 77.14% 

Biology 

PSLO 

Describe fundamental concepts of biology. 38.40% 

Chemistry 

PSLO 
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PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Apply dimensional analysis to problem solving. 73.17% 

Environmental Science 

PSLO 

Geology 

PSLO 

Health & Wellness 

PSLO 

1. Describe fundamental concepts of nutrition. 100.00% 

2. Evaluate nutritional information for accuracy from trusted 

sources. 

100.00% 

3. Present nutritional information knowledgeably and 

professionally. 

100.00% 

Physics 

PSLO 

Science 

PSLO 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Vidmar, Shanda on 03/01/2019 20:51 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Vidmar, Shanda on 03/01/2019 20:51 

Assessment of GEY in the upcoming cycle, students will be given the needed information to describe the fundamental differences and characteristics of 3 major plate boundaries. The 

application of concepts is critical in geology and data suggested that students struggle with this. The curriculum will focus on providing students with the skills necessary to apply the 

learning outcomes of the course. 

BIO 111 will reassess the same concepts using the same rubric but with a different assessment tool. 

The Bio 202 & 201 rubric will be changed to include ranges instead of absolute percentage scores on identified test questions. The rubcric score guide will use the same range of scoring 
that Bio uses in their exam grades. So #4 on the score guide will include those students that answered 100%-82% (answering 18-14 questions correctly) of the targeted questions on the 

exam, a #3 on the rubric score guide will reflect those students that scored a 81%-70% (answering 13-11 of the exam questions correctly) the targeted questions on the exam, a score of #2 

on rubric score guide will refelct those students that scored a 69%-60% (answering 10- 8 questions correctly) on the targeted questions on the exam and a #1 on the rubric score guide will 
reflect those students that scored a 64%-below (answering less than 7 questions correctly) on the targeted questions on the exam. 

CHEM 101: To improve participation on dimensional analysis, students will be given in-class versus online pre and post assessments. 

CHE 111/112:  Dimentional analysis will be re-assessed in CHE 111 in the Fall with improved questions.  Also, dimentional analysis will be assessed Spring 19 in CHE 112  which is the 

second semester course. This course is important, as it contains majors. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

undefined undefined undefined undefined 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Criminal Justice Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Keilholtz, Richard on 03/08/2019 16:36 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

Overall, the results were encouraging, yet certainly evidence areas of improvement. Overall, I find results in the 70-80% range acceptable, but it would be my goal to always see 

achievement markers in the 80% plus range, so there is certainly room for improvement there. Grammatical and technical aspects of writing continues to be a weakness, in my opinion, and 

I will continue to present opportunties for students to write early, and throughout the semester. We evaluated APA formatting here, and our results were incomplete as we only assessed one 

semester, thus potentially skewing the scores. I intend to reassess this next year, in both fall and spring, and do so in both an Intro, and a 200-level course that all CRJ students are required 

to take, for purposes of getting better data on this assessment. 

I plan also to continue the assessments of the courses I assessed this year: Intro to CJ, Judicial Function, Criminal Law, and possibly one or two others. I believe the assessment 
instruments, as written, are solid, and make no plans presently to change those. I also think I need more longitudinal data on these assessments before considering modifications to the 

assignments themselves, or significant changes in how the material leading to the assessments in presented. 

I did, for the first time, incorporate adjunct instructors into the assessment plan, and with encouraging results. I hope to have a full-year's worth of assessment data for those two 

adjuncts/courses again next year. I will always strive to improve adjunct participation, but this was a big step in the right direction. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Being a small department, and me being the only full-time faculty, the lion's share of the assessment efforts are mine. I attempt to assess 2-3 courses each term, and I belive that is 

sufficient. Some courses (i.e. Criminology and Constitutional Law) will always only have one term's worth of data as those courses are only offered once an academic year. I believe my rate 

of participation is satisfactory, given the volume currently assessed, the time those assessments take, and in given the other work-load responsibilities as the only full time faculty/chair.  

While always looking to improve rates of participation, we went from zero to two, in terms of adjunct participation this calendar year. The data gathered was a big first step, and I plan to 

continue my assessment efforts utilizing my two, more tech savvy adjunucts, Carl Miedich, and David DiBari. My plan is to continue assessing the online Intro section Mr. DiBari teaches, 
and the Corrections course, taught by Mr. Miedich. I think their assessment instruments were strong, and the reporting of that data timely and meaningful. I do plan to confer with both, as 

the scores were consistently very high in the cases of both assessments, and might either indicate a recalibration of the assessment standards is necessary, or that perhaps another 
assessment might be a better tool for finding areas of improvement of teaching/learning within their courses. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Keilholtz, Richard on 03/08/2019 16:36 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 

ISLO3: Quantitative Reasoning 

3a: Interpret and explain information presented as numerical 

data, functions, and formulae 

77.91% 

3b: Represent information as numerical data, functions, and 

formulae 

80.41% 

3c: Select appropriate numerical data, functions, and 

formulae to perform accurate computations 

74.76% 

3d: Identify, evaluate, and infer reasonable assumptions 

based on quantitative information 

84.37% 
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ISLO 

3e: Formulate reasonable solutions and draw logical 

conclusions from numerical data 

Target Achievement Rate 

79.51% 

Comments/Clarifications 

3f: Interpret numerical data and calculations in defense of an 

argument 

79.58% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

70.37% 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

58.91% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

68.25% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

59.89% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

75.37% 

2b: Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, informative, etc.) 

and with a clear focus 

73.33% 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

74.48% 

2d: Select and apply compelling and appropriate 

communication strategies that attend to the values, 

knowledge, interests, and needs of the audience 

73.26% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 

4a: Recognize, summarize, and explain central and 

supporting ideas as well as implied and abstract ideas in a 

variety of written, oral, and visual texts in multiple genres 

including academic and technical sources 

69.93% 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

82.56% 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

83.05% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

79.50% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

75.20% 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

75.90% 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

75.50% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

79.01% 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

72.06% 

5c-2: Engage with local and extended communities to 

promote civic action and social improvement 

74.31% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Keilholtz, Richard on 03/08/2019 16:36 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Criminal Justice 

PSLO 

Criminal Justice 
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PSLO 

PSLO 

Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

4. Analyze applications of substantive and procedural 

criminal law rules in real-world situations. 

73.75% 

5. Produce written work that accurately represents legal and 

theoretical concepts and research. 

76.47% 

8. Explain the inner workings of the court system and how a 

criminal case advances through the system. 

79.29% 

9. Accurately employs substantive, grammatical, and 

technical elements of writing. 

56.36% 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Keilholtz, Richard on 03/08/2019 16:36 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Keilholtz, Richard on 03/08/2019 16:36 

As stated above, I plan in 2019 to continue the assessments I utilized in 2018. Those are specifically: 

1. Intro to CJ: Students discuss and apply the concept of discretion to the various activities of law enforcement, members of the courtroom workgroup, and corrections officers. They are 

also to discuss examples of good, questionable, and unacceptable uses of discretion in the concept of ethical considerations we've discussed in the course. 
2. Criminal Law: Students are to deconstruct a criminal statute and determine whether there is factual evidence in the problem to support application of that element. They are then asked to 

compare a similarly (but not identically) worded statute to determine whether the change in statutory language, as applied to the same facts, would result in a different outcome. They do 

this for five different fact patterns. 
3. Judicial Function: Students prepare a medium length (4-5 pages) based on research of two state court systems (other than Colorado). The student is to provide certain details of the 

courts' interworkings, and compare and contrast the structure and function of those court systems with that of Colorado. 
4. Constitutional Law (not assessed in 2018): Students will complete a case brief, requiring them to identify the various parts of the court's opinion, and summarize the court's analysis, while 

spotting and summarizing the relevant law the court used in making it's decision. 
5. (adjunct) Corrections: Through your review of the chapters and mid-week discussions, choose a topic between either (A) legal issues in corrections (chapter 11), or (B) capital 
punishment (chapter 12). Then write a 3-4 page paper on your chosen topic, or a specific topic or interest within the above chosen topics. Be sure to use proper APA 6th edition format. 
(Note: your cover-page and reference page are in addition to the 3-4 page paper requirement). In completing this paper, the reader should be able to determine that you used your personal 
knowledge, recent knowledge gained, along with peer-reviewed scholarly sources to complete this assignment. 
6. (Adjunct) Intro to Criminal Justice: Students shadow someone in the law enforcement community and write a paper summarizing their experience. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

undefined undefined undefined undefined 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Early Child/Education/Library Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Breckenfelder, Rosemary on 02/15/2019 00:04 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

Continue: The ECE dept. would like to continue to assess the same classes each semester utizing a rubric and the learning outcomes that reflects the focus for the assessment year. 

Modify: The ECE Dept. is discussing the Professionalism rubric as it contains too much information in each section; needs to be more concise. 

Add: The ECE department is considering utizing the Communication rubic for our ECE courses. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Overall the rate of participation was satisfactory based on the full time and part time instructors that were teaching in the spring and fall. Due to the number of courses that were cancelled in 

Durango, Mancos and Fremont our particpation was lower than the previous year. We did not include the instuctor who is teaching the high school course at the Durango site fall 2018. 

Faculty and Instructors have been encouraged to participate in assessment. If the instructor has not been comfortable with eLumen, they send they data to the ECE Dept. Chair which has 

been a good fit for this deparmtment. 

We will continue the same approach and encourage the off site instructors to attend an eLumen training at their campus. The other option is to complete the D2L Assessment training that is 

available for all faculty and Instructors. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/16/2019 00:49 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 85.82% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 82.69% 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

83.26% 

2b: Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, informative, etc.) 

and with a clear focus 

77.78% 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

77.78% 

2d: Select and apply compelling and appropriate 

communication strategies that attend to the values, 

knowledge, interests, and needs of the audience 

77.78% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 100.00% 

4a: Recognize, summarize, and explain central and 

supporting ideas as well as implied and abstract ideas in a 

variety of written, oral, and visual texts in multiple genres 

including academic and technical sources 

100.00% 
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ISLO 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

Target Achievement Rate 

100.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

100.00% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

100.00% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 86.13% 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

81.90% 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

87.02% 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

86.64% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

88.60% 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

50.00% 

5c-2: Engage with local and extended communities to 

promote civic action and social improvement 

62.50% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Breckenfelder, Rosemary on 02/14/2019 23:46 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Early Child/Education/Library 

PSLO 

Early Childhood Education 

PSLO 

2a. Collaborate professionally with families and 

colleagues/team members. 

87.06% 

2e. Demonstrate effective communication and presentation 

skills. 

83.36% 

5b. Demonstrate personal accountability for engaging in the 

learning process, including preparation, time management, 

and active participation. 

81.69% 

6b. Uphold ethical standards with commitment to academic 

integrity and other early childhood professional guidelines. 

85.69% 

6c. Engage in continuous learning to develop as a 

professional. 

86.08% 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Breckenfelder, Rosemary on 02/14/2019 23:46 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Breckenfelder, Rosemary on 02/28/2019 20:15 

Our plans are to sunset the current ECE Professionalism rubric and incorporate a new Communication rubric. We will be networking with the Communication faculty to review their rubric for 
assessing COM student's speeches. Renee is also researching Communication rubrics that will be appropriate for our department that is concise, easy to use and supports the mission of 
assessment. Communication, verbal and written, are important skills for an early childhood teacher and every course we offer has an individual or team presentation. 
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We will met with our divisions support team to review the rubric and make improvments based on suggestions. 

Respectfully submitted, Rosemary and Renee 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

undefined undefined undefined undefined 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - English & Communication Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Dunaway, Dustin on 03/01/2019 21:06 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

ENG 131 assessed the final game design instruction manual, which includes each major component taught during the semester in a single document. In this extended collaborative project, 
students form "design teams" and assign roles to the individual members in order to develop a game concept, design the game components, and produce a complete game 

guide/instruction manual/rule book as a professional technical document. 

The COM discipline team measured Professionalism & Social Consciousnessness in sections of COM 115 and COM 263. COM 115 measured students' professional dress and behavior 
during speeches. COM 263 measured students' behavior and dress over two consecutive class periods in which the students were informed they would be evaluated by the institutional 
rubric. 

LIT 115 assessed face-to-face LIT 115 students’ integration of sources in their Mid-Term Literary Analysis Essays. Students wrote a 600-1000 word paper analyzing elements of fiction in a 

novel of their choice. 
To gather baseline data on students’ integration of sources, I assessed this Course-level SLO: “Critically read and synthesize evidence from a variety of literary works.” This maps up 

to state-mandated Written Communication SLO 4a., required for GT-AH2 courses: “Critically read, evaluate, apply, and synthesize evidence and/or sources in support of a claim.” 

Jamie Patti and Kari Lee assessed ENG 121 students on their ability to properly integrate outside source material. They used the ENG 121 Capstone rubric to measure performance near 
the end of the semester. 

The capstone essay provided me with an opportunity to assess student growth as part of a semester-long effort to strengthen students’ understanding of “information literacy.” 
Assignments included a “Fake News” essay at the beginning of the semester that asked students to develop a process for evaluating information from outside sources. Students 

used their own process, then, to evaluate various research artifacts for each succeeding assignment. 

Gayle Welch assessed ENG 121 with a midterm exercise that “tests student knowledge of essay organization and development as well as the ability to think "on their feet." 

Gayle Welch also assessed ENG 121's Capstone project in which “students are asked to write a well-researched argumentative paper on a specific position by utilizing the tools for essay 

development practiced in ENG 121. The primary purpose of this project is to support a claim about a relevant topic or text using the following: 
Valid reasoning that develops claims and acknowledges counterclaims fairly. 
Compelling and sufficient evidence that is integrated well and documented correctly.” 

Colleen Boyle assessed source integration in ENG 122. 

Travis Parkhurst assessed analysis and application of ethical theories in PHI 112. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Participation among full-time faculty was as expected. All full-time faculty participated in the assessment process, often collaborating to improve data collection. 

Part-time participation is still lower than I would like it to be. Given the large number of part-time instructors the department employs and the ubiquity of English classes across campus, 
there is a broad opportunity to collect data on composition competence. 

Three obstacles to part-time instructor participation emerge: 
1. Lack of compensation for extra work. 
2. eLumen's interface is not user-friendly for those who don't use it frequently. 
3. Fears that poor assessment scores may be used against them 

2. What Did You Learn? 
Matthew Sterner-Neely/Liz Medendorp: This assessment year was to establish a baseline. 
Tony Mitchell & Dustin Dunaway: Students have diverse expecations of professionalism due to their different career paths. Culinary Arts, Automotive, and Academic students all 
had different definitions and values when it came to professionalism. 
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Maria Kelson: In SP18, 78% of students scored a 3 or higher. In FA18, 64% of students scored a 3 or higher. This decline from SP18 to FA18 is likely due to the fact that, in FA18, I 
switched to using the program-level rubric for source use, which reflects more complexity in the variety of skills required to execute successful source integration. As such, I will 
consider FA18 to be the more valid set of baseline data. 
Gayle Welch: A) Out of 62 students who completed their assignment, 33 made A’s, 17 made Bs, 9 made Cs, and 3 made Ds.  That means that 59/62 students who participated 

scored 70% or better. B) Only 50 students turned in a final draft of the capstone. 44 students earned 70% or better, which means that of the 50 students who turned in a capstone 

final draft, only six students earned less than 70%. That sounds impressive. What concerns me is that in my three sections, a total of 19 students did not turn in the capstone final 
draft. 
Kari Lee: In S18, most of my students fell into the “developing” range on the four points of the textual literacy rubric. While this is a beginning class, I would still like to see higher 
numbers. In F18, I tried a new approach to my research paper sequence. I had students research both sides and write an explanation paper before writing an argumentative paper. 
While I didn’t see an improvement in the overall quality of the third paper, I did see a jump in their textual literacy. Students had a better grasp on their research, and, overall, had 

better sources. In F18, with the same final paper before the Capstone, I saw a jump in scores. Students were mainly either “developing” or “accomplished,” with a significant 
increase in both of those areas. All of this data is in eLumen. I made further modification to the paper sequence, but I feel confident that focusing on a variety of research outside of 
argument helped students choose better sources. 
Travis Parkhurst: The results were still significantly lower than my stated goal. The rubric needs to be adjusted to make the data more clear and consistent across sections taught 
by different instructors-right now, there is too much room for interpretation. 
Colleen Boyle: It appears students are better learning and demonstrating they can integrate sources with proper documentation styles implemented. We saw an increase in the 

student’s scores over the year. 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/16/2019 00:52 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 63.56% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 62.46% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

61.69% 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

50.00% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

72.12% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

57.68% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 64.60% 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

65.56% 

2b: Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, informative, etc.) 

and with a clear focus 

66.42% 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

62.96% 

2d: Select and apply compelling and appropriate 

communication strategies that attend to the values, 

knowledge, interests, and needs of the audience 

63.64% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 57.34% 

4a: Recognize, summarize, and explain central and 

supporting ideas as well as implied and abstract ideas in a 

variety of written, oral, and visual texts in multiple genres 

including academic and technical sources 

50.68% 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

47.56% 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

58.62% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

60.51% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 65.77% 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

61.71% 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

61.49% 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

69.68% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

69.24% 
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ISLO 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

Target Achievement Rate 

61.40% 

Comments/Clarifications 

5c-2: Engage with local and extended communities to 

promote civic action and social improvement 

48.39% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Parkhurst, Travis on 04/14/2019 17:02 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

English & Communication 

PSLO 

Advanced Academic Achievement 

PSLO 

American Sign Language 

PSLO 

College Composition & Reading 

PSLO 

ENG121 4a. Use accurate grammar. 0.00% 

ENG121 4b. Use accurate mechanics and spelling. 0.00% 

ENG121 4c. Choose diction and usage appropriate to writing 

purposes and audiences. 

0.00% 

PSLO1: Create and develop within the context of the 

situation and the assigned tasks. 

0.00% 

PSLO2a: Apply formal and informal conventions of writing, 

including organization, content, and mechanics, in particular 

forms/fields. 

0.00% 

PSLO2b: Apply formal and informal conventions of writing, 

including purpose, in particular forms/fields. 

0.00% 

PSLO2c: Apply formal and informal conventions of writing, 

including presentation and formatting, in particular 

forms/fields. 

0.00% 

PSLO2d: Apply formal and informal conventions of writing, 

including stylistic choices, in particular forms/fields. 

0.00% 

PSLO3: Critically read and evaluate a variety of college-level 

texts in multiple genres 

0.00% 

Communication 

PSLO 

01. Describe the Communication discipline and its central 

questions 

23.08% 

02. Employ Communication theories, perspectives, 

principles, and concepts. 

19.23% 

03. Engage in Communication inquiry. 30.77% 

04. Create messages appropriate to the audience, purpose, 

and context. 

15.38% 

05. Critically analyze messages. 0.00% 

06. Demonstrate the ability to accomplish communicative 

goals (self-efficacy). 

15.38% 

07. Apply ethical communication principles and practices. 15.38% 

08. Utilize communication to embrace difference 15.38% 

09. Influence public discourse. 23.08% 

10. Source Integration PSLO Placeholder 81.82% 

English 
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PSLO 

PSLO 

Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

01. Integrate knowledge of audience, purpose, genre, and 

context in a way that is responsive to the situation. 

76.09% 

02a. Define the scope of the research question, thesis, or 

main idea. 

72.90% 

02b. Select sources that directly relate to the key concepts 

or answer the research question(s). 

0.00% 

03. Access information using effective, well-designed search 

strategies. 

0.00% 

04a. Critically read evidence and/or sources. 80.30% 

04b. Evaluate evidence and/or sources. 85.19% 

04c. Integrate and synthesize evidence and/or sources in 

support of a claim 

66.60% 

04d. Follow an appropriate documentation system in 

applying evidence and/or sources. 

81.14% 

05a. Utilize a variety of information sources appropriate to 

the scope and discipline of the research question. 

80.00% 

05b. Evaluate the importance of multiple research criteria, 

such as relevance to the research question, currency, 

authority, audience, and bias or point-of-view, when 

evaluating source information. 

0.00% 

06. Utilize correct citation practices on the use of information 

from a variety of sources to observe ethical and legal 

restrictions. 

70.47% 

07a. Apply formal and informal conventions of writing in 

designated forms and/or fields. (Organization) 

62.25% 

07b. Apply formal and informal conventions of writing in 

designated forms and/or fields. (Content) 

66.14% 

07c. Apply formal and informal conventions of writing in 

designated forms and/or fields. (Presentation & Formatting) 

76.09% 

07d. Apply formal and informal conventions of writing in 

designated forms and/or fields. (Stylistic Choices) 

69.00% 

08a. Employ proper conventions, including spellings, 

grammar, mechanics, and word choice appropriate to the 

writing task. 

63.38% 

08b. Produces sentence structures that are complete, 

varied, and effective. 

68.28% 

09a. Support a conclusion that is tied to the range of 

information presented. 

67.09% 

09b. Reflect on the implications and consequences of the 

stated conclusion. 

80.00% 

10. Identify connections between world-views, power 

structures, and experiences of individuals, groups, 

communities, or cultures, in historical or contemporary 

contexts. 

70.26% 

11a. Address ethical, social, and environmental challenges 

within local or global systems. 

0.00% 

11b. Assess a range of actions or solutions informed by 

one's sense of personal and civic responsibility. 

0.00% 

12a. Exhibit personal accountability in the classroom and in 

the online environment. 

0.00% 

12b. Exhibit self-efficacy in the classroom and in the online 

environment. 

0.00% 

12c. Exhibit ethical behavior in the classroom and in the 

online environment. 

0.00% 

13a. Collaborate to constructively critique one's own work 

and the work of others. 

78.72% 
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PSLO 

13b. Engage in a recursive writing process that 

demonstrates planning, reflection, and growth in response to 

feedback. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

FA16 PSLO1: Integrate source information using a variety of 

strategies. 

0.00% 

FA16 PSLO2a: Demonstrate critical thinking by writing 

persuasive essays that meet acceptable standards of 

evidence. 

0.00% 

FA16 PSLO2b: Demonstrate critical thinking by writing 

persuasive essays that meet acceptable standards for the 

influence of context and assumptions. 

0.00% 

FA16 PSLO2c: Demonstrate critical thinking by writing 

persuasive essays that meet acceptable standards for the 

statement of position. 

0.00% 

FA16 PSLO3: Write a well-structured essay that applies the 

principles of thesis, unity, coherence, and support. 

0.00% 

FA16 PSLO4: Access and correctly cite sources from the 

PCC databases in a research paper. 

36.73% 

Interview Fair 

PSLO 

1. Appearance 80.36% 

2. Vocalics 91.07% 

3. Physical Behavior 85.71% 

4. Grammar & Articulation 87.50% 

5. Content 69.64% 

6. Language 87.50% 

7. Preparedness 71.43% 

8. Engagement 89.29% 

Literature 

PSLO 

01. Create and develop ideas within the literary context. 0.00% 

02. Critically read and synthesize evidence from a variety of 

literary works. 

71.29% 

03. Follow MLA documentation style. 82.14% 

04. Evaluate the contextual relevance of specific era(s) 

and/or specific culture(s) when presenting a position on a 

work (or works) of literature. 

0.00% 

05. Identify and analyze one's own and others' assumptions 

about literary subjects, themes, and authors. 

0.00% 

06. Formulate and defend a conclusion by applying 

knowledge of elements of literature. 

0.00% 

07. Reflect on the implications and consequences of one's 

stated conclusion. 

0.00% 

08. Locate a varied selection of fiction and non-fiction literary 

works. 

0.00% 

Philosophy 

PSLO 

1. Identify philosophical and/or theological arguments and/or 

concepts 

27.19% 

2. Analyze philosophical and/or theological arguments 

and/or concepts 

23.59% 
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PSLO 

3. Evaluate the efficacy of philosophical and/or theological 

arguments and/or concepts 

Target Achievement Rate 

79.05% 

Comments/Clarifications 

Proficiency in this skill is very high. However, it is 

approximately three times higher than proficiency in 

analyzing arguments, which is a concern. One must be able 

to analyze before they can effectively evaluate. As such, this 

score should not be significantly higher than the analysis 

score, and it indicates the need for assessment norming. 

4. Formulate solutions to philosophical and/or theological 

problems 

76.34% Proficiency in this skill is very high. However, it is 

approximately three times higher than proficiency in 

analyzing arguments, which is a concern. One must be able 

to analyze before they can effectively formulate solutions 

(otherwise, they won't know what they are solving!). As such, 

this score should not be significantly higher than the analysis 

score, and it indicates the need for assessment norming. 

Analyze philosophical and/or theological arguments and 

concepts 

0.00% 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Dunaway, Dustin on 03/01/2019 21:06 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

CCR92 - Composition & Reading 

1. Demonstrate knowledge of and ability to read for multiple 

levels of understanding, to read critically, and to apply the 

steps of the reading process, including pre-reading, 

annotating and analysis, using college-level readings and 

materials. 

0.00% 

2. Demonstrate knowledge of and ability to summarize 

course materials applying the steps of the reading and 

writing processes, using college-level resources. 

0.00% 

3. Demonstrate knowledge of and ability to use the writing 

process-including prewriting, drafting, revising, and editing-

to write informatively and persuasively in multiple genres 

using college-level course materials. 

0.00% 

4. Demonstrate knowledge of and ability to reflect on their 

own reading and writing processes and to apply strategies to 

cross-curricular reading and writing tasks. 

0.00% 

5. Demonstrate knowledge of and ability to engage in the 

behaviors of persistent and successful college students. 

0.00% 

CCR94 - Studio 121 

2. Demonstrate knowledge of and ability to summarize 

course materials applying the reading and writing processes, 

using ENG 121 discipline-specific readings and resources. 

0.00% 

1. Demonstrate knowledge of and ability to read for multiple 

levels of understanding, to read critically, and to apply the 

steps of the reading process, including pre-reading, 

annotating and analysis, using readings and materials 

specific to ENG 121. 

0.00% 

3. Demonstrate knowledge of and ability to use the writing 

process-including prewriting, drafting, revising, and editing-

to write persuasively in multiple genres using ENG 121 

discipline-specific course materials. 

0.00% 

4. Demonstrate knowledge of and the ability to reflect on 

their own reading and writing processes and to apply those 

strategies to cross-curricular reading and writing tasks. 

0.00% 

COM115 - Public Speaking 

1. Compare and contrast communication fields including 

speech communication, interpersonal communication, group 

communication, organizational communication, mass 

communication, and intercultural communication. 

0.00% 
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CSLO 

2. Demonstrate understanding of these essential factors in 

public speaking:speaker, message, audience, occasion, 

purpose, and the critical thinking processes related to each. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

3. Evaluate through critical analysis selected speeches using 

the following skills: listening, reasoning, and rhetorical 

criticism. 

0.00% 

4. Incorporate understanding of these factors into speech 

performance: source credibility, communication 

apprehension, and ethics. 

0.00% 

5a. Prepare a variety of speeches including informative and 

persuasive speeches before a live, synchronous audience 

giving feedback to the speaker that demonstrate:topic 

selection, audience analysis, organization, academic 

research strategies and language use. 

0.00% 

5b. Deliver a variety of speeches including informative and 

persuasive speeches before a live, synchronous audience 

giving feedback to the speaker that demonstrate:topic 

selection, audience analysis, organization, academic 

research strategies and language use. 

0.00% 

6. Demonstrate understanding of impromptu, 

extemporaneous, manuscript, and memorized methods of 

speech delivery. 

0.00% 

7. Demonstrate understanding of vocal and physical 

delivery:pitch, rate, volume, vocal variety, body movement, 

gestures, eye contact, and facial expressions. 

0.00% 

8a. Demonstrate the ability to select appropriate audio-visual 

forms of technology. 

0.00% 

8b. Demonstrate the ability to apply appropriate audio-visual 

forms of technology. 

0.00% 

9. Demonstrate an understanding of how writing, 

conversation, and performance impact public speaking 

situations. 

0.00% 

COM125 - Interpersonal Communication 

1. Distinguish the interpersonal communication context from 

other communication contexts. 

0.00% 

10. Illustrate understanding of gender and cultural influences 

on interpersonal communication. 

0.00% 

11. Recognize concepts of relationship dynamics. 0.00% 

12. Demonstrate understanding of the link between 

technology and interpersonal communication. 

0.00% 

2. Understand self-concept and its relationship to 

interpersonal communication. 

0.00% 

3. Demonstrate an awareness of the effect of perception on 

interpersonal communication. 

0.00% 

4. Critically evaluate and apply appropriate emotional 

expression in interpersonal interactions. 

0.00% 

5. Demonstrate an understanding of the impact of language 

on relationships. 

0.00% 

6. Demonstrate an understanding of the impact of nonverbal 

communication on relationships. 

0.00% 

7. Demonstrate effective listening and response strategies. 0.00% 

8. Recognize and describe appropriate strategies for self-

disclosure. 

0.00% 

9. Analyze conflict situations and propose approaches for 

conflict management and resolution. 

0.00% 

COM215 - Gender Communication 

1. Identify and interpret gender stereotypes and theorize 

about the effect gender role socialization has on individuals 

0.00% 

2. Demonstrate understanding of gender role origins and 

how they affect our thought processes 

0.00% 
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CSLO 

3. Examine theories and research on gender socialization 

that inform the development of gender identity 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

4. Explain how media socialization shapes our values, 

feelings, attitudes and behaviors with regard to gender and 

those outside of the dominant norm 

0.00% 

5. Develop critical consciousness, cultural literacy, and 

cultural sophistication which will inform understanding of 

gender and participation in contemporary society 

0.00% 

6. Evaluate gender problems using abductive reasoning, 

both on an individual and systemic level, to develop 

explanations for behavior 

0.00% 

COM217 - Group Communication 

1. Understand communication theory related to small group 

communication, leadership, group climate, roles, and team 

formation. 

0.00% 

10. Understand and develop skills in building and 

maintaining group cohesiveness and effectiveness. 

0.00% 

11. Understand and develop skills in the use of technology in 

a group communication setting. 

0.00% 

12. Develop an understanding of diversity issues (gender, 

culture, age, sexual orientation, etc.) in a group 

communication setting. 

0.00% 

2. Apply principles learned in classroom group 

presentations. 

0.00% 

3. Develop critical thinking skills. 0.00% 

4. Recognize types of small group formation and the 

purposes they serve. 

0.00% 

5. Understand and develop the characteristics and skills of 

effective group leadership. 

0.00% 

6. Engage in group decision-making, problem solving, 

negotiation, and conflict management. 

0.00% 

7. Recognize the role that groups play in community, family, 

and business settings. 

0.00% 

8. Participate in group situations using various conflict 

management styles. 

0.00% 

9. Evaluate and interpret verbal and nonverbal aspects of 

group communication. 

0.00% 

COM220 - Intercultural Comm: SS3 

1. Assess the impact of cultural factors on the human 

communication process. 

30.77% 

2. Identify specific forces which create cultural differences. 23.08% 

3. Speculate about the impact of cultural diversity on 

everyday interactions and contexts, such as business, 

education and interpersonal relationships. 

15.38% 

4. Theorize about the influence of cultural values and world 

view on language and thought processes. 

30.77% 

5. Assess the cultural uses of touch, space, silence, 

artifacts, body movements and para linguistic cues. 

0.00% 

6. Illustrate the various factors which may inhibit 

communication between people of different cultures and 

suggest means of managing barriers to intercultural 

communication. 

23.08% 

7. Demonstrate specific communication skills to improve 

their intercultural communication. 

15.38% 

COM263 - Conflict Resolution 

1. Create a personal definition of conflict based on 

definitions from a variety of sources. 

0.00% 

2. Assess personal conflict resolution styles in relation to five 

distinct conflict resolution styles. 

0.00% 
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CSLO 

3. Differentiate and create "I" messages distinct from "you" 

messages. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

4. Define defensive communication behaviors and suggest 

alternative constructive communication behaviors. 

0.00% 

5. Evaluate the roles that frustration, power, and anger play 

in conflict and conflict resolution. 

0.00% 

6. Apply a plan for conflict resolution to a situation in 

personal life. 

0.00% 

ENG121 - English Composition I:CO1 

1a-i. Plan, write, and revise multi-paragraph compositions 

that function as an integrated whole. 

0.00% 

1a-i. Plan, write, and revise multi-paragraph compositions 

that function as an integrated whole.) 

0.00% 

1a-ii. (Coherence) Use a variety of transitional strategies to 

make their writing coherent. 

0.00% 

1a-ii. (Coherence) Use a variety of transitional strategies to 

make their writing coherent. 

0.00% 

1b. Generate and explore ideas. 0.00% 

1b. Generate and explore ideas. 0.00% 

1c. Write for a variety of purposes and audiences. 0.00% 

1c. Write for a variety of purposes and audiences. 0.00% 

1d. Focus and develop a thesis by exploring a variety of 

appropriate organizational strategies. 

0.00% 

1d. Focus and develop a thesis by exploring a variety of 

appropriate organizational strategies. 

0.00% 

2. Practice critical/logical thinking and reading skills - such 

as evaluation, analysis, synthesis, and criticism - through 

written assignments that stress analytical, evaluative, and 

persuasive/argumentative writing. 

0.00% 

2. Practice critical/logical thinking and reading skills - such 

as evaluation, analysis, synthesis, and criticism - through 

written assignments that stress analytical, evaluative, and 

persuasive/argumentative writing. 

0.00% 

3. Practice critical reading skills. 78.43% 

3. Practice critical reading skills. 0.00% 

4a. Use accurate grammar. 0.00% 

4a. Use accurate grammar. 0.00% 

4b. Use accurate mechanics and spelling. 0.00% 

4b. Use accurate mechanics and spelling. 0.00% 

4c. Choose diction and usage appropriate to writing 

purposes and audiences. 

0.00% 

4c. Choose diction and usage appropriate to writing 

purposes and audiences. 

0.00% 

5. Select and apply contemporary forms of technology to 

solve problems or compile information. 

0.00% 

5. Select and apply contemporary forms of technology to 

solve problems or compile information. 

0.00% 

6a. Use research methodologies. 0.00% 

6a. Use research methodologies. 0.00% 

6b. Integrate digital and print sources. 36.00% 

6c. Apply an assigned style of documentation. 36.73% 

ENG122 - English Composition II:CO2 

0. Focus and develop a thesis. (121 1d) 66.67% 

0. Generate and explore ideas. (121 1b) 80.00% 

0. Use accurate grammar, mechanics, and spelling. (121 4a) 0.00% 

1. Define, discuss, and apply various research strategies, 

including the following: defining problems; gathering and 

summarizing information; and analyzing, synthesizing, and 

evaluating data and multiple viewpoints. 

0.00% 
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CSLO 

2. Plan, write, and revise papers, including at least one that 

is researched and appropriately documented. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

3. Extend the critical/logical thinking and reading skills -

developed in English Composition I (ENG 121) - and apply 

those skills to more complex assignments. 

86.67% 

4. Practice language skills developed in English Composition 

I (ENG 121) and apply those skills to more complex 

assignments. 

0.00% 

5. Demonstrate the ability to select and apply contemporary 

forms of technology to solve problems or compile 

information. 

0.00% 

ENG131 - Technical Writing I: CO1 

01. Identify audience 76.09% 

02. State purpose 89.13% 

03. Find, evaluate, interpret, and document data 85.19% 

04. Organize data and outline reports 73.91% 

05. Select and use format and style appropriate to the 

purpose and audience 

76.09% 

06. Use standard grammar, spelling, and mechanics 82.14% 

07. Develop the skills necessary for writing a variety of 

commonly used technical documents 

76.09% 

08a. Employ writing strategies such as description and 

definition 

86.96% 

08b. Employ writing strategies such as instruction (and 

explanation) 

84.78% 

09. Integrate visual aids into documents 58.70% 

10. Produce collaborative documents 78.72% 

11. Prepare and deliver a professional oral presentation 88.89% 

ENG221 - Creative Writing I 

1. Examine the structure of creative writing genres 0.00% 

2. Analyze style 0.00% 

3. Critique creative writing 0.00% 

4. Experiment in techniques of creative writing 0.00% 

5. Apply the writing process to achieve a polished final work 0.00% 

ENG275 - Reading Writing Think/Disc II 

1. Use the writing process to write well-structured expository 

essays on topics related to students’ career choices and in 

courses in particular disciplines. 

0.00% 

2. Produce clear and well-organized papers appropriate to 

the intended audience, context, and goal of the paper. 

0.00% 

3. Analyze and respond critically and creatively to the ideas 

and strategies in the writing of others through reading and 

writing critical analysis on a variety of cross-discipline 

publications. 

0.00% 

4. Demonstrate college-level reading comprehension by 

accessing, evaluating, analyzing, and synthesizing 

information, both orally and written, from a variety of 

perspectives, using a variety of cross-discipline sources. 

0.00% 

5. Demonstrate critical reading abilities by annotating, 

analyzing, and evaluating a variety of texts in writing. 

0.00% 

6. Demonstrate knowledge of and ability to engage in the 

behaviors of persistent and successful college students. 

0.00% 

7. Contribute positively to collaborative endeavors through 

respectful, supportive, and equitable teamwork. 

0.00% 

LIT115 - Intro to Literature I: AH2 

1.1 Define the functions of literature: Illustrate ways in which 

literature interprets the human condition. 

0.00% 

1.2 Define the functions of literature: Illustrate ways in which 

literature gives pleasure to its readers. 

0.00% 
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CSLO 

1.3 Define the functions of literature: Illustrate ways in which 

literature attempts to instruct and correct human behavior. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

2. Identify and explore universal themes, topics and patterns 

in works studied. 

0.00% 

3.1 Analyze structural elements in literary works: Identify and 

demonstrate the use of basic structural elements of prose 

fiction. 

0.00% 

3.2 Analyze structural elements in literary works: Identify and 

demonstrate the use of basic structural elements of poetry. 

0.00% 

3.3 Analyze structural elements in literary works: Identify and 

demonstrate the use of basic structural elements of drama. 

0.00% 

4. Analyze cultural and historical contexts of literature and 

their contemporary relevance: Analyze the function, 

significance, and contemporary relevance of basic cultural 

and historical contexts. 

0.00% 

4. Analyze cultural and historical contexts of literature and 

their contemporary relevance: Identify and demonstrate the 

presence of basic cultural and historical contexts. 

0.00% 

5. Demonstrate the ability to select and apply contemporary 

forms of technology to solve problems or compile 

information. 

0.00% 

LIT212 - Amer Lit Aft Civil War:GT-AH2 

1. Trace the development of American literary thought from 

the Civil War era up through modern times. 

0.00% 

2. Analyze how such broad terms as Naturalism and 

Realism only partially reflect the writings of an era, yet still 

impact our concepts of life today. 

0.00% 

3. Gain a knowledge and appreciation of major American 

writers from the mid-nineteenth century up through modern 

day. 

0.00% 

4. Examine American prose which, depending upon the Era, 

serves to mirror the sociological ills of American society, 

psychological patterns of American thought, and/or aesthetic 

values of the artistic mind. 

0.00% 

5. Read and thoughtfully discuss the works assigned. 0.00% 

6. Critically evaluate the content and form of each literary 

piece. 

0.00% 

7. Examine the impact these writings may or may not have 

had on the American mind and culture of today. 

0.00% 

LIT255 - Children`s Literature 

1. Define the criteria for selecting quality books for children 0.00% 

2. Describe a large selection of books currently available 0.00% 

3. Judge literary quality and artistic quality 0.00% 

4. Discuss the different genres of children's literature 0.00% 

5. Define the criteria for selecting books appropriate for 

children of given age levels 

0.00% 

6. Explore the history and trends in children's literature 0.00% 

7. Apply a variety of methods for presenting literature to 

children 

0.00% 

8. Build units of study for groups of children 0.00% 

PHI111 - Intro to Philosophy: AH3 

1. Identify and distinguish the major questions in philosophy. 0.00% 

2. Identify and distinguish some of the major schools of 

philosophy. 

0.00% 

3. Demonstrate an understanding of the methods of 

philosophical thinking. 

0.00% 

4. Critically evaluate primary philosophical sources. 0.00% 

5. Communicate philosophical questions and positions to 

others. 

0.00% 
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CSLO 

6. Read, analyze and apply written material to new 

situations. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

7. Write and speak clearly and logically in presentations and 

essays. 

0.00% 

8. Demonstrate the ability to select and apply contemporary 

forms of technology to solve problems or compile 

information. 

0.00% 

PHI112 - Ethics:AH3 

1. Identify problems associated with major ethical concepts. 0.00% 

2. Analyze the meaning of major ethical theories. 0.00% 

3. Evaluate the major ethical theories. 0.00% 

4. Apply major ethical theories to specific moral problems. 0.00% 

5. Understand why one might come to hold a major ethical 

position. 

0.00% 

6. Read, analyze and apply written material to new 

situations. 

0.00% 

7. Write and speak clearly and logically in presentations and 

essays. 

0.00% 

8. Demonstrate the ability to select and apply contemporary 

forms of technology to solve problems or compile 

information. 

0.00% 

PHI113 - Logic: AH3 

1. Analyze and identify the elements and structure of 

argument. 

0.00% 

2. Distinguish and describe the claims and forms of inductive 

and deductive reasoning/argument. 

0.00% 

3. Apply the principles of logic to the examination and 

decision-making. 

0.00% 

4. Examine factors that influence and distort reasoning and 

decision-making. 

0.00% 

5. Apply the resources of logic to a practical problem-solving 

situation. 

0.00% 

6. Read, analyze and apply written material to new 

situations. 

0.00% 

7. Write and speak clearly and logically in presentations and 

essays. 

0.00% 

8. Demonstrate the ability to select and apply contemporary 

forms of technology to solve problems or compile 

information. 

0.00% 

PHI114 - Comparative Religions: AH3 

1. Explain the difference between different definitions of 

"religion". 

0.00% 

10. Recognize and interpret religious symbolism. 0.00% 

11. Develop critical thinking through an analysis of religious 

phenomena. 

0.00% 

12. Demonstrate improved ability to communicate both orally 

and in writing. 

0.00% 

2. Differentiate between arguments of where religion came 

from. 

0.00% 

3. Demonstrate the difference between Religious Studies, 

Philosophy of Religion, and Theology. 

0.00% 

4. Develop the ability to use religious studies as a "lens" for 

looking at a culture. 

0.00% 

5. Critique different methodological approaches used in the 

study of religions. 

0.00% 

6. Discuss how religion can be defined as a cultural system. 0.00% 
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CSLO 

7. Develop the ability to speak and write critically about 

religion in such a way as to present a nuanced argument 

that contextualizes religious traditions and religious people in 

a way appropriate to a complex historical understanding. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

8. Develop an understanding of the history, major figures, 

significant texts and modern contexts for both eastern and 

western religions such as: Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, 

Taoism, Confucianism, Sikhism, Shinto, Zoroastrianism, 

Judaism, Christianity, Islam and Bahá'í. 

0.00% 

9. Demonstrate knowledge of the modern religious context, 

including New Religious Movements, globalization, 

revitalization movements, and sectarianism. 

0.00% 

PHI214 - Philosophy of Religion: AH3 

1. Analyze and explain various arguments for the existence 

of God. 

0.00% 

10. Critically analyze and evaluate primary philosophical 

sources. 

0.00% 

11. Utilize college level written communication skills in the 

articulation of Philosophy of Religion thought and analysis. 

0.00% 

12. Demonstrate college level competency in the reading 

and comprehension of primary and secondary sources. 

0.00% 

2. Explain the rationale for various conceptions of ultimate 

reality. 

0.00% 

3. Analyze critically the role of religious experience. 0.00% 

4. Evaluate positions regarding the truth claims of the 

world's religions. 

0.00% 

5. Describe pragmatic, reason-based, and faith-based 

justifications for belief. 

0.00% 

6. Explain the Problem of Evil and responses to it. 0.00% 

7. Identify various positions on the afterlife and analyze 

corresponding arguments. 

0.00% 

8. Evaluate the relationship between religion and morality. 0.00% 

9. Argue effectively for personal positions adopted on issues 

in Philosophy of Religion. 

0.00% 

PHI220 - Philosophy-Death & Dying: AH3 

1. Trace out (explain) the metaphysical arguments for and 

against the existence of a soul. 

0.00% 

2. Trace out (explain) the various metaphysical arguments 

for and against life after bodily death (immortality). 

0.00% 

3. Assess the epistemological value of arguments for the 

soul and immortality-analyze the logical strengths and 

weaknesses of particular positions. 

0.00% 

4. Explain and evaluate the ethical justifications for positions 

adopted on two controversies related to death and dying; 

rational suicide and physician assisted suicide. 

0.00% 

5. Argue effectively about positions taken on issues related 

to death and dying. 

0.00% 

6. Analyze and then apply insights from philosophy's 

existentialist examination of life and death to one's personal 

perspective 

0.00% 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Dunaway, Dustin on 03/01/2019 21:06 

The department overall will move on to source integration as a broad department assessment. 
Individual assessments are listed below. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Reassess ENG 131 70% at Level 3 Calendar year 2019 Matthew Sterner-Neely, Liz Medendrop 
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Action 

Reassess ENG 121 

Goal 

70% at Level 3 

Timeline 

Calendar year 2019 

Participants 

Gayle Welch 

Closed AAA 109 N/A N/A Kari Lee 

Closed COM N/A N/A Dustin Dunaway & Anthony Mitchell 

Reassess PHI 112 70% Proficiency Calendar year 2019 Travis Parkhurst, Thad Horell 

Closed ENG 121 Critical Reading N/A N/A Jamie Patti 

Reassess ENG 122 70% at Level 3 Calendar year 2019 Colleen Boyle 

Reassess LIT 115 70% at Level 3 Calendar year 2019 Maria Kelson 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Fine Arts & Humanities Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Oreskovich, Ann on 02/26/2019 23:37 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

This past year we focused on assessing at the program level. We developed, and implemented in eLumen, program-level rubrics for Humanities, which were used spring 2018 and fall 2018 

semesters. We did the same for Studio Art and for the Arts & Expression (AH1) GT Pathways courses, which include Art Appreciation, Art History, Dance Appreciation, Music Appreciation 

and Theater Appreciation, which were first used in the fall 2018 semester. We also developed an assessment tool for the judges who evaluate our Student Art Show that aligns with our 
Studio Art rubric so that we can compare our own data to the outside evaluators' overall assessment of each of our media categories. 

The skills that are fundamental to our program fall under the following ISLOs: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving, Effective Communication, and Textual Literacy. Some of the action steps 

that we took to improve these skills over the past year include: 
Weekly writing workshop on Wednesdays from 3:30-4:30 for students in our department to get extra help with writing assignments. We also marketed it more heavily with posters 

and reminders in classes. Some instructors offered incentives, such as extra credit. 
Dean Alexander led one of the writing workshops on November 7, 2018. He explained how to develop a paper, including writing a thesis and structuring the paper to support a claim. 
It was a lunch-time workshop with pizza as extra incentive to attend. 
Increased scaffolding for papers. This included having students submit the final research paper in stages: thesis, outline, draft, and final paper. More tools were developed that 
included guidelines for the outline and sample thesis statements. 
For our studio classes, we continued to have regular shows in our gallery to showcase professional-level presentation skills, and co-curricular activities where the artists in the 

gallery discussed their work or offered demonstrations.       

We will continue to assess the same learning outcomes next year. These skills comprise our core CSLOs and are not likely to change. Our data also suggests that there is plenty of room 

for improvement in these areas. These are the improvement steps that we plan to make: 
We will continue to revise our assessment tools. We plan to adjust the studio rubric by flipping the organization of the levels so that they are consistent with the other rubrics and to 

revise the language of the originality/risk-taking section. We also need to revise the judge's tool because the originality/risk-taking section was left off of some of the media 

categories. We would like to simplify the PSLOs for the AH1 rubric, similar to how they are written for Humanities, and to simplify the language of both the Humanities and AH1 

rubrics for greater clarity. 
Continue to offer co-curricular activities that promote student learning, such as the writing workshops and artist demonstrations. 
Continue to develop tools to assist students with writing, such as self-assessments, peer assessments, and workshops with librarians. 
Develop course-level rubrics, beginning with Studio Art classes. 
Increase participation from performing arts areas. We now have dance, which can be included, and we can plan assessments for theater.  

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

In the spring of 2018, there were eight assessments completed. There was one assessment in Art, six assessments in Humanities, and one assessment in Music. Two full-time faculty 

participated and four part-time instructors. All assessments were from the Pueblo campus. 

In the fall of 2018, there were sixteen assessments completed, doubling the number from fall. There were eleven assessments in Art, four assessments in Humanities and one assessment 
in Music. The two full-time faculty particapted, and eight part-time instructors participated, doubling the number of part-time instructors involved. There were two assessments from the 

Fremont campus, and all others were from the Pueblo campus. Excluding the high school instructors, all of our part-time instructors participated except for one, who was at the Southwest 
Campus and is no longer teaching for us. 

One of the reasons for the increased participation among part-time instructors is that we met as a department in the fall semester to discuss assessment, review the rubrics, answer any 

questions and determine which classes instructors wanted to assess. We then sent reminders to participate as the deadline for entering scores approached. We also helped instructors 

through entering scores in eLumen when they were having difficulty. 

Another reason that there was an increase in participation is that we developed program rubrics for Studio Art and for GT Pathways: AH1 courses (Art Appreciation, Art History, Dance 

Appreciation, Music Appreciation, Theater Appreciation). There was likely greater participation in Humanities in the spring semester because we had a program-level rubric in place in that 
area. In the fall semester, we saw increased participation in the other areas due to having new rubrics for those fields (particularly Art). 

Going forward, we would like to continue to meet once a semester to touch base with all of our instructors regarding assessment because it was so successful in the fall. We recently met in 

the spring 2019 semester to gather feedback on the rubrics, and talk about strategies for the report and for improvements. The Director of Assessment attended to help answer questions 
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and participants shared some of their classroom success strategies and some areas that needed work. Attendance was not as good at the spring meeting as it was for the fall meeting, so 

we are a little concerned about sustaining momentum. We hope to be able to offer a stipend, which might serve as incentive to attend. Another strategy would be to diversify the prefixes 

being reported on. This semester we have classes in theater and dance, so it would be nice to have data for more performing art classes. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Oreskovich, Ann on 02/26/2019 23:37 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 41.72% Going forward we will be more focused on program and 

course-level data. 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 40.27% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

43.72% 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

33.99% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

25.93% Making conclusions and writing with clarity seem to be skills 

that students are struggling with as indicated by the data 

from ISLOs and PSLOs. 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

47.22% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 39.35% 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

28.17% 

2b: Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, informative, etc.) 

and with a clear focus 

31.88% 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

45.30% 

2d: Select and apply compelling and appropriate 

communication strategies that attend to the values, 

knowledge, interests, and needs of the audience 

36.96% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 47.87% 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

48.16% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

46.27% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Oreskovich, Ann on 02/26/2019 23:37 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Fine Arts & Humanities 

PSLO 

Art 

PSLO 

01. Proportion: Accurately displays the relative size and 

scale of the various elements in a work of art and the 

relationships between objects, or parts, of a whole. 

52.24% 

02. Media Handling (technique): Makes design/artistic 

choices appropriate to the characteristics of the medium, or 

the combination of materials used and the techniques 

applied to those materials. 

46.27% 

03. Composition/Design: Applies the visual elements 

according to the principles of design. 

43.28% 
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PSLO 

04. Originality/Risk-Taking: Explores alternate, divergent, or 

contradictory perspectives within the context of visual forms 

and processes. 

05. Presentation: Displays artwork crafted with attention to 47.76% 

professional display standards. 

06. Utilize Context-Relevance: Evaluates the relevance of 62.16% 

context when presenting a position. 

07. Utilize Context-Assumptions: Identify assumptions and 

analyze one’s own and others’ assumptions. 

08. Understand Implications & Make Conclusions: Establish 

a conclusion that is tied to the range of information 

presented and reflect on implications and consequences of 

stated conclusion. 

09. Develop Content: Create and develop ideas within the 

context of the situation and the assigned task(s). 

10. Use Sources & Evidence: Critically read, evaluated, 

apply, and synthesize evidence and/or sources in support of 

a claim and follow an appropriate documentation system. 

gtP SLOs 

Humanities 

PSLO 

1. Critically evaluate works of art (visual, performing or 

literary). 

2. Evaluate the relevance of context in understanding art in 

its various forms. 

3. Formulate a claim related to the study of Humanities. 

4. Support a claim related to the study of humanities with 

appropriate sources, evidence and documentation. 

gtP SLOs 

Music 

PSLO 

PSLO1: Demonstrate Originality and Ingenuity (Creative 

Thinking 4a): Incorporate alternate, divergent, or 

contradictory perspectives or ideas within the context of the 

discipline and the shape of the work. 

PSLO2: Utilize Context-Relevance (Critical Thinking 2a): 

Evaluate the relevance of context when presenting a 

position. 

PSLO3: Utilize Context-Assumptions (Critical Thinking 2b-c): 

Identify assumptions and analyze one’s own and others’ 

assumptions. 

PSLO4: Understand Implications & Make Conclusions 

(Critical Thinking 5a-b): Establish a conclusion that is tied to 

the range of information presented and reflect on 

implications and consequences of stated conclusion. 

PSLO5: Develop Content (Written Communication 2a): 

Create and develop ideas within the context of the situation 

and the assigned task(s). 

Target Achievement Rate 

40.00% 

42.11% 

40.54% 

45.95% 

43.24% 

50.27% 

52.73% 

52.03% 

44.43% 

37.50% 

37.50% 

25.00% 

31.25% 

43.75% 

Comments/Clarifications 

This is the most difficult skill to assess as it is a higher level 

critical thinking skill that is not typically emphasized as much 

as the other skills in lower level studio classes, which is the 

majority of our classes. This is also supported by the judge's 

evaluations from the past year of the Student Art Show. It is 

also difficult to assess in the GT Pathways courses because 

most instructors assess a research paper and the way the 

outcome reads, it seems to be addressing a creative product. 

The program level rubric that we developed combined all of 

the AH1 courses, but the data is broken out by prefix. This 

makes for a smaller sample size for each prefix. 

As mentioned in the Art section, this is difficult to assess in 

Music Appreciation as well because the instructor typically 

assesses a research paper, and this skill is not usually within 

the scope of the assignment. 
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PSLO 

PSLO6: Use Sources & Evidence (Written Communication 

4a-b): Critically read, evaluated, apply, and synthesize 

evidence and/or sources in support of a claim and follow an 

appropriate documentation system. 

Target Achievement Rate 

44.44% 

Comments/Clarifications 

gtP SLOs 

Theater 

PSLO 

There is no data from theater as the instructor assessed 

other areas, but it would be good to start including this. 

gtP SLOs 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance 
CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Oreskovich, Ann on 02/26/2019 23:37 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Revise Studio Art rubric Flip levels to be consistent with other rubrics 

and improve language of the originality/risk-

taking section. 

Complete spring semester 2019 Ann Oreskovich and David McKean 

Establish the assessment plan Contact instructors to determine which 

assessments to plan in eLumen. Encourage 

assessment of performing arts classes. 

Week 8 of spring and fall semesters 2019 Ann Oreskovich, in conjunction with David 

McKean, Sally Ashton, Sara Cox, Craig 

Smith, Thad Horrell, Karen Foglesong, 

Katrina Mann, Sara Roybal and Steven 

Walker 

Plan assessments in eLumen Distribute rubrics in eLumen, to include 

dance and theater. 

Week 10 of spring and fall semesters 2019 Ann Oreskovich 

Revise Studio Art judge's assessment Revise Student Art Show judge's 

assessment tool to include originality/risk-

taking in each category. 

Complete by May 2019 in time for Student 

Art Show 

Ann Oreskovich 

Revise AH1 and Humanities rubrics Simplify the PSLOs of the AH1 rubric to be 

more like the Humanities rubric. Simplify the 

language of both the Humanities rubric and 

the AH1 rubric. 

Complete in time for fall 2019 assessment 

(shoot for week 8 of fall 2019, if not before) 

Ann Oreskovich with feedback from Fine Arts 

& Humanities faculty and instructors 

Planning meetings Hold a meeting once per semester with all 

faculty and instructors. In the fall, meet to 

plan assessments, distribute rubrics and 

bring newcomers up-to-speed. In the spring, 

meet to review data, plan for the upcoming 

year, and share tools. 

Fall meeting in October, spring meeting in 

February 

All Fine Arts & Humanities faculty and 

instructors 

Offer co-curricular activities Continue to offer and expand co-curricular 

opportunities that enhance student learning, 

such as the weekly writing workshop 

(including guest leaders) and artist 

demonstrations. 

Ongoing--shoot to offer a guest writing 

workshop leader each fall. 

All Fine Arts & Humanities faculty and 

instructors 

Develop course-level rubrics Develop course-level rubrics, beginning with 

Studio Art (specifically drawing) 

Complete in time for fall 2019 assessment 

(shoot for week 8 of fall 2019) 

Ann Oreskovich and David McKean 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Mathematics Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Sandoval, Tina on 04/25/2019 22:58 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

In 2019, the Math Department will continue to assess MAT 055, MAT 120, MAT 121, MAT 122, MAT 125, MAT 135, MAT 201, MAT 202. 
We will add MAT 107, MAT 108, MAT 155, MAT 156 to our assessment. 
MAT 120, MAT 122, MAT 125, MAT 201, MAT 202 will use the GT Pathways Rubric, which seems to be a better assessment tool for these classes. 
MAT 055, MAT 107, MAT 108, MAT 121, MAT 135, MAT 155, MAT 156 will use the MAT PSLO Rubric. 
We will continue to assess the same learning outcomes as 2018. 

From Pam Tyner regarding MAT 055: 
Looking at my data, my students performance is the lowest in the “1. Interpret Information had the opposite results with #1 being the highest in the F2018 and #4 being the second highest 
in the S2018. This did not take into consideration the N/A. 

Also: 
In MAT 055 we assessed the students’ understanding of graphing linear functions.  We will continue to use this project for future semesters. There were no differences in the expected and 

actual participation of instructor/faculty. The rubric has not changed for MAT 055. 
In the next assessment cycle, the students from MAT 107 and MAT 108 will be assessed. 
The MAT 107 project is embedded in MyLabsPlus (MLP) which allows faculty and instructors easy access to the project.  The assessment will concentrate on students’ ability to apply data 

from several bids in order to complete the total charges incurred. 
The MAT 108 project is also embedded in MLP allowing easy access to the project.  The students will study blueprints to figure the materials, dimensions, cost, weight, etc. of the blueprints. 

From Robert Baker: 
In MAT122, I have long assessed student presentations of Eratosthenes’ conundrum, and his solution, on the in-class written final exam.  Every student who completed the class, got 
assessed; no low participation. 

Last year, indeed, lower than typical enrollment, retention and success plagued us all; under literal bombardment from above and below, it was not a comfortable nor safe-feeling learning 

nor teaching environment. 

PCC’s assessment process has been evolving in leaps and steps, so has the state’s.  My courses are all bound by CDHE GT rubrics; we are managing to get them into eLumen, 
sometimes. When not, I make walk-overs to whatever is given me. As the assessment process settles, our assessments can be refined to better fulfill it. 

This semester, in MAT122, I have created a written project modeled closely on the one used in MAT120 and MAT125.  It requires two to three pages of writing, with sketchs/diagrams and 

computations in an attached appendix. It still focuses on models by Eratosthenes and Archimedes. It will be due, and I will be able to assess, before finals’ week. As in MAT125, it will use 

CDHE’s GT Quantitative Literacy rubric.  This shift can potentially reduce response rate for this course. 

From Dr. Michael Payne re: MAT121 

In Fall 2018 we use the Projectile Motion Project to assess using the PSLO rubric 1,2,4,5,6. In Fall 2018, 20 students were in class at the time of the project. 15 students completed the 

project, and 5 did not do it at all. All 15 received a grade of C or better on the project. 7 90% or better, 5 80%-90%, 3 70%-80% All 20 students at time of semester’s end passed the class 

with a C or better. 
We will continue the projectile assessment within this next year. I’m not teaching 121 in the Spring, so maybe next fall. We will be turning to the GT Pathways Rubric Quantitative Literacy in 

the Spring . 

Dr. Michael Payne re: MAT125 

In Fall 2018 I used the Optimization Paper Project to assess using the PSLO rubric 1,2,4,5,6. Students were given a choice of 3 problems and chose one to solve. They were to explain the 

method of solution and summarize the results. In Fall 2018, 12 students were in class at the time of the project. 8 students completed the project, and 4 did not do it at all. All 8 received a 

grade of C or better on the project. 2 90% or better, 5 80%-90%, 1 70%-80%. 11 students completed the class and at time of semester’s end all passed with a C or better 
I will continue the optimization assessment within this next year. We will be turning to the GT Pathways Rubric Quantitative Literacy in the spring. 

Dr. Michael Payne re: MAT201 

In Fall 2018 I used the Capstone Lab to assess using the PSLO rubric 1,2,4,5,6. The class is presented a problem involving a septic tank. The class as a whole discusses such items as 

maximum volumes, maximum flow rates, the cost to treat the sewage, and the amount of work it will take to pump out the tank. In Fall 2018, 15 students were in class at the time of the 

project. 14 students completed the project, and 1 did not do it at all. 12 received a grade of C or better on the project. 4 90% or better, 4 80%-90%, 4 70%-80%, 2 were 60%.15 students 

completed the class and at time of semester’s end 14 passed with a C or better, while 1 student failed. 
I will continue the Capstone Lab within this next year. We will be turning to the GT Pathways Rubric Quantitative Literacy in the spring. 

From Dr. Michael Payne re:  MAT 202 

In Fall 2018 I used the Capstone Lab to assess using the PSLO rubric 1,2,4,5,6. The class is presented a problem involving a dam. The class as a whole discusses such items as the 

surface area and volume of the dam, the area and volume of the lake attached to the dam, a visual construction of the outline of the lake, hydrostatic force on the submerged portion of the 

dam and elliptical water gates, and the time to refill the lake area after an earthquake. In Fall 2018, 9 students were in class at the time of the project. 9 students completed the project. 8 
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received a grade of C or better on the project, and 1 received an F.  5 90% or better, 1 80%-90 2 70%-80%, 1 was 40%.9 students completed the class and at time of semester’s end 9 

passed with a C or better. 
I will continue the Capstone Lab within this next year. We will be turning to the GT Pathways Rubric Quantitative Literacy in the spring. 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

The 2018 data indicated that fewer faculty and instructors participated than was expected. 
There was a change in rubrics from spring to fall 2018 semesters for some courses, which attected the data. 
In 2019, we will use consistent rubrics for each course for spring and fall semesters. 
All faculty and instructors teaching lecture sections of the courses listed in Part A above will participate in the assessment. 
More communication (by email, phone, in person) about assessment will be made with faculty and instructors throughout the spring and fall 2019 semesters to encourage and 

support better participation. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Sandoval, Tina on 04/25/2019 22:58 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 

ISLO3: Quantitative Reasoning 

3a: Interpret and explain information presented as numerical 

data, functions, and formulae 

77.91% 

3b: Represent information as numerical data, functions, and 

formulae 

80.41% 

3c: Select appropriate numerical data, functions, and 

formulae to perform accurate computations 

74.76% 

3d: Identify, evaluate, and infer reasonable assumptions 

based on quantitative information 

84.37% 

3e: Formulate reasonable solutions and draw logical 

conclusions from numerical data 

79.51% 

3f: Interpret numerical data and calculations in defense of an 

argument 

79.58% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

70.37% 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

58.91% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

68.25% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

59.89% 

ISLO1d: (archived) Formulate creative solutions in 

consideration of and in response to relevant contexts, 

opinions, and opposition 

0.00% 

ISLO4c: (archived) CT&PS Evaluate Evidence 0.00% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

75.37% 

2b: Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, informative, etc.) 

and with a clear focus 

73.33% 
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ISLO 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

Target Achievement Rate 

74.48% 

Comments/Clarifications 

2d: Select and apply compelling and appropriate 

communication strategies that attend to the values, 

knowledge, interests, and needs of the audience 

73.26% 

ISLO2a: (archived) Organize and express ideas clearly in 

both written and oral communication 

0.00% 

ISLO2b: (archived) Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, 

informative, etc.) and with a clear focus 

0.00% 

ISLO2c: (archived) Employ conventions of communication in 

accordance with disciplinary and/or professional 

expectations 

0.00% 

ISLO2d: (archived) Select and apply compelling and 

appropriate communication strategies that attend to the 

values, knowledge, interests, and needs of the audience 

0.00% 

ISLO2e: (archived) Execute Delivery 0.00% 

ISLO4d: (archived) COM Use Sources & Evidence 0.00% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 

4a: Recognize, summarize, and explain central and 

supporting ideas as well as implied and abstract ideas in a 

variety of written, oral, and visual texts in multiple genres 

including academic and technical sources 

69.93% 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

82.56% 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

83.05% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

79.50% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

75.20% 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

75.90% 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

75.50% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

79.01% 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

72.06% 

5c-2: Engage with local and extended communities to 

promote civic action and social improvement 

74.31% 

ISLO5a-1: (archived) P&T Preparedness 0.00% 

ISLO5b-1: (archived) Exhibit appropriate conduct and 

behavior in accordance with disciplinary and/or professional 

expectations 

0.00% 

ISLO5b-2: (archived) Demonstrate respectful, fair, and equal 

treatment of all people 

0.00% 

ISLO5b-3: (archived) Contribute positively to collaboration 

and teamwork by offering ideas, assistance, and 

encouragement 

0.00% 

ISLO5c-1: (archived) Engage with local and extended 

communities to promote civic action and social improvement 

0.00% 

ISLO5c-2: (archived) Examine and acknowledge differing 

views and express appreciation for diversity 

0.00% 
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ISLO 

ISLO5c-3: (archived) Recognize the interconnectivity of 

important issues and broaden disciplinary and personal 

knowledge to include overarching social, ecological, 

economical, and political issues 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

ISLO5c-4: (archived) Explore the relationships between the 

ideas, values, and practices of different groups of people 

across cultures and throughout history 

0.00% 

From Robert Baker: Data for both the institutional level and 

program level is provided. What comments or clarifications 

can the department add to this data? There weren’t many 

comments or clarifications offered in the plan aside from a 

few general comments on each competency regarding the 

number of categories with 80% proficiency or higher. While 

departments don’t need to comment on every ISLO/PSLO 

and achievement rate, some comments or clarifications 

would be helpful when future data is compared with the 

current data. 

The percentages of proficiency across the board are very 

high. However, in section 3 it seemed as though a couple of 

comments addressed inconsistencies in assessment (either 

from the instructor or between instructors). For example, 

Math 120 saw around 40-50% proficiency whereas the 

overall proficiency numbers were over 76%. Perhaps 

consider rubric norming sessions within the department to 

make sure that faculty and instructors are assessing in 

similar ways. This will ensure that the data is meaningful for 

future analysis. The Assessment Committee can assist in 

these rubric norming sessions. 

Math 120 was my problem, and mine alone ; I was the only 

instructor and only assessor. M120 is the only course where 

both algebra and complex computations, are pretty 

specifically banned by CDHE GT standards for mat120, my 

state mandate, which all the other various PCC variations of 

rubrics, align with. 

Meanwhile, all other math courses have abstract 

manipulation and complex computation, as prime emphases. 

Their students are “math producers.” Thus, their courses use 

a similar type of computationally-centered project. M120 

students, instead, are “math consumers” so this course 

assesses: “Can you use quantity to support an argument?” 

I have long used a “final paper” to assess this course, with 

topic and thesis of the student’s choice. It is the fifth research 

essay of the term, and I grade it strictly. Last year, the walk-

over from course grade to rubric indeed showed a low 

performing bunch of students—two ways, both illiterate 

(reported) and, as a couple students said “I already have my 

C locked in, so here’s something.” I suggest we all were also 

struggling with harsh campus conditions. So far, prior years’ 

data and this semester’s student progress, suggest last year 

was a bit of an anomaly. 

Yet, I am dealing with the end-of-semester-don’t-care 

performances on the assessment device, to remove a 

negative bias in assessment results. This term I will assess 

students’ fourth paper instead, collected soon after spring 

break. Again, we’ll see. 
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ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

From Dr. Michael Payne: 1. MAT 121 College Algebra and 

MAT 125 Survey of Calculus  

In these classes, numbers look overall pretty good. Most of 

the rubrics are 90% or better, but Rubric 1 may need some 

work. 2. MAT 201 Calculus I In this class, numbers look 

overall pretty good. Most of the rubrics are 70% or better, but 

I need to try and get them to 80%. 3. MAT 202 Calculus 2 In 

this class, the numbers were not where they should be. Most 

of these students had me for Calculus 1, but 2 were new to 

the class, and would explain the high numbers below 70%. 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Sandoval, Tina on 03/01/2019 08:10 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Mathematics 

PSLO 

Mathematics 

PSLO 

1. Interpret Information: Explain information presented in 

mathematical forms (e.g., equations, graphs, diagrams, 

tables, words). 

82.03% 

2. Represent Information: Convert information into and 

between various mathematical forms (e.g., equations, 

graphs, diagrams, tables, words). 

85.53% 

3. Address Assumptions: Describe and support assumptions 

in estimation, modeling, and data analysis, used as 

appropriate for the course (for statistics courses). 

91.35% 

4. Perform Calculations: Solve problems or equations at the 

appropriate course level, and use appropriate mathematical 

notatio 

87.16% 

5. Apply & Analyze Information: Make use of graphical 

objects (such as graphs of equations in two or three 

variables, histograms, scatterplots of bivariate data, 

geometrical figures, etc.) to supplement a solution to 

theoretical and application problems at the appropriate 

course level. 

89.76% 

6. Communicate Using Mathematical Forms (Quantitative 

Literacy: Express mathematical analysis symbolically, 

graphically, and in written language that 

clarifies/justifies/summarizes reasoning (may also include 

oral communication). 

83.15% 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Sandoval, Tina on 03/01/2019 08:10 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Sandoval, Tina on 04/25/2019 22:58 

It is difficult to look for trends between our courses, as the content and student outcomes vary widely and different rubrics are used. 

From Robert Baker: 
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We have worked well as a team.  Over the past 5 years, we have led the CCCS schools in implementing each new curriculum and standards mandate, including assessment, and made it 
work. 

Last year at this time, I would not have predicted that we’d be doing CUE all this year, nor be required to miss our graduation.  :) But, we made it as a department, team, successfully. 

We are a support service.  We have simply continued to adapt to meet the seemingly endless “upgrades” in course offerings and supportive math services.  Who knows what we’ll be 

required to do next? That’s what we’ll do. 

For years I’ve been complacent and said “yes yes yes, good enough.” Now, I am actually about to try to form-fit a couple new assessment tools, from the same molds, but adapted to our 
CCCS gtP. Quantitative Literacy needs, and conformity within the department. 

MAT122:  
Over the years, including the data we looked at for recent terms, this course’s students are performing solidly well.  It has long term and recent retention near 90%, and academic success 

(C or better) near 80%. 

For Fall 2018, it was good to see Assessment success (acceptable or better) hovering near 80% for all gt points assessed. I have been using a problem on the final exam for my 

assessment device. 

Spring 18 numbers were 2 low and 2 high, but that may have been as much assessor error, as device problem.  I upgraded the test question for fall, so that it better addressed the 

competency, and outcomes in fall suggest it helped. 

I would like to continue using the gt-rubric for quant lit for mat122, assessing P 1-5, but not 6. 

However, I am looking to change my assessment device, with much the same mathematical theme, yet more consistent with that of Math121’s project.  I am working on that now, but have 

not completed it yet. 

MAT120:  
Has become more problematic over the years, in a steady trend downward. This trend may be conflated by corresponding administrative and admissions changes, including: removal of 
pre-req skills, no mandatory co-req labs, and increasing accounts of misleading counseling when students have registered for this course. It has long term retention near 80% and 

academic success near 70%. Yet, both are in a slow downward trend.  

For Fall 2018, both retention and success in this course declined a few percent, yet only 40 to 50 percent of students assessed at acceptable-or-better.  To be honest, I’m not even sure 

which device I assessed. (If it was the final, I cut the number of attempts from two to one; the difference was more significant on assessments than grades?  If it was the paper, as the last 
assignment due and not worth significant grade points, maybe students didn’t give it much care? Or, maybe and/or, as my last task of the term, I assessed abnormally harshly?.) 

Spring 18 numbers more closely reflected student academic success rates in that class, hovering around the 70% acceptable-or-better mark on all three of the gt competencies that apply. 

I would like to continue using the gt-rubric for quant lit for Mat120, assessing P 1, 4, 5 but not 2,3,6. 

Yet, I am looking at a serious change in the assessment device for this class.  Again, in progress, about to go through a trial run, next week. Importantly, it will be mid, not the end of, term. 

From Dr. Michael Payne re: MAT121 

Will continue to assess but use the new rubric. 

From Dr. Michael Payne re: MAT125 

Will continue to assess but use the new rubric. Need to improve on rubrics 2,3,4 in this class. 

From Dr. Michael Payne re: MAT201 

Will continue to assess but use the new rubric. Need to improve on number of students to get 80% or better across the board. I will need to increase performance on the preparatory labs, 
and take a look at the ones that feed in to this lab-some modifications perhaps. 

From Dr. Michael Payne re: MAT202 

Will continue to assess, but use the new rubric. Need to improve on number of students to get 80% or better across the board. I will need to increase performance on the preparatory labs, 
and take a look at the ones that feed in to this lab-some modifications perhaps. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

MAT 055-Continue with Current Project 80% MAT PSLO #1, #2 Spring, Fall 2019 All Faculty and Instructors - Lecture 

MAT 107-Begin Assessing Baseline Data - MAT PSLO Rubric Spring, Fall 2019 All Faculty and Instructors - Lecture 

MAT 108-Begin Assessing Baseline Data - MAT PSLO Rubric Spring, Fall 2019 All Faculty and Instructors - Lecture 

MAT 120 - See notes above. 80% GT Pathways Quant Lit Rubric P#1,4,5 Spring, Fall 2019 Robert Baker 

MAT 121-Use Projectile Project 80% MAT PSLO #1,2,4,5,6 Spring, Fall 2019 All Faculty and Instructors - Lecture 

MAT 122 - See notes above. 80% GT Pathways Quant Lit Rubric P#1-5 Spring, Fall 2019 All Faculty and Instructors - Lecture 

MAT 125-Continue with Current Project 80% GT Pathways Quant Lit Rubric Spring, Fall 2019 Michael Payne 

MAT 135-Continue with Current Project 80% MAT PSLO Rubric Spring, Fall 2019 All Faculty and Instructors - Lecture 

MAT 155-Begin Assessing Baseline Data - MAT PSLO Rubric Fall 2019 Tina Sandoval 

MAT 156-Begin Assessing Baseline Data - MAT PSLO Rubric Spring 2019 Tina Sandoval 
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Action 

MAT 201-Continue with Current Project 

Goal 

80% GT Pathways Quant Lit Rubric 

Timeline 

Spring, Fall 2019 

Participants 

Michael Payne 

MAT 202-Continue with Current Project 80% GT Pathways Quant Lit Rubric Spring, Fall 2019 Michael Payne 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Social Sciences Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Bowers, John on 03/15/2019 17:50 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

2018 Annual Improvement Plan for PSY, SOC, SWK, WST 

Course Statistics and Evidence: This past year, 14 courses in the prefix areas of PSY, SOC, SWK, and WST had a planned assessment, and scores were entered for 11 of those courses. 
The three that were not assessed (SWK 100, PSY 217, PSY 231) will be assessed in the next year.  Many of these courses are offered only once a year, and therefore do not offer any 

comparison data for the year.  The courses we have focused on in the past few years are PSY 101 and PSY 235. We added SOC 101 to our focus for the first time this year.  We plan to 

continue to focus on these three courses, and add PSY 102 in the Spring of 2019 for the 2019 cycle. Although our focus will remain on these courses (as they are the courses with the 

highest enrollment), we plan to add an additional planned assessment in PSY 101 and PSY 235 and pilot the addition in classes offered by full time faculty in spring, 2019, and then include 

classes taught by part time instructors in fall of 2019. The additional planned assessment (described in “What Will You Do Next?”) will be in the area of Effective Communication, which is a 

new area of formal assessment for us. 

GEO 105: ISLO 4 was assessed for the first time in Fall 2018, the first time GEO 105. Students were assessed using the PCC ISLO 4:Textual Literacy rubric. While students hit the target 
for 4a, they were substantially below the target for 4b, 4c, and 4d. See notes in the table below.  We will continue assessing GEO 105 using the ISLO 4 rubric for 2019. 

HIS 111, 112, 121, 122, and 225 courses will continue to assess using their respective CSLOs.  In addition, a new rubric is being developed to pilot in Spring 2019 for specific sections of 
112 and 122 using draft SLOs for the new revised SLOs at the state level, with the assumption that these SLOs will be adopted.  This new SLO will focus on PCC ISLO 2: Effective 

Communication, the first time this will be assessed in HIS courses. This will possibly be rolled out to all HIS sections in Fall 2019, depending upon the state-level adoption of the newly 

revised course SLOs. 

POS 111: Students were assessed using the PCC ISLO 4: Textual Literacy rubric. This was the first time POS students were assessed. We will continue assessing POS 111 using the ISLO 

4 rubric for 2019 to build longitudinal data. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Faculty Participation: We have had 100% participation from full time faculty since the inception of eLumen, but our participation of part time instructors has not been as strong.  However, the 

part time instructor participation greatly increased at the Pueblo campus this year.  In the spring of 2018, 33% of the Pueblo part time instructors participated, and in the fall of 2018, 
participation of Pueblo campus part time instructors increased to 60%. We are confident that in discussion with the four part time instructors who did not participate this fall, we can raise 

the Pueblo campus participation to 100% in spring of 2019. The next task will be to garner participation at the branch campuses.Our plan is to start with branch campus instructors for PSY 

101, 235 and 102, and SOC 101, and make a personal visit to each campus and with each of those instructors to explain the assignments and the assessment process in detail, included 

entering scores in eLumen. 

For 2018, the overall participation rate for HIS, POS, GEO, and ETH was 69%. The rate improved from 58% in Spring 2018 to 74% in Fall 2018. The increase came from increased Part-
Time Instructor participation, which climbed from 0% in Spring 2018 to 63% in Fall 2018.  Faculty participation increased from 88% in Spring 2018 to 100% in Fall 2018. Our department is 

quite pleased with these results, as the increase exceeded our expectations. 

The greatest challenge that we encountered with the assessment process, was to effectively communicate to our adjunct the importance of assessment. Because of varied schedules, part-
time status, limited contact and course hours, and an overall lack of support for adjunct professional development; it has become increasingly difficult to provide a framework of why we 

need to assess, why we need to be aligned in our process, and what we are going to be doing with our assessment results. Moreover, adding a more formal assessment process and 

requiring data input from our adjunct has been seen as “one-more-task” to an already overburdened adjunct staff. Thus, our approach was to meet individually with each adjunct faculty and 

walk them through our purpose, our process, provide the actual assessment and associated rubrics, and as an incentive we offered to assist or put in the actual data for each adjunct. As a 

result we saw a significant increase in adjunct participation in the department’s assessment plan.  

Our primary strategy in maintaining and increasing participation in the assessment process of adjunct at the Pueblo Campus is to continue with our extensive support system for our adjunct 
faculty. We will continue to provide one-on-one training for those adjunct who need assistance with eLumen, and or inputing data for adjunct. As we have seen an increase in adjunct 
participation at the Pueblo Campus, we will now attempt to provide this level of support at our branch campuses with hope that we can replicate the results. 
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2. What Did You Learn? 
Students in PSY 101 were assessed based on their performance on the Psychology Learning Lab. Results are summarized in the table below, and show continued improvement to the 

point we are past our target of 80% pass rate (82% of students score Exemplary or Accomplished in fall of 2018). We believe this is connected to some changes we made to the lab 

worksheet to help clarify confusing questions, as well as becoming more diligent about teaching difficult concepts in class. 
Spring 18 Summer 18 Fall 18 

Rating % of students% of students% of students 

Exemplary 39% 48% 53% 

Accomplished22% 15% 29% 

Students in PSY 235 (Human Growth and Development) were assessed based on a research paper assignment, and using the ISLO of Critical Thinking.Results are summarized in the 

table below, and show continued improvement, however not to the point of our target rate of 75% pass rate. SLO 1.b and 1.d both needed and showed the greatest improvement.A major 
change that occurred between spring of 2018 and fall of 2018 was the assignment itself.Critical thinking papers in spring of 2018 focused on adult development and in the fall of 2018 the 

papers focused on social learning theory.Both are difficult papers requiring research and critical thinking, but students seem to respond to the topic of social learning with more 

enthusiasm.We will need more time to determine if this trend of improvement will continue. 
Spring 18 Spring 18 Spring 18 Spring 18 

Rating % of students% of students% of students% of students 

Exemplary 29% 18% 26% 13% 

Accomplished33% 20% 30% 19% 

Fall 18 Fall 18 Fall 18 Fall 18 

Rating % of students% of students% of students% of students 

Exemplary 37% 33% 35% 31% 

Accomplished24% 26% 24% 24% 

This is the first year for a planned assessment in SOC 101. The majority of students scored in the “Accomplished” rating. We will continue to work with this same assignment to see future 

trends. 

Assessments were planned for all GEO, HIS, POS, and ETH courses, and most of those sections were assessed at the Pueblo Campus. Fremont and PCC Southwest participation is still 
non-existent, with resistance to implementing assessments. This will have to be a focus for the department in 2019. 

GEO 105: ISLO 4 was assessed for the first time in Fall 2018, the first time GEO 105. Students were assessed using the PCC ISLO 4:Textual Literacy rubric. While students hit the target 
for 4a, they were substantially below the target for 4b, 4c, and 4d. See notes in the table below.  We will continue assessing GEO 105 using the ISLO 4 rubric for 2019. 

HIS students are reflected in the CSLO table below.  HIS students were assessed using a department-development CSLO rubric using a research paper assignment, assessing things 

based on the PCC ISLO critical thinking and textual literacy rubrics. While we are satisifed with the results, most of the HIS courses will continue to be assessed using the same rubric for 
2019. A new rubric based on the PCC ISLO 2: Effective Communication rubric will be piloted in Brad Bowers' classes in Spring 2019, with a possible rollout for all HIS course in Fall 2019. 
HIS Course Outcomes are changing at the state level in Spring 2019, and the assessments for these courses will be modified based on the new outcomes starting in Fall 2019. 

POS 111: Students met the target goals for ISLO 4 in both Spring and Fall 2018. POS students were assessed using the PCC ISLO 4: Textual Literacy rubric. This was the first time POS 

students were assessed. We will continue assessing POS 111 using the ISLO 4 rubric for 2019. 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Bowers, John on 02/26/2019 19:53 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 82.46% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 82.12% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

83.88% 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

83.11% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

80.90% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

79.77% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 83.21% 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

83.21% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 81.96% 

4a: Recognize, summarize, and explain central and 

supporting ideas as well as implied and abstract ideas in a 

variety of written, oral, and visual texts in multiple genres 

including academic and technical sources 

82.54% 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

80.35% 

http:enthusiasm.We
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ISLO 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

Target Achievement Rate 

82.76% 

Comments/Clarifications 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

81.52% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 84.30% 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

82.35% 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

88.24% 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

88.24% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

82.35% 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

84.32% 

5c-2: Engage with local and extended communities to 

promote civic action and social improvement 

84.03% 

Overall, Social Sciences students were well above the target 

rate. GEO students struggled the most with ISLO 4, 

achieving 74% on 4a, but only 48%, 33%, and 56% on 4b, 

4c, and 4d, respectively. This shows a need to focus on GEO 

students to identify why they did worse than most students. 

Was it the instructor, the assignment, a combination, or 

another factor? 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Bowers, John on 02/25/2019 20:37 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

History 

PSLO1: Acquire information from multiple, credible primary 

and secondary historical sources. 

84.59% 

PSLO2: Evaluate complex and multiple sources of 

information to synthesize clear and relevant evidence 

specific to the historical argument. 

84.59% 

PSLO3: Synthesize clear and relevant evidence specific to 

the historical argument from complex and multiple sources 

of information. 

84.59% 

PSLO4: Cite sources within the assignment according to 

styles used by the discipline of History. 

84.59% 

PSLO5: Contextualize how our interpretation of the past has 

changed over time. 

89.27% 

PSLO6: Argue rationally and effectively about an historical 

subject or question using credible evidence in a narrative 

structure. 

89.27% 

Psychology 

PSLO 1 Describe fundamental principles of psychology 82.40% 

Political Science 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Bowers, John on 02/26/2019 20:01 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

HIS111 - The World: Antiquity-1500: HI1 
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CSLO 

20b. Students should demonstrate they can synthesize 

historical narratives and timelines from primary and 

secondary sources, maps, and/or artifacts. 

Target Achievement Rate 

82.74% 

Comments/Clarifications 

20c. Students should demonstrate they can critically 

analyze, interpret and evaluate many different points of view 

to construct historical arguments. 

85.52% 

HIS112 - The World: 1500-Present: HI1 

22b. Students should demonstrate they can synthesize 

historical narratives and timelines from primary and 

secondary sources, maps, and/or artifacts. 

75.52% 

22c. Students should demonstrate they can critically 

analyze, interpret and evaluate many different points of view 

to construct historical arguments. 

86.98% 

HIS121 - US History to Reconst: HI1 

12b. Students should demonstrate they can synthesize 

historical narratives and timelines from primary and 

secondary sources, maps, and/or artifacts. 

83.43% 

12c. Students should demonstrate they can critically 

analyze, interpret and evaluate many different points of view 

to construct historical arguments. 

84.65% 

HIS122 - US History since Civil War:HI1 

12b. Students should demonstrate they can synthesize 

historical narratives and timelines from primary and 

secondary sources, maps, and/or artifacts. 

95.45% 

12c. Students should demonstrate they can critically 

analyze, interpret and evaluate many different points of view 

to construct historical arguments. 

95.45% 

HIS225 - Colorado History: HI1 

12b. Students should demonstrate they can synthesize 

historical narratives and timelines from primary and 

secondary sources, maps, and/or artifacts. 

87.37% 

12c. Students should demonstrate they can critically 

analyze, interpret and evaluate many different points of view 

to construct historical arguments. 

100.00% 

PSY101 - General Psychology I: SS3 

8. Demonstrate the principles of learning and their 

application to behavior. 

82.40% 

We're satisfied with students' achievements. They have 

responded well to the assessments relating to researching 

and writing historical research papers, though they still 

struggle to properly cite their sources, the one area of 

weakness. 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Bowers, John on 02/28/2019 18:39 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Specific steps to improve learning, SLOs to 

assess next cycle, etc 

Measurable target for relevant improvements 

based on findings. 

Achievable deadline for implementing 

plan/change(s). 

List of faculty and staff involved in planned 

improvement activity. 

PSY 101: Full time faculty teaching PSY 101 

in Spring of 2019 will pilot assessment of a 

new assignment containing both a writing 

assignment, and an oral presentation. The 

rubric for the ISLO of Effective 

Communication will be utilized. 

75% of the students completing the 

assignment will score at 75% or better 

The assessment will be piloted in Spring of 

2019 in courses taught by full time faculty. All 

PSY 101 sections at the Pueblo campus will 

assign and assess the assignment starting 

summer of 2019. 

Donna Fitzsimmons – Spring, 2019 Tracy 

Williams – summer and fall, 2019 Melissa 

Ayala – fall, 2019 
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Action 

PSY 235: Full time faculty teaching PSY 235 

in Spring of 2019 will pilot assessment of a 

new assignment containing both a writing 

assignment, and an oral presentation. The 

rubric for the ISLO of Effective 

Communication will be utilized. 

Goal 

75% of the students completing the 

assignment will score at 75% or better 

Timeline 

The assessment will be piloted in Spring of 

2019 in courses taught by full time faculty. All 

PSY 235 sections at the Pueblo campus will 

assign and assess the assignment starting 

summer of 2019. 

Participants 

Charles Bonfadini – Spring and Fall, 2019 

Tracy Williams – summer and fall, 2019 

Sallette Thompson, fall 2019 

For CSLO 1, SOC 101, instructors will 

continue to strongly emphasize and provide 

classroom practice in applying sociological 

concepts to illustrate an understanding of 

how social stratification impacted the lives of 

the students in the script 

75% of the students completing the 

assignment will score at 75% or better 

The instruction will occur in the 2019 cycle. Cathee Duncan – spring, summer, fall, 2019 

PSY 102: Full time faculty teaching PSY 102 

in Spring of 2019 will pilot assessment of a 

new assignment containing both a writing 

assignment, and an oral presentation. The 

rubric for the ISLO of Effective 

Communication will be utilized. 

75% of the students completing the 

assignment will score at 75% or better 

The assessment will be piloted in Spring of 

2019 in courses taught by full time faculty. All 

PSY 102 sections at the Pueblo campus will 

assign and assess the assignment starting 

fall of 2019. 

Charles Bonfadini, Spring, 2019 

GEO 105: Part-time instructors will continue 75% of the students completing the Ivan Valles, Spring 2019; TBD Fall 2019 

to assess using the ISLO 4 rubric, as Fall 

2018 was the first time this course was 

assessed. This will build longitudinal data. 

assignment will score at 75% or better 

HIS 111: Part-time instructors will continue to 75% of the students completing the Nicole Emmons, Spring 2019; TBD Fall 2019 

assess in Spring 2019 using the CSLOs, 

with the possibility of using the new SLO and 

rubric in Fall 2019. 

assignment will score at 75% or better 

HIS 112: Part-time instructors will continue to 

assess using the HIS CSLO rubric. Brad 

Bowers is piloting a new rubric and written 

assessment based on the PCC ISLO2: 

Effective Communication rubric to be used in 

his section for Spring 2019, with a possible 

rollout to other HIS courses in Fall 2029. 

75% of the students completing the 

assignment will score at 75% or better 

HIS CSLO rubric assessment in Spring 2019, 

New rubric and written assessment based on 

the PCC ISLO2: Effective Communication 

rubric in Spring 2019, with rollout to all HIS 

classes in Fall 2019.. 

Brad Bowers and Nicole Emmons, Spring 

2019; TBD Fall 2019 

HIS 121: Full-time faculty and Part-time 

instructors will continue to assess using the 

HIS CSLO rubric. Brad Bowers is piloting a 

new rubric and written assessment based on 

the PCC ISLO2: Effective Communication 

rubric to be used in his section for Spring 

2019, with a possible rollout to other HIS 

courses in Fall 2029. 

75% of the students completing the 

assignment will score at 75% or better 

Michael Engle, Spring 2019; TBD Fall 2019 

HIS 122: Part-time instructors will continue to 

assess using the HIS CSLO rubric. Brad 

Bowers is piloting a new rubric and written 

assessment based on the PCC ISLO2: 

Effective Communication rubric to be used in 

his section for Spring 2019, with a possible 

rollout to other HIS courses in Fall 2029. 

75% of the students completing the 

assignment will score at 75% or better 

HIS CSLO rubric assessment in Spring 2019, 

New rubric and written assessment based on 

the PCC ISLO2: Effective Communication 

rubric in Spring 2019, with rollout to all HIS 

classes in Fall 2019. 

Brad Bowers and Tim Brotherton, Spring 

2019; TBD Fall 2019 

HIS 225: HIS 225 will continue to assess in 75% of the students completing the Brad Bowers, Spring 2019 and Fall 2019. 

Spring 2019 using the CSLOs, with the 

possibility of using the new SLO and rubric in 

Fall 2019. 

assignment will score at 75% or better 

POS 111: Part-time faculty will continue to 75% of the students completing the Tim Brotherton, Spring 2019; TBD Fall 2019 

assess using the ISLO 4 rubric, as Fall 2018 

was the first time this course was assessed. 

This will build longitudinal data. 

assignment will score at 75% or better 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Automotive Technology Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Cordova, James on 02/11/2019 23:07 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

The assessemnt activites consisted of a lab that will support a pass or fail on certain lab objectives. This new process will enhance critical thinking and problem solving skills for repair and 

diagnosis. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

All ASE Faculty assisted in date reporting and adjunct Instructors as well. The overall particiaption is good but can better from the full time faculty end. The part time adjuncts are assisting in 

the reporting but the completions can be better as well. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Study, Work on 05/14/2019 16:42 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 75.29% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 71.17% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

72.80% 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

72.22% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

70.88% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

67.38% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 80.41% 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

80.41% 

2b: Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, informative, etc.) 

and with a clear focus 

80.41% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 84.25% 

4a: Recognize, summarize, and explain central and 

supporting ideas as well as implied and abstract ideas in a 

variety of written, oral, and visual texts in multiple genres 

including academic and technical sources 

88.89% 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

84.73% 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

82.76% 
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ISLO 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

Target Achievement Rate 

85.07% 

Comments/Clarifications 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 81.25% 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

100.00% 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

100.00% 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

87.50% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

100.00% 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

100.00% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Jakeman, John on 05/08/2019 19:13 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Automotive Technology 

PSLO 

Automotive Technology 

PSLO 

PSLO 03: Troubleshoot vehicle systems related to problem 

areas as appropriate for symptoms that present. 

84.02% 

PSLO 04: Interpret vehicle information to determine a 

diagnosis and repairs needed to correct the problem. 

82.47% 

PSLO 05: Clearly communicate findings (diagnosis of 

problem and recommended repairs) to customer in repair 

order. 

80.41% 

PSLO 06: Perform necessary vehicle repairs to correct 

diagnosed problem. 

84.38% 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Cordova, James on 02/11/2019 23:02 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Cordova, James on 02/11/2019 23:11 

We will continue to enhance the classroom and lab training to ensure that students will be covering the correct content that supports the pass/fail rubrics. The goal is to have a 70 percentile 

pass rate. We feel they should be at an 80% to be successfull in post graduation employment. This will be focusing on a hands on assessment of all ASE classes will all Staff and Faculty 

participating. Our hands on expection for our students are putting them in a real world work enviorment when it comes the actual expectations of completing the job successfully. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

undefined undefined undefined undefined 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Business & Accounting Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Banister, Adrian on 02/21/2019 20:21 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

As of the spring 2019 semester, the tests being distributed in the ACC 121 & 122 classes will now be consistent among all sections and cover all of the course learning objectives for each 

course. The goal for the upcoming year is to collect baseline data using the consistent exams among all course sections so that it can be used to make decisions in the future. While one 

year of data won’t be enough information to make major changes for next year, we will be able to start noting areas that might be challenging for students or perhaps differences in success 

from different types of classes (traditional vs hybrid vs online) and lengths of classes (8 weeks vs 16 weeks). The accounting department is particularly interested in identifying if there are 

any differences based on the length of the class since spring 2019 is the first semester that 8-week classes have been offered. 
In economics, this will be a baseline year for ECO 201 & 202 the business department plans on collecting data for one full academic year in order to determine changes that need to be 

made for the long run in the program. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

In this semester the full-time faculty did the assessment to at least one class. the accounting has a much higher response rate than the rest of the department. There have been 

common assessment assignments created for Introduction to business BUS 115 to ensure that all faculty and adjuncts are comparing at equal standards. this will also help to increase the 

number of instructors that are doing a foral assesment prosess. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Banister, Adrian on 02/21/2019 20:26 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 76.61% 

ISLO3: Quantitative Reasoning 60.87% This will be a focus for classes such as business statistics 

and micro and macro economics. this is still the base line 

data and we will whate for one more semester before making 

any major changes to the classes. 

3a: Interpret and explain information presented as numerical 

data, functions, and formulae 

66.67% 

3b: Represent information as numerical data, functions, and 

formulae 

58.33% This will be a focus for classes such as business statistics 

and micro and macro economics. this is still the base line 

data and we will whate for one more semester before making 

any major changes to the classes. 

3c: Select appropriate numerical data, functions, and 

formulae to perform accurate computations 

66.67% 

3d: Identify, evaluate, and infer reasonable assumptions 

based on quantitative information 

75.00% 

3e: Formulate reasonable solutions and draw logical 

conclusions from numerical data 

58.70% 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 
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ISLO 

3f: Interpret numerical data and calculations in defense of an 

argument 

Target Achievement Rate 

41.67% 

Comments/Clarifications 

This will be a focus for classes such as business statistics 

and micro and macro economics. this is still the base line 

data and we will whate for one more semester before making 

any major changes to the classes. 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 82.90% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

70.26% 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

94.67% Increase the understanding of how assumptions have a large 

role in business overall. The assumptions need to be logical 

and focused. This focus can be done in the Economics 

classes. 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

93.33% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

93.42% Understanding logical and legal solution in the economics, 

accounting, and business management. 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 70.09% 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

92.86% 

2b: Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, informative, etc.) 

and with a clear focus 

86.21% 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

59.71% 

2d: Select and apply compelling and appropriate 

communication strategies that attend to the values, 

knowledge, interests, and needs of the audience 

82.14% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 81.60% 

4a: Recognize, summarize, and explain central and 

supporting ideas as well as implied and abstract ideas in a 

variety of written, oral, and visual texts in multiple genres 

including academic and technical sources 

75.00% 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

93.33% 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

93.33% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

93.33% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Banister, Adrian on 02/08/2019 17:49 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Business & Accounting 

PSLO 

Accounting 

PSLO 

PSLO 1: Describe fundamental concepts of accounting. 70.77% 

PSLO 3: Effectively communicate in a business environment 

through accurate preparation of journal entries and financial 

statements. 

51.82% 

PSLO 4: Utilize various technology functions to accomplish 

accounting tasks. 

88.89% 

PSLO 5a: Interpret cost- volume- profit analysis. 64.71% 

PSLO 5b: Apply cost- volume- profit analysis. 0.00% 

PSLO 6: Demonstrate use of budget planning and control. 41.18% 

PSLO2: Prepare and analyze financial statements. 56.47% 

Agribusiness 

PSLO 

Business 
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PSLO 

PSLO 

Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Articulate and understand both sides of controversial issues. 0.00% 

PSLO1: Describe fundamental business concepts 

terminology, and theories. 

0.00% 

PSLO2: Create accurate and effective presentations. 0.00% 

PSLO3: Use mathematical skills to solve economic or 

business problems. 

0.00% 

PSLO4: Think creatively and solve problems, as they relate 

to common business practices. 

0.00% 

PSLO5: Communicate effectively orally and in writing. 0.00% 

PSLO6: Demonstrate an understanding of professional 

ethical principles and work ethically in pursuit of accuracy 

and transparency. 

0.00% 

Economics 

PSLO 

PSLO1: Describe fundamental business concepts 

terminology, and theories. 

0.00% 

PSLO 7: Articulate and understand both sides of 

controversial issues. 

0.00% 

PSLO5: Communicate effectively orally and in writing. 0.00% 

PSLO2: Create accurate and effective presentations. 0.00% 

PSLO4: Think creatively and solve problems, as they relate 

to common business practices. 

0.00% 

PSLO3: Use mathematical skills to solve economic or 

business problems. 

0.00% 

PSLO6: Demonstrate an understanding of professional 

ethical principles and work ethically in pursuit of accuracy 

and transparency. 

0.00% 

Management, BUSM 

PSLO 

PSLO1: Describe fundamental business concepts 

terminology, and theories. 

0.00% 

PSLO2: Create accurate and effective presentations. 0.00% 

PSLO3: Use mathematical skills to solve economic or 

business problems. 

0.00% 

PSLO4: Think creatively and solve problems, as they relate 

to common business practices. 

0.00% 

PSLO5: Communicate effectively orally and in writing. 0.00% 

PSLO6: Demonstrate an understanding of professional 

ethical principles and work ethically in pursuit of accuracy 

and transparency. 

0.00% 

Marketing, BUSM 

PSLO 

PSLO1: Describe fundamental business concepts 

terminology, and theories. 

0.00% 

PSLO2: Create accurate and effective presentations. 0.00% 

PSLO3: Use mathematical skills to solve economic or 

business problems. 

0.00% 

PSLO4: Think creatively and solve problems, as they relate 

to common business practices. 

0.00% 

PSLO5: Communicate effectively orally and in writing. 0.00% 

PSLO6: Demonstrate an understanding of professional 

ethical principles and work ethically in pursuit of accuracy 

and transparency. 

0.00% 

Public Service 
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PSLO 

PSLO 

Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

PSLO 1: Discuss leadership principles and public service. 0.00% 

PSLO 2: Apply principles of leadership in public service. 0.00% 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Jakeman, John on 05/08/2019 19:17 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

ACC115 - Payroll Accounting 

ACC121 - Accounting Principles I 

1. Describe the concepts and principles used in the 

accounting profession 

72.73% 

13. Account for plant assets, natural resources and 

intangible assets 

77.78% 

14. Calculate and record depreciation, depletion and 

amortization 

88.89% 

15. Account for the disposal of plant assets 55.56% 

16. Analyze, calculate, and journalize transactions relating to 

current liabilities 

44.44% 

3. Record transactions in an accounting system for service 

and merchandising businesses 

54.55% 

4. Complete end-of-period work including preparing 

adjusting entries, financial statements, and closing entries 

100.00% 

6. Describe the principles and practices of effective internal 

control systems 

100.00% 

7. Account for cash transactions and prepare bank 

reconciliations 

66.67% 

8. State the difference between a note and an account 

receivable, and demonstrate the calculation of interest on 

notes and record the related transactions 

77.78% 

9. Analyze and prepare journal entries for bad debts 77.78% 

ACC122 - Accounting Principles II 

1. Describe the organizational structure of a corporation 44.44% 

2. Analyze, record and report equity transactions for a 

corporation 

55.56% 

3. Analyze, record, and report transactions related to long-

term liabilities 

38.89% 

4. Analyze, record, and report transactions relating to 

investments in debt and equity securities 

38.89% 

5. Prepare and analyze a statement of cash flow 27.78% 

6. Analyze and interpret financial statements using various 

financial analysis tools 

55.56% 

7. Describe, identify, and apply basic managerial cost 

concepts 

58.82% 

8. Interpret and apply cost-volume-profit analysis 70.59% 

9. Demonstrate the use of budget, planning, and control 23.53% 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Greenhood, Tene' on 04/02/2019 11:13 

For the accounting courses, the main action that is currently being taken is to try to get all adjuncts actively using the common assignment and eLumen reporting spreadsheet so that we 

can develop baseline data to start making decisions on in the future that will help us identify ways to change the learning environment. Increasing instructor participation will be made 

possible by the finalization of the generic exams to be offered in all courses and the creation of the excel sheet that will summarize the assessment results. By implementing this 

improvement we hope to see adjunct instructor participation in ACC courses to increase to 100% in the fall 2019 term. The assignment and excel sheet will be available to adjunct 
instructors by the close of the spring 2019 term and then all instructors should be actively implementing the change by fall 2019. Tene Greenhood is the main faculty person that is carrying 

out the initial project and all ACC course instructors are expected to be participating by fall 2019. 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Computer Information Systems Latest 
Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? 
A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

No Value 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

No Value 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/15/2019 22:50 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 32.00% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 31.58% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

48.65% 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

25.93% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

24.27% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

51.35% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 32.59% 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

48.68% 

2b: Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, informative, etc.) 

and with a clear focus 

26.29% 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

26.29% 

2d: Select and apply compelling and appropriate 

communication strategies that attend to the values, 

knowledge, interests, and needs of the audience 

48.68% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 30.61% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

30.61% 
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2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 03/28/2019 19:27 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Computer Information Systems 

PSLO 

Computer & Networking Technology 

PSLO 

1. Properly divide a block of network addresses into 

functional sub-networks. 

0.00% 

2. Identify the 7 layers of the OSI model 0.00% 

Configure a functional network 0.00% 

Identify the 7 layers of the OSI model 48.68% 

Students will be able to identify and use most major 

operating systems. 

13.06% 

Students will be able to troubleshoot, repair and evaluate all 

major hardware components. 

13.04% 

Understand both legal and ethical considerations as they 

apply to network operations and administration 

0.00% 

Use binary and hexadecimal number systems 0.00% 

Computer Information Systems 

PSLO 

Computer Science 

PSLO 

Computer Web-Based 

PSLO 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 03/28/2019 19:26 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Krakow, Robert on 02/08/2019 20:51 

Add CSC120 to assessment 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Course Assessment Add on more course assessed By end of 2019 Mike Krakow 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Culinary Arts & Hospitality Studies Latest 
Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Jakeman, John on 05/07/2019 18:14 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

Grand Buffet Assessment: 
CUA 125 results were 69% scored in the Accomplished category in the spring, and only 32% were Accomplished in the Fall, for SLO #5. However, more students scored in the Exemplary 

Range for all three SLO's in the fall. (this score rose from 8% to a4% for the 6a SLO. Students were responsible for soup and salad at the Grand Buffet, and were observed by their 
instructor. There were different instructors in the spring and fall for this class. 

CUA 129 these courses had one section per semester, with different instructors. in Fall 2018, 40% of the class scored in the Exemplary category for one or more SLOs, whereas one 

student (10%) scored an exemplary for one SLO. Students were much more engaged and communication was very good among students in the fall compared to the spring, according to 

the instructor. 

CUA 136 only runs in the fall; developing was at a higher percentage than at a 3 and above. It was an initial opportunity for students to be immersed in a customer service setting, 
interacting directly with customers. For this assessment, students were tasked with creating the bar menu, setting up the bars, service for the event, and breakdown/cleanup afterward. 
Bartending is a new concept to most students in this course- they have the information but don't know what to do with the information. This assessment might be too big in scope for 
students to be able to perform at the best of their abilities, given they are assessed in several other classes that day. The Grand Buffet was the 2nd of three Learning Labs where they could 

interact with customers and actually practice bartending. 
Students have fewer opportunities to practice their customer service skills in this class. 

CUA 145 had one section in the spring and 2 sections in the fall. In the spring, the mode was a score of Accomplished and Exemplary, with the majority of the class scoring Accomplished. 
In the fall, the sample size was 3 times larger, going from 7 students to 21. 10 out of 21 students scored Exemplary in the fall for SLO 6a. The same issue comes up that students don't have 

a lot of Customer Service interaction in this Lab class. 

CUA190: Spring was mostly accomplished and exemplary (69% score 3 or 4 on SLO's 5 and 6a; 61% on 6b) In the fall, there was a smaller sample size of only 5 students. They scored 

about 18% at a 2, and 27% at a 3, with none scoring Exemplary on any SLO's. With the smaller class size in the fall, students were put in a situation where the expectations were at a 

higher caliber than what they were prepared to do. It should be noted that several students participate in 2, 3, even 4 class assessments at the Grand Buffet. The dynamic of the class was 

different due to the small class size- students hadn't had an opportunity to practice hosting and greeting in class because they were required to serve tables. 

CUA 210- mostly Accomplished and Higher. 78% of the class scored in Accomplished for SLOs 5 and 6a, and 100% of students scored Accomplished on 6b. By the time students get to 

this class, they have performed at 3 or 4 Grand Buffets, so they know how the event operations work. Their experience is reflected in the scores. 

CUA 234- students are again, being assessed at the Grand Buffet for the 3rd or 4th time. In Spring everyone was accomplished. In the Fall, there were only two students, on scored a 2 and 

one scored a 3. No students scored an Exemplary or Beginning on any SLOs. This class is typically quite small in number of students. 

Textual Literacy 

CUA 101: Students were assessed on a group project presentation on how well they grasped the concept. They were assessed on SLO's 4 b, 4c, and 4d. Fall 2018 was the first semester 
with this assessment, so we don't have a comparable semester yet. This is a first-semester class for students. There were 16 out of 36 students who were marked n/a, so for the following 

analysis, these percentages are out of the 20 students who were assessed. For 4b, majority (65%) scored 3 or higher, with 35% of the class scoring with a 2 or lower. In 4c, 50% of students 

scored an Exemplary, and 20% scored Accomplished. On 4d, 70% of students scored Accomplished, and none in the Exemplary category. 4a was not assessed. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Every assessment that was planned was completed. There were 7 instructors that participated last assessment year. There were two PT instructors that did not participate. Should we 

assess every class? CUA 157, CUA 255, CUA 261, CUA 262, CUA 255, HOS 105, HOS 131 and CUA 281 do not have an assessment, so there is room for improvement for the 

department. 
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In order for every instructor to participate, the instructors don't necessarily have to conduct an assessment, but they could just be involved in the assessment process. If we examine 

participation without conducting assessments, every instructor did participate in the Grand Buffet in at least one role, whether it was planning the event or filling in as a supervisor for 
production or service. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/16/2019 00:45 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 75.00% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 75.00% 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

65.00% 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

70.00% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

70.77% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 77.58% 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

78.18% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

77.27% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Jakeman, John on 05/07/2019 18:14 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Culinary Arts & Hospitality Studies 

PSLO 

Culinary Arts 

PSLO 

2. Professionally demonstrate time management in an 

industry setting. 

0.00% We want to assess this for the 2019 year in CUA 210, when 

students prepare for the ACF competition. 

3. Professionally demonstrate organization in an industry 

setting. 

0.00% We want tot assess this in CUA 129 during the CC exam, 

which is a final practical exam for the course. 

4. Use technology common to industry settings in food 

service operations. 

0.00% We should bring this back for the 2019 year, using the ACF 

Equipment Checkoff lists. 

5. Apply problem solving skills in a variety of customer 

service and industry settings. 

71.20% We would like to improve these scores to 80% next year. 

6a. Demonstrate commitment to professional growth within 

industry settings. 

78.42% We would like to improve these scores to 80% next year. 

6b. Demonstrate appropriate conduct in interactions with 

guests and colleagues in industry settings. 

83.81% 

Students will manipulate recipes and formulas using weights 

and measures with industry specific tools and technology. 

0.00% 

Students will professionally demonstrate time management 

in an industry setting. 

0.00% 

Hospitality Studies 

PSLO 

Demonstrate commitment to professional growth and 

interactions with guests and colleagues in an industry 

setting. 

0.00% There is currently no assessment for HOS courses. We 

would like to add a new assessment next year. 

Students will be able to apply problem solving skills in a 

variety of customer service and industry settings. 

0.00% There is currently no assessment for HOS courses. We 

would like to add a new assessment next year. 
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2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Montgomery, Mary Alice on 02/28/2019 21:42 

CUA 210 has an opportunity to create a Time Management and/or Organization assessment for the ACF competition in the spring. 

Students could be assessed in CUA 129 on the same PSLOs, and then again for CUA 210, which they will take in the next two semesters following CUA 129. 

In CUA 136, students need more opportunities to practice bartending BEFORE the Grand Buffet occurs. We will need to create more Learning Labs that occur before the assessment so 

students have a chance to grasp the practice. The department will be seeking new opportunities, possibly with ASG and other campus events so students can practice bartending before 

the assessment. Alternatively, the department could use the Grand Buffet as a practice and conduct the CUA 136 assessment at an event that occurs at the end of the semester. 

In CUA 190, scores seem to be suffering because students in the class have other assignments for other assessments during the event. Being pulled in different directions creates 

frustration among instructors and students. It seems there is a correlation between class size and student performance. Larger class size for this course may lead to higher scores. Next 
year, the spring class has two sections, and is as full as it has been in years. We will see if this trend continues- higher scores in larger classes. 

The department can look at running an assessment for every class. Because the spring semester class has already begun, it might not be complete for this year, especially in the Spring-
only courses. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Plan and execute the Grand Buffet Continue to use this event for most of the 

ASL activites in the HOS-CUA department 

April 14th and Oct. 20th, 2019 All CUA instructors 

Create a new Assessment for HOS 131 to 

be assessed before, during, or after the 

GRand Buffet 

Begin a consistently repeatable ASL for this 

course 

Spring 2019 determine which assessment 

should be done, set it up in eLumen, and 

begin assessing. Repeat for Fall 

Mo Montgomery, HOS 131 instructor 

Move back the timeline for CUA 136 

assessment- choose a later event, such as 

the Big Bear Beer Dinner, but still use the 

Grand Buffet as a "Warm up" for students 

Create opportunities for students to practice 

skills before being assessed. 

Fall 2019, define the best, repeatable events 

to use for LEarning Labs prior to 

assessment. Beer Dinner is the last Friday 

before Thanksgiving. 

Dept. Chair and CUA 136 instructor 

Create a time management assessment for 

CUA 210 

Eventually, to create and assessment for 

every class. This one will be done for the 

ACF competition 

Competition is March 22-23rd 2019 Mo MOntgomery, Ed TRacey 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Machining & Industrial Technology
Maintenance Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Jakeman, John on 05/07/2019 18:18 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

I assessed so we could cover assessment. We had to start somewhere to get everybody on board, so we picked something to have everyone assess - a soft skill of professionalism, 
including attendance, preparedness, and appearance. These are the soft skills that our industry partners indicated our students needed to work on. 

It's a good idea to continue assessing these soft skills, but we should add to it by assessing different skill levels as they progress through the program from entry level (basic demonstration 

of measuring/inspection tools) to more advanced levels (mastery of metrology). 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

We are doing well with full-time faculty, and we have solid participation from part-time instructors, but in order to maintain and/or increase part-time participation, we really need to talk with 

the branch campuses more, including Canon City, the high schools, and Southwest to keep them in the loop as well as more involved. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/15/2019 22:34 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 83.24% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 90.91% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

90.91% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 83.15% 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

80.96% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

90.07% 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

75.73% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by White, Gregg on 02/28/2019 23:37 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Machining & Industrial Technology Maintenance 
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PSLO 

PSLO 

Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Architectural Eng./Construction Mgmt. 

PSLO 

PSLO 1a: Professionalism - Attendance: Attends class 

regularly arrives on time and responsible for work. 

0.00% We do not currently have this program, which is why we 

have no data. 

PSLO 1b: Professionalism - Preparedness: Prepared for all 

lab and class activities. 

0.00% 

PSLO 1c: Professionalism - Appearance: Appearance is in 

line with class or lab standard. 

0.00% 

Computer Aided Drafting 

PSLO 

PSLO 1a: Professionalism - Attendance: Attends Class 

regularly arrives on time and responsible for work 

76.47% We need to stress to students the importance of being on 

time. 

PSLO 1a: Professionalism - Attendance: Attends class 

regularly arrives on time and responsible for work. 

58.62% 

PSLO 1b: Professionalism - Preparedness: Prepared for all 

lab and class activities 

88.24% we need to make students aware of what is expected . 

PSLO 1b: Professionalism - Preparedness: Prepared for all 

lab and class activities. 

89.66% 

PSLO 1c: Professionalism - Appearance: Appearance is in 

line with class or lab standard 

94.12% 

PSLO 1c: Professionalism - Appearance: Appearance is in 

line with class or lab standard. 

89.66% 

Construction Technology 

PSLO 

PSLO 1a: Professionalism - Attendance: Attends class 

regularly arrives on time and responsible for work. 

0.00% We did not offer classes in this program over the past year, 

but there will be some offered at the high schools in the 

coming year. 

PSLO 1b: Professionalism - Preparedness: Prepared for all 

lab and class activities. 

0.00% 

PSLO 1c: Professionalism - Appearance: Appearance is in 

line with class or lab standard. 

0.00% 

Electronics 

PSLO 

PSLO 1a: Professionalism - Attendance: Attends class 

regularly arrives on time and responsible for work. 

85.71% 

PSLO 1b: Professionalism - Preparedness: Prepared for all 

lab and class activities. 

93.88% 

PSLO 1c: Professionalism - Appearance: Appearance is in 

line with class or lab standard. 

87.76% 

PSLO 2. Apply critical thinking skills in building electronic 

and hydraulic circuits. 

0.00% 

PSLO 3. Programing PLC's 0.00% 

PSLO 4. Trouble Shooting Electronic Circuits 0.00% 

PSLO 5. Building Electronic Circuits 90.91% 

Engineering 

PSLO 

PSLO 1a: Professionalism - Attendance: Attends class 

regularly arrives on time and responsible for work. 

90.00% 

PSLO 1b: Professionalism - Preparedness: Prepared for all 

lab and class activities. 

90.00% 

PSLO 1c: Professionalism - Appearance: Appearance is in 

line with class or lab standard. 

100.00% 

Engineering Graphic Technology 
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PSLO 

PSLO 

Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

PSLO 1a: Professionalism - Attendance: Attends class 

regularly arrives on time and responsible for work. 

0.00% did not access 

PSLO 1b: Professionalism - Preparedness: Prepared for all 

lab and class activities. 

0.00% 

PSLO 1c: Professionalism - Appearance: Appearance is in 

line with class or lab standard. 

0.00% 

Machining Technology 

PSLO 

Become Mastercam certified using MastercamU software. 0.00% 

PSLO 1a: Professionalism - Attendance: Attends Class 

regularly arrives on time and responsible for work. 

75.73% 

PSLO 1a: Professionalism - Attendance: Attends class 

regularly arrives on time and responsible for work. 

72.84% 

PSLO 1b: Professionalism - Preparedness: Prepared for all 

lab and class activities. 

86.41% 

PSLO 1b: Professionalism - Preparedness: Prepared for all 

lab and class activities. 

81.89% 

PSLO 1c: Professionalism - Appearance: Appearance is in 

line with class or lab standard. 

92.23% 

PSLO 1c: Professionalism - Appearance: Appearance is in 

line with class or lab standard. 

93.92% 

PSLO 2. Demonstrate the basic operation and programming 

of CNC Mill using NIMS Credentialing Standards. 

92.86% 

PSLO 3. Demonstrate the basic operation and programming 

of CNC Lathe using NIMS Credentialing Standards. 

92.86% 

PSLO 4. Demonstrate Mastery at Setup and Programming 

of CNC Lathes using NIMS Credentialing Standards. 

92.86% 

PSLO 5. Demonstrate Mastery at Setup and Programming 

of CNC Mills using NIMS Credentialing Standards. 

92.86% 

PSLO 6. Demonstrate mastery in geometric construction 

and tool-pathing competencies required to pass the 

Mastercam certification test. 

0.00% 

PSLO 7. Demonstrate mastery in the setup and operating of 

the manual lathe using NIMS Credentialing Standards. 

92.86% 

PSLO 8. Demonstrate mastery in the setup and operating of 

the manual mill using NIMS Credentialing Standards. 

92.86% 

Use applied mathematics using NIMS process-planning 

work sheets and related lab work. 

0.00% 

Manufacturing Technology 

PSLO 

PSLO 1a: Professionalism - Attendance: Attends class 

regularly arrives on time and responsible for work. 

60.00% This needs work in getting students engaged and to class. 

PSLO 1b: Professionalism - Preparedness: Prepared for all 

lab and class activities. 

60.00% 

PSLO 1c: Professionalism - Appearance: Appearance is in 

line with class or lab standard. 

70.00% 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by White, Gregg on 02/28/2019 23:37 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 
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3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by White, Gregg on 02/28/2019 23:37 

We are going to look at what we are going assess differently, what new assesments that we are going to use develope the Rubric to go with them. 
We are going to use metrology to assess the level which our students are at from intro level to graduation. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Build a metrology assessment For Machining To assess students from intro to mastery in 

program. 

We want to have the begineing classes 

started this semester and all be ready for fall 

Gregg White Wayne Schwarze 

ITM set Assement for other classes using a 

Rubric that we have in use. 

Have the ability to assess more than one 

class that uses the same type of 

compentisies. 

Spring Semester Larry Harmon 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Media Communications Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Shoaf, Shawna on 02/28/2019 23:07 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

The Media Communications department would like to continue to assess those courses that have been previously assessed in previous academic years. 

MGD 111 Adobe Photoshop, MGD 141 Web Design I: Modifications to delivery of pre- and post-examination will be assessed as previously scheduled. Data is collected at critical points 

in the semester and provide immediate assessment related to how students are meeting expectations with technology use. Instructors evaluate and adjust course delivery as required to 

meet and improve teaching and learning specific to the students’ needs. This includes adaptation of materials, resources and instruction through supplementary lectures and 

demonstrations for content areas performing weakness. We find the data provided from early pre- examination provides opportunities to support an adaptive learning environment. We want 
to continue with little to no changes in MGD 111 as previously assessed. MGD 141 is considering multiple pre-test for specific content areas, with a more substantive post-exam to evaluate 

multiple content areas. 

MGD 133 Graphic Design I: In 2017 focused improvements to rubrics and assignments where developed and tested to specifically focus on assessing the CSLO: Understand and Apply 

the Principle of Design. In 2018 the assessment was mapped across five assignments. Assignment one is designed to provide students a method of showing their understanding and 

application of core principles in a basic media application. Assignments two through five focus on the application of principles to various design strategies. For example, posters, logotype, 
branding collateral and advertising. 

MGD 233 Graphic Design II: Students are assessed on ISLO: Professionalism and Social Consciousness. The course itself creates a mock design studio environment. The students are 

assigned professional roles that are typically found in professional media communications firms. Assessments is accomplished through instructor observations, self-evaluation, and peer 
evaluation. Students are provided individualized coaching from the instructor to accomplish Students observed typical maintain an accomplished level of performance. It is difficult to 

develops these soft skills in a fast paced high stress environment. Early implementation of these expectations will be introduced in the Fall prerequisite MGD 133 Graphic Design I course to 

better prepare students with personal attention and performance based on professional soft skills, considering additional observation across ALL course work: addressing professionalism in 

communications, meeting deadlines, accountability to the work, integrity (work ethic). 

Media Communications is working to including the JOU and RTV prefixes. Additional MGD course sections will be assessed to include the departments newest part-time instructors. This 

includes MGD 241, MGD 143, JOU 105, and RTV100 in Spring 2019. 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Full-time faculty participates in a minimum of two courses per academic semester. 2018 brought the department challenges in department turn-over of part-time instructional staff has left a 

gap in formal assessment activities in all prefixes within the program. MGD is consistently assessed in a formal method and is documented accordingly, MGD holds the largest percentage 

of courses offered within program degrees. JOU and RTV prefixes are taught by part-time faculty. The addition of two-new team member is 2018 created challenges in documenting formal 
assessments across all prefixes, however the intent is to bring all instructional staff into assessment in 2019 academic year. 

As a department leader I have found little resistance to Assessment. While only a small number of objectives and courses are formally documented, assessments are executed in all 
courses taught by one full-time faculty/department chair. 

A successful strategy implemented with part-time instructors is setting the expectation of participation upon hiring individuals. The challenge is in the demand of a first-time instructor. CTE 

instructors often do not possess direct teaching/classroom experience. Time necessary to complete the hiring process, set expectations and preparing new part-time instructors to teach, 
the technology demands often require new instructors (content experts) to develop updated teaching materials. The required credentialing process, mandatory HR, accessibility, online 

training typically overwhelms new instructional staff. I tend to introduce, assist, and develop formal assessment practices in the second semester with my inexperienced part-time 

instructional staff. Returning part-time instructors are expected to participate in a minimum of one formal assessment activity. 

Media Communications intends to maintain assessment of record for courses and a minimum of one course assessed in within the JOU and RTV prefixes. Spring 2019 will have 100% of 
full-time and part-time instructors participating in assessment. 

2. What Did You Learn? 
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Current mapping structure may be "over mapped" for Graphic Design Data. Seek to improve mapping in future semesters for Professionalism. 

ISLO and PSLO 

ISLO 5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, trustworthiness, and integrity of work. Current reporting is at 40%, however, interpretation of integrity and work ethic may 

have been the result of lower numbers. Students typically demonstrate honest and integrity in the work that they provide. However, work ethic, time management, and ability to meet 
deadlines was student’s biggest struggle. Clearer mapping and adjustments will be made to the rubric prior to implementing this assessment activity in 2019. 

Student at this level in the program are struggling with all areas of ISLO4: Textual Literacy. Performing at 65.63% with the most struggles in locating and evaluating reliable sources. 
Instruction will be updated in 2019 for some courses to include Library Services to speak to research methods to determine the validity of a document. 

This includes PSLO 03: Analyze information [research] needed to make informed decisions appropriate for the media communications professions (50%). JOU105, ENG 121/131, MAR 

220, MGD 227, and MGD 133 are typically where student are asked to call upon research strategy, further emphasis within the course will be pursued in beginning courses Fall 2019. 

CSLO 

MGD111 - Adobe Photoshop I        
CSLO 3. Demonstrate a knowledge of Adobe Photoshop through a variety of skill-based activities (26%) 
Pre- and Post-test activities where created to assess students (as described above), however reporting in eLumen seems to incorrect-test is given prior to any learning. Several students 

listed in eLumen were not assessed due to students dropping the course or withdrew from the course within semester. Seeking improvement and training to correct or determine what is 

impacting reporting in eLumen. 

Students tend to struggle utilizing the correct terminology. The exam is an attempt to encourage students to learn and use terminology present on the Adobe Certification Exams. Students 

perform tasks within the software as expected and in accordance industry best practices, however, a population of students continue to struggle with adopting proper terminology. 

Statistics specific to the exam as determined by instructor via Desire2Learn 

19/19 Students Assessed 
Target: 70% + 
13/19 Students met or exceeded the target 
Average 74.2% (C) 
Maximum 91.4% (A) 
Minimum 53.4% (F) 
Mode: C (79.3 %), C (70.7 %), B (81 %), C (74.1 %), F (53.4 %) 
Median: C (74.1 %) 
Standard Deviation:F (12.7 %) 

MGD133 - Graphic Design I 
CSLO 3. Identify and apply the visual elements to graphic design problems. 71% 
Overall students met the minimum requirement to demonstrate their ability to apply the Principles of Design. Assessment took place across multiple assignments. 
Students demonstrated and average of 75% performance in understanding and applying the principles of design (spatial depth, emphasis, and balance) in the introductory assignment. 
Assignments 2-5 provided student the opportunity to apply the Principles of Design to a variety of media formats. For each assignments completed student performed as follows: 75% 

Poster, 60% Branding Identity (logo), 75% Branding Collateral, 65% Advertising. Improvement of instruction will make appropriate emphasis on the Principles of Design to specific areas 

challenged by students. 

Students also answered select questions 77% correct on the mid-term exam for questions specifically relating to the Principles of Design. 

MGD141 - Web Design I        
1. Develop a basic understanding of the Internet and WWW and Web Standards.  100 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Shoaf, Shawna on 02/28/2019 22:28 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 67.21% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 50.00% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

67.44% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

50.00% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

72.73% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 70.45% 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

65.79% 

2d: Select and apply compelling and appropriate 

communication strategies that attend to the values, 

knowledge, interests, and needs of the audience 

72.34% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 65.63% 
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ISLO 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

Target Achievement Rate 

50.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

50.00% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

69.74% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 64.66% 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

60.00% 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

70.00% 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

40.00% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

67.44% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Shoaf, Shawna on 02/28/2019 22:28 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Media Communications 

PSLO 

Journalism 

PSLO 

Multimedia and Graphic Design 

PSLO 

PSLO 02: Effectively use industry required digital media 

technology/software to execute media based projects 

appropriate the field in which they work. 

72.94% 

PSLO 03: Analyze information [research] needed to make 

informed decisions appropriate for the media 

communications professions. 

50.00% 

PSLO 04: Demonstrate essential design/communication 

skills by creating visual/written solutions to communication 

problems. 

71.43% 

Radio and Television 

PSLO 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Shoaf, Shawna on 02/28/2019 22:28 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

MGD111 - Adobe Photoshop I 

3. Demonstrate a knowledge of Adobe Photoshop through a 

variety of skill-based activities 

26.32% 

MGD133 - Graphic Design I 

3. Identify and apply the visual elements to graphic design 

problems. 

71.43% 

MGD141 - Web Design I 

1. Develop a basic understanding of the Internet and WWW 

and Web Standards. 

100.00% 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Shoaf, Shawna on 02/28/2019 02:32 
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MGD 241 Web Design II: Pending 

MGD 143 Motion Graphics (After Effects): Assignment to assess Course Level Objectives: Demonstrate industry vocabulary and best of practices, and Define project requirements and 

objectives. The planned assessment includes the PSLO: Demonstrate essential design/communication skills by creating visual/written solutions to communication problems. 

This will be accomplished through classroom lectures, software specific demonstrations, and class workshops. Assignments critiques will be facilitated during class with instructor 
observation of the quality and use learned vocabulary. The worksheets will help students identify requirements and objectives. Measurement will be assessed in the D2L Discussion Panel 
and in Class. A standard discussion/observation rubric will be developed to critique all online and in-class discussions. 
A rubric will be developed to specifically for the mid-term assignment, based on vocabulary, writing and/or meeting project requirements and objectives. The intended outcome is to improve 

classroom clarity in communication and assess student learning via use of written discussions and project execution. 

JOU 105 introductions to Mass Media: The assessment of one writing assignments, likely towards the end of the semester. The intent of the assignment will address CSLOs 1-3 and 

objectives 6-7. These are the objectives focused on the analytical side of working with media as a consumer, and how convergence impacts the medium. The course objective 3 . 

In terms of the program learning outcomes, I could/would argue we’ll be fulfilling PSLOs 4, 6, 7, and 10. 
The activity will be an analytical essay, assessed for critical thinking, argumentative skills, and overall writing ability in the context of either the internet, or social media, given how deeply 

embedded in most student’s lives these two areas are.  

RTV 100 Intro to Electronic Media: Assessment of CLSO: Explain the cultural impacts of electronic media on society. The chosen topic bears a direct relation to how electronic media is in 

daily life routines and a huge part of American culture. The assignments will require the students to work in groups to conduct a research and presentation. They will be expected to 

research a ten-year span on what electronic devices came into the culture and changed the way information was shared or processed in comparison to what was already available before 

the new technology was introduced. Students will be expected to discover significant events that were best showcased through this new technology (Vietnam War: Television, War of the 

Worlds: Radio, 9/11, Social Media).  

The assessment will be based on execution and how informative each group is able to present their findings. A successful presentation will be informative, interactive and well executed. 
The intent of this project will provide a visual stimulant to understanding how electronic media is a daily and evolving point of their lives. It will take a broad category and simplify it to have 

the best impact on the students with less chance of overloading information onto students but maintaining a direct correlation to the material needed. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

JOU 105 Course Objective 3 Spring, Fall part-time 

MGD 111 Technical Skills Fall full-time 

MGD 105 Typography Spring full-time 

MGD 133 Design Principles Fall full-time 

MGD 133 Professionalism Fall full-time 

MGD 141 Technical Skills Fall part-time 

MGD 143 PSLO: Demonstrate essential 

design/communication skills by creating 

visual/written solutions to communication 

problems. 

Spring part-time 

MGD 233 Design Principles Spring full-time 

MGD 233 Professionalism Spring full-time 

MGD 241 Spring part-time 

MGD 289 PSLOs Spring, Summer, Fall full-time 

RTV 100 CLSO: Explain the cultural impacts of 

electronic media on society. 

Spring part-time 

RTV 102 Fall part-time 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Office Administration & Health
Information Technology Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Horvath, Gertrud on 02/28/2019 22:05 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Continue: 
Pre- and Post Assessments in all classes, except BTE 287 and HIT 188 

Activities to Modify: 
Elicit greater Adjunct involvement in evaluating learning outcomes and rubrics currently used. 

Activities to Add: 
We are planning to consider adding an assessment to BTE 287.  Data is already collected by Internship Hosts, so adding this assessment would merely involve designing and 

building it in eLumen. 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

We are pleased that HIT Faculty and Adjunct participation is almost 100%.  We aim for 100% in 2019. 
Adjunct response to participating has been generally positive, since we have made adjuct participation a requirement that is fully supported and facilitated by staff. 
We will continue to work in the same manner. 

2. What Did You Learn? 
Narrative for this section is contained in the spreadsheet. 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Jakeman, John on 05/08/2019 19:32 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 71.67% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Jakeman, John on 05/08/2019 19:31 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Horvath, Gertrud on 02/28/2019 22:05 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

HIT102 - Medical Vocabulary HIT 

1. Identify medical terms as they relate to each body system. 86.67% 
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CSLO 

2. Demonstrate proper pronunciation and spelling of medical 

terms as they relate to each body system. 

Target Achievement Rate 

86.15% 

Comments/Clarifications 

70% No further improvement needed. 

HIT105 - Prin of Healthcare Reimbrsment 

70% This course was not evaluated in spring 2018, but is in spring 

2019. 

HIT111 - Hlth Data Mgmt & Info Systems 

4. Describe the components of an electronic health record, 

internet technologies (software utilization), archival and 

retrieval systems for patient information, and health 

information system infrastructure. 

48.08% 

70% This course represents the "whole" of the field of Health 

Information Management. Our students are expected to be 

familiar with the field after this course. The questions in the 

evaluation quizzes were chosen at random from every 

question in various quizzes throughout the course. In order 

to determine more equitably the required knowledge of the 

key points, we will select only questions on the key points 

(not every detail) in the future. 

HIT112 - Legal Aspects Health Records 

2. Apply confidentiality, privacy and security measures and 

policies and procedures for internal and external use and 

exchangeto protect electronic health information (includes 

state and federal privacy and security laws, internal and 

external standards, regulations and initiatives 

86.67% 

70% No improvement needed. 

HIT120 - Working with Health IT Systems 

1.Identify common components of an HIT system and types 

of HIT applications (E-Mar, POE, PACS, ADT, Lab, DSS, 

Registries, Billing/Coding, etc, and acute care, community 

health, public health, small provider practices, etc.) 

100.00% 

70 % This course had only 1 student. No improvement needed. 

HIT121 - Networking and Health Info 

70% This course had only one student, and was not evaluated in 

spring 2018. 

HIT122 - Workflow Fund of Healthcare 

1. Describe project management methodologies and 

emerging software technologies (clinical decision support 

and health information exchange), 

includingprocesses used in the selection and implementation 

of health information management systems 

100.00% 

70% This course had only 6 students. No improvement needed. 

HIT123 - Configuring EHRS 

70% This course had only 2 students, and was not evaluated. 

HIT150 - Healthcare Delivery Systems 

2. Differentiate between the various health care 

organizations' classification and infrastructure . 

66.67% 

Pre- and post-test primarily good, except one question that is 

a double-negative (trick), and one that is on an "irrelevant" 

detail. Emphasize more in teaching the characteristics of 

various types of insurance plans, including the 

Medicaid/Medicare programs, as well as knowledge of HAIs 

(hospital-acquired infections). 

70% 

HIT220 - ICD Coding I 

2. Interpret the content of the patient health care record in 

order to assign diagnostic and procedure codes using the 

ICD coding system; apply diagnostic and procedure coding 

conventions in code assignment. 

70.83% 
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CSLO Target Achievement Rate 

70% 

Comments/Clarifications 

Increase the pre- and post test questions to 48, include more 

coding questions, and several covering each of the 8 

learning objectives. 

HIT222 - Quality Management 

5. Adhere to the legal and regulatory requirements related to 

health information management i.e. coding quality 

monitoring, compliance strategies and reporting. 

92.86% 

70% No improvements needed. 

HIT225 - Health Information Management 

7. Utilize tools and techniques to monitor, report, and 

improve processes (benchmarking) 

92.86% 

70% No improvements needed. 

HIT241 - CPT Coding Basic Principles 

4. Apply Diagnosis/procedure codes according to current 

CPT and HCPCS guidelines. 

52.38% 

70% 

HIT252 - ICD Coding Applications 

1. The student will develop industry-valued coding 

knowledge and skills. 

38.10% 

70% 

HIT261 - Healthcare Software 

01. Use technology, including hardware and software, to 

ensure data collection, storage, analysis, and reporting of 

information. 

88.46% 

70% No improvements needed. 

HPR232 - Disease Process and Treatment 

4. List the major categories of human disease care and 

management. 

77.78% 

7. Identify medications within commonly prescribed 

drug/pharmaceutical categories. 

25.93% 

70% No improvement needed on the Human Disease part of this 

course. Will again modify how the Pharmacology part is 

tested, by reviewing the questions used in the post-test to 

make sure that they are focused on the key pharmaceuticals 

that coders will code. 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Horvath, Gertrud on 02/28/2019 22:04 

1. Work towards greater Adjunct involvement. 
2. Create assessment for BTE 287. 
3. Create additional modules for CCA test prep throughout the curriculum to better prepare our students for the CCA Exam. 

P.S.  I am not able to add comments on HIT 241 and HIT 252 in my comments in section 2. 
HIT 241 - I want to check what was entered. The scores in the post test in D2L show an average above 90%. 
HIT 252 - the post test data entered was taken from the Final, which consisted of coding one singular case. I believe that this explains the very low score for this course. This is not a good 

way to get a representative sample for the accumulated knowledge from the course learning, and will be changed the next time the course is offered.  

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Assess student learning in HIT 105 Learn what/how to improve HIT 105 Spring 2019 Gayla Horn, Marianne Horvath 

Update evaluation quiz in HIT 111 Focus quiz on key points, instead of all 

details of HIT field, in order to more equitably 

determine student learning in this course. 

Spring 2019 Ruth Grennan, Marianne Horvath 

Assess student learning in HIT 121 Learn what/how to improve HIT 121 Spring 2019 Lois Eldridge, Marianne Horvath 

Assess student learning in HIT 123 Learn what/how to improve HIT 123 Spring 2020 Marianne Horvath 
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Action 

Increase emphasis in HIT 150 on specifics 

on various types of health insurance plans, 

including the Medicaid/Medicare programs, 

as well as the concept of hospital-acquired 

infections (HAIs). Adjustment of evaluation 

quiz also needed; such as 

eliminating/replacing "trick" question (double 

negative) and questions on "irrelevant" 

details. 

Goal 

Improve student learning of the key points of 

the learning objectives and reflect more truly 

student achievement. 

Timeline 

Fall 2019 

Participants 

Marianne Horvath 

In HIT 220, increase the pre- and post-test 

questions to 48, representing each of the 8 

course learning objectives with 6 questions, 

and adding more direct medical coding 

questions. 

Create an evaluation quiz that more 

accurately reflects student achievement of 

course learning objectives. 

Fall 2019 Marianne Horvath and adjunct 

In HIT 241, increase the pre-and post-test 

questions to 50, equally representing the 9 

course learning objectives, and adding more 

direct medical coding questions. 

Create an evaluation quiz that more 

accurately reflects student achievement of 

the course learning objectives. 

Fall 2019 Marianne Horvath and adjunct 

HIT 252 - create a post test Create an evaluation quiz that accurately 

reflects student achievement of course 

learning objectives 

Fall 2019 Marianne Horvath and adjunct 

Evaluate the HPR 232 Pharmacology post-

test evaluation quiz questions to make sure 

that they address the key pharmaceuticals 

that medical coders need to know, and not 

every drug and all details about that drug. 

Focus on key points, instead of all details of 

all pharmaceuticals available on the market, 

thus more equitably determine student 

learning of essential information to a medical 

coder of pharmaceuticals. 

Fall 2019 Marianne Horvath and adjunct 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Welding Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Davis, Catlin on 02/13/2019 21:24 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

The welding department will continue to assess the guided bend activity. This is an industry standard test that is used as an assignment in the majority of the welding courses taught at 
PCC. This is also an entry level employment test many of our students will be exposed to as they enter the workforce. This assessment activity is beneficial to both our students and 

industry partners. 

There is nothing we wish to modify on the current assessment activity the “guided bend”. We use industry and AWS guidelines in the rubric which makes it very easy to follow. 

We are planning an assessment activity focused around safety. Safety and safety awareness is something we were told by our advisory committee our students are lacking. We would like 

to address this issue by assessing the safety habits of our students so that we can make positive changes in the near future. 

This will be something that can be assessed in all welding courses. There are a few that do not use the guided bend as a class assignment or test. These would be WEL 106, WEL 250, 
WEL 251, and WEL 263. These classes teach students, welding fabrication, print reading, and metallurgy.  Shop safety is still very much a part of these courses so it can be assessed. We 

are hoping to have this new activity built before the end of the spring 19 semester. 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Overall I am very satisfied with faculty and instructor participation in assessment. Welding had a 100% participation rate among faculty last calendar year. Welding had an 80% participation 

rate among part-time instructors. Two of the ten part-time instructors that did not participate teach non-traditional welding courses WEL 106 and WEL 251. In these course the Guided Bend 

test procedure is not a relevant class activity. So no assessment was assigned to these instructors. 
Both faculty and instructors seem very encouraged to participate in assessment. The new assessment activity the “Guided Bend” was already an assignment in most of the PCC welding 

classes. It is an industry standard test that must adhere to AWS criteria’s and guidelines D1.1. It’s a very simple assessment basically pass fail. This is an entry level employment test for 
many production and manufacturing facilities. The welding advisory board is always very interested to hear these results. 
To achieve 100% participation among part-time instructors we are planning a spring 19’ activity which will focus around safety awareness. This was something our advisory board and 

industry partners would like us to do. Shop safety and awareness always comes first so we plan to address it. This will be an assessment all instructors will participate in. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/16/2019 00:33 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 67.95% 

ISLO3: Quantitative Reasoning 67.95% 

3c: Select appropriate numerical data, functions, and 

formulae to perform accurate computations 

67.95% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 67.95% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

67.95% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 67.95% 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

67.95% 
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2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Davis, Catlin on 02/13/2019 17:07 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Welding 

PSLO 

Welding Technology 

PSLO 

Students will perform a guided bend test in accordance with 

AWS Structural Welding Code D1.1. 

67.84% 67.84% is an overall achievement rate for the entire welding 

program. There are results from entry, intermediate, and 

advanced level welding students. There is also 

representation from high school students and multi-process 

fast track certificate students. 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Davis, Catlin on 02/13/2019 21:24 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Davis, Catlin on 02/14/2019 23:41 

Many students end up failing the guided bend test due to improper pre and post weld plate set up. Students also fail to remember the basic welding fundamentals, travel speed, arc length, 
rod angle, and machine set up. In proper technique in anyone of these can cause a weld discontinuity which may cause a bend test to fail. We would like to make the following changes to 

improve the targeted achievement rate on the Guided Bend test to 70% or more. We will achieve this by taking the following steps and actions: 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Make minor changes and additions to the 

welding program curriculum. By added new 

student instructional resources. Creating 

new assignments and lessons about the 

AWS (American Welding Society) its codes 

and guidelines especially D-1.1. 

Improve the targeted achievement rate on 

the Guided Bend Test by 70% or more. 

By the end of the 2020 assessment cycle. Catlin Davis, Roger Wolfe, John Sinks, Larry 

Romero, Brett Pavlik, Robert Reed, Cody 

Hager, Daniel Vinci 

Create an instructional video detailing the 

step by step process on how to properly set 

up a guided bend test plate. This will be 

uploaded to D2L as an instructional resource 

for students. 

September 2019 - December 2019 Catlin Davis, Roger Wolfe, John Sinks, Larry 

Romero, Brett Pavlik, Robert Reed, Cody 

Hager, Daniel Vinci 

Create an instructional video demonstrating 

how to process a completed (fully welded) 

guided bend test. This would cover oxyfuel 

scarfing, weld coupon layout, weld coupon 

removal, weld coupon preparation, and the 

bend procedure. This will be uploaded to 

D2L as an instructional resource for 

students. 

September 2019 - December 2019 Catlin Davis, Roger Wolfe, John Sinks, Larry 

Romero, Brett Pavlik, Robert Reed, Cody 

Hager, Daniel Vinci 

Teach students about the AWS (American 

Welding Society) its codes and guidelines 

especially D-1.1 by using the following 

teaching methods: Lecture/theory, new 

assignments, research projects. Exposing 

students to the AWS library located within 

the PCC library. It’s a tremendous resource 

for any welder, new or experienced. 

September 2019 - December 2019 Catlin Davis, Roger Wolfe, John Sinks, Larry 

Romero, Brett Pavlik, Robert Reed, Cody 

Hager, Daniel Vinci 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Cosmetology Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Edwards, Michele on 05/09/2019 18:21 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

No Value 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

No Value 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/15/2019 22:44 

ISLO 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 

Target Achievement Rate 

74.24% 

Comments/Clarifications 

ISLO3: Quantitative Reasoning 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 73.08% 

Overall we will continue to assess with the same 

assignments. 

This entire ISLO was done to assess the skills of first 

semester students. This group of students will be assessed 

again over the same skills at the end of their training last 

semester. 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

75.38% 

69.23% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

73.85% 

73.85% 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 82.86% 

We will continue to improve our scores under this rubric to an 

80% communication is one of the most important soft skills in 

our industry. 

Students in this program are very visual learners so this is a 

weaker area for our department overall. We will continue to 

find ways to engage our students Textual Literacy. 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

71.43% This is a character reflection for this soft skill. We find this is 

an on going assessment and skill we will continue to 

address. 
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ISLO 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

Target Achievement Rate 

57.14% 

Comments/Clarifications 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

100.00% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

100.00% 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

85.71% Will continue to explore the relationships between ideas and 

concepts. Will achieve this by looking at more advanced 

theory in the subjects we are studying. 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Edwards, Michele on 05/09/2019 18:21 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Edwards, Michele on 05/09/2019 18:21 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Heckel, Lisa on 04/30/2019 19:58 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Continue reassess the same skills we 

assessed in the Fall 2018 semester. 

Our goal is to reach 80% proficient in all 

skills that were assessed in Fall 2018 

By the end of Spring 2019 Michele Edwards, Pamela Graham, Andrea 

Valencia, Lisa Pacheco, Brenda Knapp, and 

Hannah Elliott 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Dental Hygiene Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Capito, Linda on 02/28/2019 19:50 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

The dental hygiene program consists of twenty-two 2nd year students and twenty-five 1st year students in the AAS degree. In the BAS degree program there are ten 2nd year students and 

four 1st year students. 

After reviewing the data, the dental hygiene faculty realized the data is skewed because we are comparing four different levels of students - AAS 1st year and 2nd year and BAS 1st year 
and 2nd year. 

Our results show the discrepancies, inconclusive data, and lower percentages due to the different class sizes and program levels.   
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

7/7 dental hygiene full time faculty participated in assessment of student learning 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
Succeses: Seasoned faculty assited with navigation of eLumen 
Difficulties:  Navigation of eLumen from less computer saavy faculty only one time a semester 

What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Include one part-time instructor to participate in assessment 
The part-time instrucor will be mentored by seasoned faculty on process 

2. What Did You Learn? 
See 2a and 2b below. 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Capito, Linda on 02/28/2019 19:50 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 68.67% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 69.83% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

100.00% Initially the dental hygiene faculty were scoring incorrectly. 

After attending professional development norming sessions, 

the dental hygiene faculty understood how to assign and 

assess rubric scores for the 1st and 2nd year dental hygiene 

students 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

59.09% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

54.00% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

86.36% 
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ISLO 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 

Target Achievement Rate 

61.90% 

Comments/Clarifications 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

61.90% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 89.29% 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

89.29% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Capito, Linda on 02/28/2019 19:50 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Dental Hygiene 

PSLO 

Dental Hygiene 

PSLO 

AAS PSLOs 

1. a. Recognize and explain dental hygiene rules and 

regulations established by state licensing agencies. 

76.14% 

1. b. Model the dental hygiene professional code of ethics. 0.00% 

1.c. Apply principles of risk management and 

infection/hazard control to prevent liability and support 

patient/client health. 

0.00% 

1. d. Provide compassionate and competent oral health care 

in a variety of settings and to a variety of individuals without 

discrimination. 

0.00% 

1. e. Communicate effectively with peers and instructors to 

formulate a clear and precise point of view. 

0.00% 

2. a. Offer patient education and counsel to reduce health 

risks and promote wellness. 

0.00% 

2. b. Collaborate with patients/clients and other health 

professionals to deliver a comprehensive and continuous 

health care plan that meets the needs of the patient/client. 

0.00% 

3. a. Systematically collect and record relevant data on the 

patient/client. 

0.00% 

3. b. Interpret patient/client data to identify needs and oral 

health problems. 

0.00% 

3. c. Apply evidence-based decision making using methods 

consistent with the dental hygiene scope of practice and 

legal principles to establish a diagnosis. 

48.70% Level is going to be considerably lower due to smaller class 

size of 12 for spring 2018 and larger class size of 22 in fall 

2018 

3. d. Formulate a comprehensive dental hygiene care plan 

that meets the needs of the patient/client. 

0.00% 

4. a. Provide preventive and therapeutic services that 

promote oral health according to the needs of the 

patient/client. 

0.00% 

4. b. Evaluate the effectiveness of the implemented dental 

hygiene care plan by using indices, instruments, 

examination techniques and the patient/client satisfaction 

survey. 

0.00% 

4. c. Modify dental hygiene care plan and refer patient/client 

for follow-up care as needed. 

0.00% 

5. a. Advance the profession through service activities and 

affiliations with professional organizations. 

0.00% 

5. b. Promote the values of the profession to the public and 

outside organizations. 

0.00% 

5. c. Assume professional responsibilities through the 

process of self assessment for personal growth and life-long 

learning. 

93.48% 

BAS PSLOs 
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PSLO 

1. Compare and contrast current and emerging issues and 

trends facing the profession of dental hygiene today. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

2. Communicate effectively with peers and instructors to 

formulate a clear and precise point of view 

71.33% 

3. Effectively use technology to locate, relate and 

communicate information. 

0.00% 

4. Create and implement instructional best practices to 

facilitate effective teaching and student learning. 

0.00% 

5. Demonstrate the ability to problem solve effectively 

utilizing evidenced based strategies and decision making 

processes. 

0.00% 

6. Promote and recognize the science of public health 

through education and service activities. 

0.00% 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Capito, Linda on 02/28/2019 19:50 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Capito, Linda on 02/28/2019 19:50 

Idea would be to assess students from the beginning of the two year program and follow them throughout. Have one rubric for all first year courses that follows them into second year 
courses. That way we would be able to see the progression of the students' skill level competency from their first semester to graduation. 

What will we do next? 

Select existing rubric for sequential courses that would demonstrate progression for 1st and 2nd year courses 

Collect accurate data for our students' different level of learning 

Spreadsheet will be utilized to properly assign rubrics to sequential courses 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Assign one rubric sequentially throughout for 

1st and 2nd year dental hygiene students 

To evaluate progression of dental hygiene 

students over the 2 year period of the 

program 

Start fall 2019 for 1st year dental hygiene 

students 

7/7 dental hygiene faculty and one part-time 

instructor 

Assign one part time course responsible 

instructor a course to assess 

Include one part time instructor for 

assessment 

Dependent of semester schedule and 

availability of part time instructor 

One part time instructor 

Assign one rubric for the BAS program To assess one BAS class sequentially 

throughout the 2 year program 

Start fall 2019 BAS faculty 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Emergency Medical Services Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Mathis, Dawnelle on 02/14/2019 23:38 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

We were assessing our students ability to perform an appropriate physical assessment in a scenario setting.  For the EMT students the EMT faculty worked together to write standardized 

scenarios for three different types of assessment.  We decided that the students could perform any one of the scenarios for the assessment.  In the paramedic program we decided to 

assess three different aspects of an assessment. The students were assessed on their ability to perform a medication cross check, a focused physical assessment and to determine a 

differential diagnosis based on the patient assessment.  Each of the three paramedic faculty had one assessment for the paramedic cohort. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Our first reactions were to realize we did not do a good job getting buy in to the process last spring. We had two new full time faculty and were finishing up the accelerated paramedic 

class. However, we did better in the fall of 2018.  All of our full time faculty were involved in the planning, execution and recording of student assessments. For some reason Richard Jones' 
assessments for EMS 124 in the fall are not showing on the spread sheet but we are certain he did input them into eLumen. Our goal for this year will be to get all of the full time faculty and 

two of the part time instructors to be involved in the assessment process. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/15/2019 22:26 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 44.78% 

ISLO3: Quantitative Reasoning 80.00% 

3c: Select appropriate numerical data, functions, and 

formulae to perform accurate computations 

80.00% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 41.94% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

41.94% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

41.94% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 80.00% 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

80.00% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 41.94% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

41.94% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 45.63% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

45.63% 
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2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Mathis, Dawnelle on 05/03/2019 20:12 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Emergency Medical Services 

PSLO 

Emergency Medical Services 

PSLO 

Model team interaction using crew resource management. 80.00% 

Perform a complete focused physical assessment based 

upon patient presentation 

36.11% We thought our students would be weak in patient 

assessment and we were right. We will be working to 

improve patient assessment scores by demonstrating the 

skill more frequently. 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Mathis, Dawnelle on 02/28/2019 18:35 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Mathis, Dawnelle on 05/03/2019 20:12 

We feel that 2018 was a year to get base line assessments.  We know that our students often do not perform adequate physical assessments as can be seen in the CSLOs.  So we would 

like to keep the same assessments for 2019. In the spring the paramedic students will be assessed within the integrated out of hospital (IOOH) scenario setting using the same physical 
assessment and differential diagnosis rubric we used in the fall.  The EMT students will be assessed with the same rubric and scenarios that were utilized in the fall. 
Some changes we are planning on making to our classes is to do more demonstrations of focused physical assessments so the students will become more familiar with the process. We 

will also do more training with our skill instructors to make sure they are correctly instructing and debriefing the students. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

increase demonstration of skills in patient 

assessment 

20% Summer 2019 and fall 2019 Leroy Garcia, Michele Sweeney, Todd Jones, 

Carter Smith 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Fire Science Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Ziff, Alan on 02/15/2019 00:15 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

Professionalism is consistently the main criteria we want to assess for all Fire Science students. Assessing this with the students in traditional classroom courses (such as FST 100 

Firefighter I) is manageable, but doing this with students in online courses is an issue. 
Our present rubrics and learning outcomes are good, and useful for the students who are attending the traditional classroom format courses in our Fire Academy. The FST 100 Firefighter I 
course is 9 credits, and allows more than amble time for the instructional staff to assess each student on professionalism, as well as allowing all the students to evaluate their classmates on 

professionalism using the rubric we have for that purpose. At this time, I do not see any reason for changes to the rubric or the way the evaluation is administered. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

There is only one Faculty in our Department (the Department Chair), and his involvement with eLumen data entry is boarderline acceptable. 
There are presently no Part Time Instructors involved in eLumen data entry. This is something I hope to improve with increased efforts at communication regarding the benefits of the data 

and interpretative reports, with those Instructors to encourage their participation. This is quite challenging without being able to include financial compensation for their time. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/16/2019 00:54 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 95.24% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 95.24% 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

92.86% 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

92.86% 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

92.86% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

92.86% 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

100.00% 

5c-2: Engage with local and extended communities to 

promote civic action and social improvement 

100.00% 
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2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Ziff, Alan on 02/15/2019 00:15 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Ziff, Alan on 02/15/2019 00:15 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Ziff, Alan on 02/15/2019 00:15 

Attempt to encourage ALL program instructional staff to more actively participate in Student Assessment through data input using eLumen. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

undefined undefined undefined undefined 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Health Professional Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? 
A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

No Value 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

No Value 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 03/04/2019 20:42 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

N/A 0.00% No Data Recorded 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance 
PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

undefined undefined undefined undefined 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Law Enforcement Academy Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? 
A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

No Value 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

No Value 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 03/04/2019 20:41 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 

N/A 0.00% No Data Collected 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance 
PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

undefined undefined undefined undefined 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Occupational Therapy Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Vigil, Tricia on 03/01/2019 21:35 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

Continue: 
CSLO: 
Will continue assessing documentation using rubrics that have been created for first year and second year OTA classes (OTA 106 and OTA 221). 
Currently the % for OTA 106 is 55% and for OTA 221 it is 68.75%. Faculty are happy with these results secondary to OTA 106 is a first year course that introduces documentation and OTA 

221 is a second year course that is taken in the fall prior to fieldwork so the expectation is that students should be more proficient in their documentation. 
Will also continue to assess progress with group interaction skills in first year class OTA 125. Currently students are at 41.18% which faculty was content with based on where they were in 

the curriculum; however the competency grading system needed revision to more accurately assess their abilities. 
PSLO: 
Will continue to assess all 6 PSLO program competencies so that the program is assured all students continue to gain the appropriate skills prior to entering the work force. Current the 

score reflect a high % which did not surprise faculty secondary to the assessment tool (national AOTA eval) used in eLumen and because of where the students are at during their 
educational journey. 
Modify: 
CSLO: The OTA 125 rubric used in eLumen will remain the same, the class rubric will be modified and mapped to the rubric in elumen. This will help students to better understand what they 

are being evaluated on. 
PLSO: 
No modifications 

Add: 
CSLO: no additions at this time 
PSLO: 
During the first rotation (OTA 280/281)The program will focus on written communication on the National AOTA  evaluation (section 5 communication). A rubric will be created and added to 

eLumen. We have added this assessment to better gage how written communication evolved throughout the program. 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Full time OTA faculty have met the minimum requirements for assessment. 
More areas of assessment were added by full time faculty. 
We would like to have more participation from part time instructors. One barrier to this is that OTA instructors only teach 1 class a semester and work full time as a practitioner, so time to 

train and implement is difficult. 
Full time faculty will review current elumen rubrics to see if any might be applicable to part time instructor courses. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/15/2019 23:53 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 94.96% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 80.00% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

80.00% 
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ISLO 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 

Target Achievement Rate 

90.74% 

Comments/Clarifications 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

90.74% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 97.37% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

97.37% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 100.00% 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

100.00% 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

100.00% 

5c-2: Engage with local and extended communities to 

promote civic action and social improvement 

100.00% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Vigil, Tricia on 02/25/2019 17:59 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Occupational Therapy Assistant 

PSLO 

Occupational Therapy Assistant 

PSLO 

1. Model ethical, legal and professional values and beliefs 

congruent with the profession in all practice settings. 

100.00% 

5. Professionally interact within an interdisciplinary team. 97.37% 

2. Develop therapeutic programs to meet established goals 

based on acquired knowledge, published research, and 

practical experiences. 

97.37% 

3. Demonstrate clinical reasoning skills during client 

centered interventions through innovative strategies. 

80.00% 

4. Provide culturally competent care to individuals in a 

variety of settings. 

100.00% 

6. Demonstrate effective and appropriate written and/or oral 

communication with team members, patients, and families. 

84.38% 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Vigil, Tricia on 02/25/2019 16:51 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

OTA100 - Intro to Occupational Therapy 

1. Define occupational therapy and basic terminology to a 

variety of audiences and how it promotes health and 

wellness. 

0.00% 

10. Explain different legal and legislative regulations and the 

impact on occupational therapy services. 

0.00% 

11. Identify ways to incorporate multicultural, diverse, and 

community influences into treatment. 

0.00% 

12. Identify professional concepts of life-long learning, 

marketing, service competency, and use of resources for 

research and evidence based practice. 

0.00% 

2. Discuss the role of occupational therapy and its function 

within the community and various settings. 

0.00% 

3. Identify the different educational requirements and 

supervisory roles between an occupational therapy assistant 

and an occupational therapist. 

0.00% 
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CSLO 

4. List the major landmarks in the history and philosophy of 

occupational therapy and their importance to the profession. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

5. Describe the scope of practice of occupational therapy 

and how therapeutic use of self is used within the practice of 

occupational therapy. 

0.00% 

6. Describe areas of occupation, in reference to the 

occupational therapy practice framework, and their influence 

in an individual's quality of life. 

0.00% 

7. Describe the differences between health and wellness 

and discuss the importance of occupation to promote health 

and prevent injury and disease. 

0.00% 

8. Identify the roles, responsibilities, relationships, and 

collaboration and potential referrals with health care 

professionals and the community. 

0.00% 

9. Discuss patient rights, ethics and the legal implications of 

health care. 

0.00% 

OTA105 - Occup. Disrupt./Activ. Analy. 

1. Identify the etiology and signs and symptoms associated 

with diseases of the skeletal system and promotion of health 

and wellness. 

0.00% 

10. Demonstrate individual and group interaction skills and 

therapeutic use of self as a means of achieving therapeutic 

goals. 

0.00% 

11. Demonstrate the ability to educate and train 

client/caregivers in facilitating skills in areas of occupation, 

safety, and health maintenance/prevention. 

0.00% 

2. Identify the etiology and signs and symptoms associated 

with diseases of the central nervous system, physiological 

diseases, mental illness, and communicable diseases and 

promotion of health and wellness. 

0.00% 

3. Demonstrate the techniques involved in completing 

assigned activities/tasks while taking discussed signs and 

symptoms and the level of function of clients/patients into 

consideration. 

0.00% 

4. Describe occupational therapy treatment methods and the 

therapeutic aspects of the proposed media. 

0.00% 

5. Demonstrate understanding of assistive technologies and 

adaptations to occupations in order to enhance health and 

wellness. 

0.00% 

6. Describe the meaning and dynamics of occupation and 

purposeful activity when analyzing tasks relative to areas of 

occupation, performance skills, performance patterns, 

context/environment, activity demands, and client factors. 

0.00% 

7. Demonstrate the skills necessary to teach an activity/task 

to diverse patient/client populations. 

0.00% 

8. Create an activity/task analysis to explain grading and 

adapting purposeful and occupation based activities for the 

purpose of therapeutic intervention. 

0.00% 

9. Describe the influence of socioeconomic, sociocultural, 

and ethical contexts in which humans choose to engage in 

occupations and be able to modify intervention approaches 

to reflect the changing needs of the patient/client in relation 

to the Occupational Therapy Practice Framework. 

0.00% 

OTA106 - Basic OT Frames of Refer/Docum 

1. List the drawbacks of documentation. 0.00% 

10. Describe the intra-professional and inter-professional 

roles and collaboration. 

0.00% 

11. Identify personal qualities and determine appropriate 

goals and activities to enhance professional abilities. 

0.00% 
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CSLO 

12. Identify the aspects of the Occupational Therapy 

Practice Framework in relation to occupation and 

documentation. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

2. Identify the types of occupational therapy documentation. 0.00% 

3. Practice basic documentation skills. 0.00% 

4. Demonstrate written, oral, and non-verbal communication 

skills through professional documentation. 

55.00% 

5. Discuss the application of time management and 

reimbursement to the documentation process. 

0.00% 

6. List the theories of occupational therapy, their founders, 

and the underlying assumption of each theory. 

0.00% 

7. List developmental theories that apply to occupational 

therapy practice, their founders, and the underlying 

assumption of each. 

0.00% 

8. Apply the theories to occupational therapy practice and be 

aware of their implications in treatment interventions in 

relation to the Occupational Therapy Practice Framework: 

Domain and Process. 

0.00% 

9. Describe the models of practice and frames of reference 

associated with each that underlie occupational therapy 

practice. 

0.00% 

OTA121 - Assess Movement thrgh Occup. 

1. Perform normal joint movements throughout the body and 

explain the skills required. 

0.00% 

2. Demonstrate when and how to find informational 

resources. 

0.00% 

3. Demonstrate proper body mechanics required for lifting, 

carrying, reaching and transferring. 

0.00% 

4. Explain the factors effecting force of human muscle and 

the need for compensatory strategies in areas of occupation 

when movement is limited. 

0.00% 

5. Analyze occupation in individual and/or group learning 

environments. 

0.00% 

6. Practice gathering data and explaining the purpose of an 

occupational assessment in areas of range of motion and 

manual muscle testing. 

0.00% 

7. Demonstrate the ability to perform basic education and 

training to other health professionals, clients and caregivers 

on how to facilitate the patient's performance skills in desired 

areas of occupation. 

0.00% 

8. Incorporate safe techniques to protect one's self as well 

as the patient and caregiver during lifting and transfers. 

0.00% 

OTA122 - Origins of Occup. & Perform. 

1. Identify normal areas of occupation and performance 

skills and their adaptations throughout the continuum from 

neonate through middle age development. 

0.00% 

2. Identify environmental, cultural, community, and 

contextual influences on individuals' health, self-identity, and 

psychosocial development. 

0.00% 

3. Describe individual occupational roles and performance 

patterns and how this may affect the method of delivery for 

treatment intervention. 

0.00% 

4. Describe the influence of contexts and environment in 

which individuals choose and engage in occupation. 

0.00% 

5. Describe the importance of the balance of areas of 

occupation in terms of health and wellness. 

0.00% 

6. Demonstrate the importance of skilled observation. 0.00% 

6a. Observation (Social-Emotional Development) 0.00% 

6b. Observation (Fine Motor Skills) 0.00% 

6c. Observation (Gross Motor Skills) 0.00% 
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CSLO 

6d. Observation (Language) 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

OTA125 - Basic OT App. to Mental Health 

1. Identify commonly seen symptoms and behaviors of 

mental health/illness. 

0.00% 

10. Adapt the environment and assess activity demands to 

meet the needs of the client and their contexts. 

0.00% 

11. Exhibit a client centered focus for therapeutic adaptation. 0.00% 

12. Identify safety techniques and responsibilities of the 

OTA. 

0.00% 

13. Monitor and reassess the effect of occupational therapy 

intervention and the need for continued and/or modified 

intervention to meet established goals. 

0.00% 

14. Explain and facilitate the role of the occupational therapy 

assistant in transition and discharge planning. 

0.00% 

15. Demonstrate professional oral and written 

communication and documentation skills. 

0.00% 

16. Identify practitioner responsibilities in advocating for 

policy changes in traditional and emerging practice settings. 

0.00% 

2. Develop an awareness of occupational therapy in the 

treatment area of behaviors, mental illness, and mental 

health. 

0.00% 

3. Identify and describe age appropriate media, occupation 

based activities, and selected life tasks available to the 

occupational therapist and the occupational therapy 

assistant for treatment. 

0.00% 

4. Identify the partnerships between the occupational 

therapist and the occupational therapy assistant in the 

treatment of behaviors associated with mental illness. 

0.00% 

5. Identify screening and assessment techniques to identify 

needs for occupational therapy services. 

0.00% 

6. Identify commonly seen evaluation/assessment 

techniques and methods of recording and reporting data. 

0.00% 

7. Describe the impact of culture and community on 

occupational therapy intervention. 

0.00% 

8. Explain and manage the dynamics of occupation and 

purposeful activity based on client performance skills, client 

factors, performance patterns, and contexts for individuals 

exhibiting various behaviors. 

0.00% 

9. Participate in individual and group interaction and 

demonstrate therapeutic use of self as a means to achieving 

therapeutic goals. 

41.18% 

OTA131 - Geriat Concern/Disease/Treatmt 

1. Identify normal performance skills of the geriatric 

population. 

0.00% 

10. Demonstrate and educate on appropriate interventions 

using preparatory, purposeful, and occupation- based 

methods. 

0.00% 

11. Identify screening and assessment methods establishing 

the need for occupational therapy services along with the 

administration of appropriate standardized tests for the 

geriatric population. 

0.00% 

12. Recognize and demonstrate various geriatric 

assessments and understand occupation as the purpose for 

the assessments. 

0.00% 

13. Identify and educate the role of occupational therapy in 

prevention, home management, health maintenance, safety 

and community based programs for the older adult. 

0.00% 

14. Identify the philosophy of Hospice and Palliative care 

and the role of Occupational Therapy. 

0.00% 
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CSLO 

15. Demonstrate and articulate how assistive technology, 

devices, positioning and mobility can enhance health & 

wellness through occupation. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

16. Demonstrate the knowledge of various documentation & 

reimbursement systems and their effects on occupational 

therapy practice. 

0.00% 

2. Recognize normal and usual physiologic and cognitive 

characteristics of aging. 

0.00% 

3. Identify psychosocial characteristics of aging, as well as 

how they may be influenced by ones context and 

environment. 

0.00% 

4. Identify the roles of sociocultural, socioeconomics, and 

diversity factors and life style choices in the aging adult. 

0.00% 

5. Describe individual's occupational roles throughout the 

geriatric life stage and how this affects the way in which 

intervention and discharge planning must be approached. 

0.00% 

6. Demonstrate an understanding of the influence of 

performance skills, client factors, performance patterns, 

contexts/ environment, and activity demands on one's area 

of occupation. 

0.00% 

7. Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of 

occupation and the balance needed to achieve health, well-

being, and life satisfaction. 

0.00% 

8. Identify common diseases and conditions related to 

various diagnoses and be able to collaborate with 

occupational therapists and other professionals regarding 

interventions. 

0.00% 

9. Establish occupational therapy interventions in different 

performance skill areas with the older adult in the context of 

sociocultural systems and the environmental and community 

effects on the individual. 

0.00% 

OTA181 - Geriatric Lv 1 Fieldwork Exp. 

1. Observe signs, symptoms, and behaviors of the geriatric 

population in a fieldwork environment. 

0.00% 

10. Identify opportunities to interact with persons of diverse 

backgrounds. 

0.00% 

11. Identify the need for effective oral and written 

communication skills. 

0.00% 

12. Identify and document cultural considerations when 

planning interventions. 

0.00% 

13. Exhibit ethical behaviors as established in the Pueblo 

Community College Occupational Therapy Assistant 

Program's Code of Student Ethics and the Occupational 

Therapy Ethics as described by the American Occupational 

Therapy Association. 

0.00% 

14. Exhibit professionalism with the Pueblo Community 

College Occupational Therapy Assistant Program and 

fieldwork site dress code. 

0.00% 

15. Identify the types of professionals encountered during 

the experience, describing their roles as intra and inter-

professional team members, and opportunities for 

collaboration. 

0.00% 

16. Establish effective interpersonal relationships with staff 

and clients. 

0.00% 

17. Select, adapt, and sequence relevant occupations and 

purposeful activities that support the intervention goals and 

plan. These should be client centered in order to maximize 

participation and independence. 

0.00% 

2. Develop awareness and/or the need for occupational 

therapy in geriatrics. 

0.00% 
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CSLO 

3. Identify commonly seen evaluation/assessment 

techniques and methods of recording. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

4. Identify screening and assessment techniques to identify 

need for services for clients. 

0.00% 

5. Examine age appropriate treatment media, purposeful 

activities, and client centered life tasks. 

0.00% 

6. Describe the meaning and dynamics of occupation and 

purposeful activity, including the interaction of areas of 

occupation, performance patterns, performance skills, and 

contexts. 

0.00% 

7. Practice professional behaviors. 0.00% 

8. Participate in planning intervention through the 

intervention plan assignment. 

0.00% 

9. Identify professional partnerships between different 

interdisciplinary team members. 

0.00% 

OTA182 - Phy Disability Lvl 1 Fldwrk Ex 

1. Identify commonly seen signs and symptoms of 

disabilities and their effect on the patient/client/resident. 

0.00% 

10. Exhibit ethical behaviors as established in the Pueblo 

Community College Occupational Therapy Assistant 

Program's Code of Student Ethics and the Occupational 

Therapy Ethics as described by the American Occupational 

Therapy Association. 

0.00% 

11. Exhibit professionalism with the Pueblo Community 

College Occupational Therapy Assistant Program's dress 

code and the dress code standards of the fieldwork site 

0.00% 

12. Demonstrate professional oral communication skills with 

team members and patients/clients/residents 

0.00% 

13. Demonstrate professional written communication skills 

for accountability and reimbursement. 

0.00% 

14. Establish effective interpersonal relationships with team 

members and clients/patients/residents. Understand the 

effects of health, disability, disease processes, and traumatic 

injury to the individual within a variety of contexts. 

0.00% 

15. Select, adapt, and sequence occupations and purposeful 

activities that support intervention goals and treatment plan 

as determined by the occupational therapist. Activities 

chosen should be client centered, focused on areas of 

occupation, performance skills, performance patterns, and 

context/environment in order to maximize participation and 

independence of the patient/client. 

0.00% 

2. Develop an awareness of occupational therapy in the 

areas of, but not limited to: sensorimotor, perceptual, 

cognitive, neurological, and orthopedic 

disabilities/dysfunction. 

0.00% 

3. Exhibit awareness and knowledge of administration of 

screenings, assessments, and methods of recording through 

standardized and non-standardized assessments to indicate 

the need for occupational therapy services, and the use of 

assessment results in intervention planning to increase 

function and promote health maintenance. 

0.00% 

4. Examine age appropriate treatment media, purposeful 

activities, and selected areas of occupation available to the 

occupational therapy practitioner for treatment. 

0.00% 

5. Practice and adhere to professional behaviors, judgment, 

problem-solving, and self-initiating skills. 

0.00% 

6. Describe the meaning and dynamics of occupation and 

purposeful activity including the areas of occupation, 

performance skills, performance patterns, client factors, 

contexts/environment, and activity demands. 

0.00% 
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7. Apply information learned in academia to formulate an 

occupational profile and intervention plan on a 

patient/client/resident observed at the fieldwork site 

assigned, to include: 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

8. Identify roles and treatment collaboration between the 

OT/OTA and other members of the interdisciplinary team. 

0.00% 

9. Identify opportunities to interact with persons from diverse 

cultures/backgrounds. 

0.00% 

a. Use of assessment information to formulate short and 

long term goals in the patient/client/resident's areas of 

occupation. 

0.00% 

b. The gradation and adaptation of purposeful, client-

centered activities to maximize function and independence 

of the patient/client/resident. 

0.00% 

c. Consideration of environmental and community effects as 

well as contexts, performance skills, performance patterns, 

and activity demands on the patient/client/resident and their 

returning socio-cultural environment. 

0.00% 

OTA183 - Pediatric Lvl I Fieldwork Exp 

1. Identify commonly seen signs, symptoms, and behaviors 

in a pediatric fieldwork setting and their effect on the client. 

0.00% 

10. Exhibit ethical behaviors as established in the Pueblo 

Community College Occupational Therapy Assistant 

Program's Code of Student Ethics and the Occupational 

Therapy Ethics as described by the American Occupational 

Therapy Association. 

0.00% 

11. Exhibit professionalism with the Pueblo Community 

College Occupational Therapy Assistant Program's dress 

code and the dress code standards of the fieldwork site. 

0.00% 

12. Demonstrate professional oral communication skills with 

team members and patients/clients/residents 

0.00% 

13. Demonstrate professional written communication skills 

for accountability and reimbursement. 

0.00% 

14. Establish effective interpersonal relationships with team 

members and clients. Understand the effects of health, 

disability, disease processes, and traumatic injury to the 

individual within a variety of contexts. 

0.00% 

15. Select, adapt, and sequence occupations and purposeful 

activities that support intervention goals and treatment plan 

as determined by the occupational therapist. Activities 

chosen should be client centered, focused on areas of 

occupation, performance skills, performance patterns, and 

context/environment in order to maximize participation and 

independence of the client. 

0.00% 

2. Develop an awareness of occupational therapy and/or 

how occupational therapy functions in the pediatric setting. 

0.00% 

3. Identify screening and assessment techniques to identify 

the need for occupational therapy services. 

0.00% 

4. Exhibit awareness and knowledge of administration of 

screenings, assessments, and methods of recording through 

standardized and non-standardized assessments to indicate 

the need for occupational therapy services and the use of 

assessment results in intervention planning. 

0.00% 

5. Examine the meaning and dynamics of occupation, 

treatment media, and purposeful activity, including the 

interaction of: areas of occupation, performance skills, 

performance patterns, and context/environment. 

0.00% 

6. Practice and adhere to professional behaviors, judgment, 

problem-solving, and self-initiating skills. 

0.00% 
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7. Apply information learned in academia to formulate a 

written occupational profile and intervention plan on a client 

at the fieldwork site assigned, to include: 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

8. Identify roles and treatment collaboration between the 

OT/OTA and other members of the interdisciplinary team. 

0.00% 

9. Identify opportunities to interact with persons of diverse 

backgrounds. 

0.00% 

a. Use of assessment information to formulate short and 

long term goals in the client's areas of occupation. 

0.00% 

b. Gradation and adaptation of purposeful, client-centered 

activities to maximize function and independence of the 

client. 

0.00% 

c. Consideration of environmental and community effects as 

well as contexts, performance skills, and performance 

patterns on the client and their returning socio-cultural 

environment. 

0.00% 

OTA216 - Phys Disab Neuro-Retraining 

1. Describe the frames of reference and/or theories of 

occupational therapy in the context of physical dysfunction 

and how social and ethical conditions may influence clients 

to engage in areas of occupation. 

0.00% 

10. Participate as a collaborative team member as well as 

an individual self-learner in gathering information. 

0.00% 

11. Demonstrate documentation and how it ensures 

accountability of services for reimbursement. 

0.00% 

2. Explain the use of occupation and purposeful activity and 

how the balance of performance skills, performance 

patterns, client factors, activity demands and contexts may 

play a role in treatment planning, intervention, and 

discharge. 

0.00% 

3. Explain the effects and process of health, disease, 

disability, and traumatic injury to a client within different 

context and environment. 

0.00% 

4. Identify selected assessments and the need for service 

competency and incorporate how occupation may guide the 

assessment. 

0.00% 

5. Explain how results of an assessment guide ones 

intervention or discharge plan. 

0.00% 

6. Describe the basic influences contributing to health 

including safety to the client and practitioner. 

0.00% 

7. Demonstrate various treatment methods common to 

occupational therapy and therapeutic adaptations pertinent 

to the client and the ability to modify intervention approaches 

to reflect the clients need. 

0.00% 

8. Select, adapt/modify, and sequence relevant activities that 

support the client's framework, goals and plan written by the 

occupational therapy. 

0.00% 

9. Understand the need to collaborate with the occupational 

therapy, treatment team, client and caregivers throughout 

the intervention plan. 

0.00% 

OTA217 - OT Rehabilation Techniques 

1. Apply material presented in the course to therapeutic 

situations including the influence of social conditions and the 

ethical context in which humans choose and engage in 

areas of occupation. 

0.00% 

10. Identify architectural barriers and acquire a skill for home 

evaluations/assessments. 

0.00% 

11. Perform a work site assessment and suggest 

modification for ergonomic efficiency. 

0.00% 
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2. Identify, read, and utilize professional literature to make 

informed evidence based practice decisions in collaboration 

with the occupational therapist. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

3. Develop a clear understanding and knowledge for 

documentation. 

0.00% 

4. Determine appropriate discharge planning by reviewing 

the needs of the clients/family/significant others, resources, 

and discharge environment. This includes, but is not limited 

to: identification of community, human, and fiscal resources, 

recommendations for environmental adaptations, and home 

assessments and programs. 

0.00% 

5. Develop an awareness and sensitivity for problems 

encountered by individuals with physical disabilities 

including, but not limited to: community mobility and driver 

rehabilitation. 

0.00% 

6. Perform selected assessments and use occupation in an 

ADL assessment and screening. 

0.00% 

7. Construct a piece of adaptive equipment for an area of 

occupation. 

0.00% 

8. Practice treatment methods and techniques of therapeutic 

adaptation of equipment and clothing. 

0.00% 

9. Adapt the environment, tools, materials, and occupations 

in a client centered approach and/or use compensation 

techniques in order to meet varying contexts of the 

individual. 

0.00% 

OTA218 - OT - Adult Physical Disab 

1. Identify and describe the frames of reference for 

occupational therapy in physical dysfunction and the various 

contexts of physical dysfunction. 

0.00% 

10. Demonstrate appropriate and safe transferring and 

positioning of clients. 

0.00% 

11. Demonstrate the ability to educate and train 

client/family/caregivers in facilitating skills in various areas of 

occupation as well as prevention, health maintenance, and 

safety. 

0.00% 

12. Construct static hand splints from low thermal splinting 

material and be able to explain the purpose and precautions 

associated with each splint made. 

0.00% 

13. Create professional documentation for reimbursement of 

services rendered. 

0.00% 

2. Identify and describe commonly used 

evaluations/assessments and various treatment methods 

and approaches used for intervention of physical 

dysfunctions. 

0.00% 

3. Identify commonly seen medical and orthopedic diseases 

and disabilities and the occupational therapy 

evaluations/assessments and treatment techniques 

applicable for each. 

0.00% 

4. Demonstrate the ability to gather and report on 

information obtained through observation/intervention, 

assessment, and client/caregiver reports, and relay 

information to the appropriate parties. 

0.00% 

5. Utilize compensation techniques and/or adapt the 

environment, tools, materials, and occupations to the needs 

of the client and their contexts. 

0.00% 

6. Analyze and reassess the effect of occupational therapy 

intervention and the need for continued and/or modified 

intervention to reflect the dynamic and changing needs of 

the client. 

0.00% 
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7. Recommend the need for termination of occupational 

therapy services. This may include a summary of 

occupational therapy outcomes, recommendations and 

referrals, and discussion with clients and/or stakeholders of 

post discharge needs. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

8. Utilize appropriate professional literature to make 

informed and evidence based practice decisions, in 

collaboration with the occupational therapist. 

0.00% 

9. Identify various ways to communicate with a client that is 

nonverbal. 

0.00% 

OTA221 - Ped Disease/Disab/Treatmnt 

1. Explain how context and environmental influences can 

affect a child's health and wellness when planning treatment. 

0.00% 

2. Explain Occupational Therapy's role in prevention, 

education and the balance within areas of occupation, and 

safety for children within different contexts. 

0.00% 

3. Identify commonly seen pediatric disabilities and 

diagnosis and programs that can be used in individual and 

group treatment interventions. 

0.00% 

4. Select, adapt and sequence relevant occupations and 

purposeful activities that support the intervention goals to 

increase independence with performance skills. 

0.00% 

5. Identify and participate in the screening and assessment 

process and understand service competencies required for 

standardized and non-standardized tests. 

0.00% 

6a. Assess interventions to reflect the changing needs of the 

child. 

0.00% 

6b. Collaborate on [the intervention plan, including] any 

modifications [and] recommendations for discharge. 

68.75% 

7. Identify the impact of society and policy on children and 

their learning. 

0.00% 

8. Identify and demonstrate how research can be obtained, 

utilized and evaluated in a variety of interventions. 

0.00% 

9. Identify the partnerships between the occupational 

therapist and the occupational therapy assistant in the 

pediatric setting. 

0.00% 

OTA235 - Professional Mgmt for the OTA 

1. Demonstrate an understanding of the administrative 

structure of the department, agency, or facility. 

0.00% 

10. Identify areas of traditional and emerging practices and 

promote the profession of occupational therapy to various 

audiences 

0.00% 

11. Demonstrate effective participant skills in professional 

activities and continued advocacy for the profession of 

occupational therapy. 

0.00% 

12. Demonstrate an understanding of the certification 

exam/renewal process, licensure requirements, and the 

importance of continuing education and establishing service 

competency. 

0.00% 

13. Identify the availability and need for malpractice 

insurance. 

0.00% 

14. Utilize technology resources for intervention planning, 

evidence-based practice, and the occupational therapy 

assistant's role in the research process. 

0.00% 

15. Demonstrate an understanding of the implications and 

effects of federal and state legislative bodies on practice. 

0.00% 

16. Explain due process, the appeals system when 

reimbursement is not approved for occupational therapy 

services, and how to be an advocate for the consumer. 

0.00% 
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17. Explain the various systems and service models, 

including health care, education, community and social 

models, and how these models may effect service provision. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

18. Demonstrate effective job seeking skills including 

resume writing and interviewing. 

0.00% 

2. Participate in supervision experiences, including being 

supervised and supervising other personnel and volunteers. 

0.00% 

3. Compare the occupational therapy and occupational 

therapy assistant's roles within the assigned service area. 

0.00% 

4. Identify the various roles of the occupational therapy 

assistant in education and scholarly activities. 

0.00% 

5. Demonstrate an understanding of work site rules, 

regulations, policies, safety, and incident reporting. 

0.00% 

6. Demonstrate an understanding of reports related to 

treatment documentation, billing, reimbursement, 

productivity, service delivery, and budgeting within 

established guidelines of a facility. 

0.00% 

7. Demonstrate an understanding of the impact of cost on 

relationship to the delivery of services. 

0.00% 

8. Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of 

quality care, managing time, and utilizing available 

resources that may affect service delivery within the 

guidelines of a facility. 

0.00% 

9. Demonstrate behavior congruent with the occupational 

therapy code of ethics as it relates to clinical reasoning and 

professionalism. 

0.00% 

OTA280 - Fieldwork in OT I 

1. Practice using available resources for collecting 

evaluation data relevant to the client. 

0.00% 

10. Prepare and perform techniques of group dynamics to 

achieve group goals when working with a more than one 

client. 

0.00% 

11. Identify and report the need for intervention modification 

to the supervising occupational therapist. 

0.00% 

12. Determine client needs, socio-cultural background, 

environment and contexts when initiating and establishing a 

therapeutic relationship. 

0.00% 

13. Determine the safety needs of the client, self, and team 

members. 

0.00% 

14. Interact, in a therapeutic manner, to specific 

manifestations of client behavior. 

0.00% 

15. Explain to the client and client's family members the 

nature and purpose of the occupational therapy process with 

sensitivity for their socio-cultural background. 

0.00% 

16. Communicate and collaborate with supervisor and other 

pertinent team members in order to select, adapt, and 

sequence relevant occupations and purposeful activities to 

facilitate implementation of treatment goals. These 

occupations should be client centered and directly related to 

the clients' areas of occupation, performance skills, 

performance patterns, and contexts in order to maximize 

participation and independence. 

0.00% 

17. Compile therapeutic adaptation with occupations 

pertinent to the needs of the client. This shall include, but not 

be limited to: family/caregiver training, environmental and 

behavioral modifications, orthotics, prosthetics, assistive 

devices, adaptive equipment, DME, and other technologies. 

0.00% 

18. Establish and maintain accurate written reports/records 

as required and appropriately be able to distinguish between 

subjective and objective data. 

0.00% 
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19. Coordinate discharge planning by reviewing the needs of 

the client, their environment, and available resources. This 

includes, but is not limited to, identification of community 

resources, education to client and/or caregiver, 

recommendations for environmental adaptation, and home 

programming. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

2. Select information from data sources (including 

medical/psychological history, social services, and/or family 

reports) that is relevant to the needs of the client. 

0.00% 

20. Recommend the need for termination of occupational 

therapy services when goals have been achieved, progress 

has stopped, or other situations that would deem 

discontinuation of skilled occupational therapy services 

necessary. This includes a summary of occupational therapy 

outcomes, appropriate recommendations and/or referrals, 

and discussion with the client of post-discharge needs. 

0.00% 

21. Apply time management skills for preparation, 

maintaining equipment, supplies, and treatment area while 

implementing the assigned treatment interventions. 

0.00% 

22. Participate in opportunities to learn new techniques or 

refine those already known and establish service 

competency through documenting continuing education. 

0.00% 

23. Modify behavior in response to supervisory feedback. 0.00% 

24. Identify and respect the client's rights to confidentiality, 

privacy, and choice to participate in treatment. 

0.00% 

25. Develop skills to handle personal and/or professional 

problems so that they do not interfere with the performance 

of fieldwork expectations. 

0.00% 

26. Operate in accordance to the policies and procedures of 

the facility. 

0.00% 

3. Gather pertinent data regarding a client through interviews 

and skilled observation. 

0.00% 

4. Perform assigned evaluation procedures and selected 

assessments to obtain information relevant to client 

performance with the use of occupation as the purpose of 

assessment. 

0.00% 

5. Develop age and socio-culturally appropriate programs 

based on short and long term goals in collaboration with the 

supervising occupational therapist. 

0.00% 

6. Perform treatment interventions which reflect identified 

goals for an individual or group of clients. 

0.00% 

7. Describe the meaning and dynamics of occupation and 

purposeful activity, including the correlation between areas 

of occupation, performance skills, performance patterns, and 

contexts. 

0.00% 

8. Describe the effects of health, disability, disease 

processes, and traumatic injury to the client within a variety 

of contexts, family, and social structures. 

0.00% 

9. Present instructions and select appropriate 

media/techniques in intervention implementation. 

0.00% 

OTA281 - Fieldwork in OT II 

1. Practice using available resources for collecting 

evaluation data relevant to the client. 

0.00% 

10. Prepare and perform techniques of group dynamics to 

achieve group goals when working with a more than one 

client. 

0.00% 

11. Identify and report the need for intervention change to 

the supervising occupational therapist. 

0.00% 
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12. Determine client needs, socio-cultural background, 

environment and contexts when initiating and establishing a 

therapeutic relationship. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

13. Determine the safety needs of the client, self, and team 

members. 

0.00% 

14. Interact, in a therapeutic manner, to specific 

manifestations of client behavior. 

0.00% 

15. Explain to the client and client's family members to the 

nature and purpose of the occupational therapy process with 

sensitivity for their socio-cultural background. 

0.00% 

16. Communicate and collaborate with supervisor and other 

pertinent team members in order to select, adapt, and 

sequence relevant occupations and purposeful activities to 

facilitate implementation of treatment goals. These 

occupations should be client centered and directly related to 

the clients' areas of occupation, performance skills, 

performance patterns, and contexts in order to maximize 

participation and independence. 

0.00% 

17. Compile therapeutic adaptation with occupations 

pertinent to the needs of the client. This shall include, but not 

be limited to: family/caregiver training, environmental and 

behavioral modifications, orthotics, prosthetics, assistive 

devices, adaptive equipment, DME, and other technologies. 

0.00% 

18. Establish and maintain accurate written reports/records 

as required and appropriately be able to distinguish between 

subjective and objective data. 

0.00% 

19. Coordinate discharge planning by reviewing the needs of 

the client, their environment, and available resources. This 

includes, but is not limited to, identification of community 

resources, education to client and/or caregiver, 

recommendations for environmental adaptation, and home 

programming. 

0.00% 

2. Select information from data sources (including 

medical/psychological history, social services, and/or family 

reports) that is relevant to the needs of the client. 

0.00% 

20. Recommend the need for termination of occupational 

therapy services when goals have been achieved, progress 

has stopped, or other situations that would deem 

discontinuation of skilled occupational therapy services 

necessary. This includes a summary of occupational therapy 

outcomes, appropriate recommendations and/or referrals, 

and discussion with the client of post-discharge needs. 

0.00% 

21. Apply time management skills for preparation, 

maintaining equipment, supplies, and treatment area while 

implementing the assigned treatment interventions. 

0.00% 

22. Participate in opportunities to learn new techniques or 

refine those already known and establish service 

competency through documenting continuing education. 

0.00% 

23. Modify behavior in response to supervisory feedback. 0.00% 

24. Identify and respect the client's rights to confidentiality, 

privacy, and choice to participate in treatment. 

0.00% 

25. Develop skills to handle personal and/or professional 

problems so that they do not interfere with the performance 

of fieldwork expectations. 

0.00% 

26. Operate in accordance to the policies and procedures of 

the facility. 

0.00% 

3. Gather pertinent data regarding a client through interviews 

and skilled observation. 

0.00% 
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4. Perform assigned evaluation procedures and selected 

assessments to obtain information relevant to client 

performance with the use of occupation as the purpose of 

assessment. 

Target Achievement Rate 

0.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

5. Develop age and socio-culturally appropriate programs 

based on short and long term goals in collaboration with the 

supervising occupational therapist. 

0.00% 

6. Perform treatment interventions which reflect identified 

goals for an individual or group of clients. 

0.00% 

7. Describe the meaning and dynamics of occupation and 

purposeful activity, including the correlation between areas 

of occupation, performance skills, performance patterns, and 

contexts. 

0.00% 

8. Describe the effects of health, disability, disease 

processes, and traumatic injury to the client within a variety 

of contexts, family, and social structures. 

0.00% 

9. Present instructions and select appropriate 

media/techniques in implementation of intervention. 

0.00% 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Vigil, Tricia on 03/04/2019 20:31 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Assess student documentation for 1st and 

2nd year students using previous rubric 

1st year goal: 75% of students will earn a 2 

(developing) or above on their mid-semester 

unit test. 

End of Fall 2019 20 1st year students 

Assess student documentation for 1st and 

2nd year students using previous rubric. 

2nd year goal: 75% of students will score a 3 

(accomplished) or above on the objective 

and assessment portions of SOAP note 

activity. 

End of Fall 2019 20 2nd year students 

Assess competency levels in group 

leadership skills. 

85% of students will earn a score of "13" or 

more out of "15" possible points in the 

discussion section of the group presentation 

grading sheet. 

End of Spring 2019 21 first year students 

Students will dmeonstrate competency in 

written communication during Fieldwork 

experience. 

70% of students will be at entry level 

performance (3-Meets standards or above) in 

section V: Written Communication on the 

AOTA national assessment evaluation form. 

End of Spring 2019 16 2nd year students 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Pharmacy & Phlebotomy Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? 
A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

No Value 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

No Value 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance 
PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

undefined undefined undefined undefined 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Physical Therapy Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Heckel, Lisa on 02/28/2019 21:54 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

The PTA department assessed the following: 
PTA 230 - ISLO Textural Literacy SLO 4d. 
PTA 240 - ISLO Critical Thinking & Problem Solving SLO 1a.  
PTA 251 - ISLO Effective Communication SLO 2c. 
We chose to assess classes attended by our 2nd year students in their final didactic semester before final internships. In the future we will include assessments of the 1st year students at 
the end of their 2nd semester prior to their summer (1st) internship. 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Each one of the PTA faculty members completed an assessment in one of their classes. Our new faculty member was trained on assessment and we will have a new adjunct faculty 

member in the Fall who will need training. Our faculty has become more familiar with navigation in eLumen and is realizing the requirement of assessment is not a difficult as anticipated. 

2. What Did You Learn? 
PTA 251: We learned that our students are doing well with professional communiation on their 1st internship. We reached a goal of 74.4%. To break that down, our clinical instructors gave 

feedback that 26% of our students rated as Exemplary, 47% rated as Accomplished, 21% rated as Developing and 6% are beginning.  The students are placed in a variety of clinical 
settings. Knowledge and resulting communication in some settings can be more challenging especially if the patient population is of a more complex nature. As the students progress 

through their internships the expectations of the clinical instructors will be greater but the students should also be developing and exhibiting more skill in the area of communication. 

PTA 240: When checking in on our students during their clinical rotations they often report that an area they struggle in is progression of treatment in follow up visits specifically therapeutic 

exercise. Due to this I would like to track student’s progression in the program when it comes to progression of POC between follow up visits. 
The assessment I choose for Fall semester focused on the student’s ability progress the treatment plan of patient. The students were asked to include three treatment progression in the 

plan section of the SOAP not they wrote after their final practical. Of the 19 students that completed my assessment, rated 12 at the level of exemplary, 4 rated at the level or accomplished 

and 3 rated as beginning. I believe that more students would have rated at the level of exemplary if they had been reminded a second time to include progression in the plan section of their 
note. Final practicals tend to be very stressful for the students thus when they are done and writing their note it is not surprising they missed the instruction to include progression as part of 
plan. I have no doubt all 19 students are able to progress students they just required additional reminders in this scenario. 

PTA 230: Nineteen of our second-year students were given a case study assignment in which they read the physical therapy (PT) evaluation of a patient and were given the task to write up 

a 30 minute treatment plan that was aligned with the physical therapist’s plan of care (POC). Students were scored on the appropriateness and efficacy of the interventions they chose to 

have the patient perform during the 30 minute treatment according to the POC. 
We reached a target achievement rate of 84.21%. 
It was found that of the 19 students 6 (31.5%) scored exemplary, 10 (52.6%) scored accomplished and 3 (15.7%) scored developing. 
It appears that our students are able to follow the POC and choose appropriate interventions for the specific orthopedic patient. Although students were in their final didactic semester when 

this assessment was done, they still have 2 six-week internships to perform this spring where they will get experience working with actual patients and preparing/applying treatment 
interventions under the supervision of a clinical instructor. This will give the students real experience in creating treatment plans that align with the POC for real patients in real clinical 
situations. 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/16/2019 00:02 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 80.70% 
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ISLO 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 

Target Achievement Rate 

84.21% 

Comments/Clarifications 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

84.21% PTA 240 See comments above 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 73.68% 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

73.68% PTA 251 See comments above 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 84.21% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

84.21% PTA 230 See comments above 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Heckel, Lisa on 02/28/2019 21:54 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Physical Therapy 

PSLO 

Physical Therapist Assistant 

PSLO 

1b. Design a treatment plan that aligns with the physical 

therapy plan of care. 

0.00% 

2a. Deliver clear and effective patient education related to 

the physical therapy plan of care. 

0.00% 

2b. Appropriately apply terminology specific to the physical 

therapy profession in both written documentation and 

spoken communication. 

0.00% 

3a. Modify components of treatment depending on patient 

status. 

0.00% 

3b. Implement appropriate progression of the physical 

therapy plan of care as a physical therapist assistant. 

0.00% 

3c. Report patient status to support decision to continue, 

modify, or discontinue interventions. 

0.00% 

4. Perform basic manual therapy techniques and 

interventions in a safe and effective manner. 

0.00% 

6a. Collect objective measurement patient data. 0.00% 

6b. Assess objective measurement data to determine 

appropriate patient interventions. 

0.00% 

Safely operate technology common to physical therapy 

settings to ensure the safety of others and self. 

0.00% 

Students will be able to develop components of treatment 

that align with the physical therapy plan of care under the 

supervision of the physical therapist. 

0.00% 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Heckel, Lisa on 04/16/2019 16:14 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Heckel, Lisa on 02/28/2019 21:54 

Lisa: I will continue to assess the student's ability to communicate effectively with peers, professionals and clients in PTA 281 and PTA 282. This information is easily accessible on the Web 

CPI application. The information is input by the CI and can be retrieved by me. This will give me an assessment of the student's effective communication in all three internships. 

Bobbie Sue: This semester in Clinical Kinesiology, PTA 140, I will present the students with a case study including current POC and HEP and ask the students to complete a short 
assignment on how they would progress that patient in a follow up visit. I will say that 85% or greater will be able to provide three appropriate progressions.
 During the student’s final clinical rotation (Spring 2020) I will ask students and possibly CIs to rate student’s ability to progress patients on a scale of 1-5. This will be done on a separate 
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form not associated with CPI. I will also write this assessment goal as >/= 85%. 

Peggy: In this spring semester of 2019 I will be assessing the second-year students in PTA 278 as they complete their final Practice Exam and Assessment Tool (PEAT). I will be looking at 
the results of all the different sections of the exam to see if there are any that stand out as having below passing scores. This will allow us to review our curriculum for that specific course 

and/or material and improve our curriculum in these areas. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Assess effective communication in student 

internships. 

By PTA 282 100% of the students should be 

performing at the Advanced Intermediate of 

Entry level performance level. 

End of Spring 2019 All 2nd year students. 

Assess knowledge of national physical 

therapy material 

On the Retired NPTE version of the Practice 

Exam Assessment Tool (PEAT) 90% of the 

students should score a minimum of 70% on 

each section of PEAT 

End of Spring 2019 All 2nd year students. 

Assess student's ability to identify 

appropriate progression of therapeutic 

exercise in a patient care scenario. 

By the end of PTA 140, 90% of the students 

will be able to list 3 appropriate therapeutic 

exercise progressions. 

End of Spring 2019 All 1st year students. 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Radiologic Technology Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Cox, Roger on 02/25/2019 21:04 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

Spring, 2018: Portable Trauma Radiography assessment (XTL C-spine / pelvis) with RTE 282.  
Summer, 2018:  Surgical C-Arm assessment (lumbar spine) with RTE 183 
Fall, 2018: Surgical C-arm aasessment (elbow / knee) with RTE 281 
Fall, 2018: Portable Trauma Radiography assessment (XTL C-spine, humerus) with RTE 281 

Surgical C-arm assessments need to improve, the students need more training to be able to utilize the c-arm more proficiently.  Our goal is to have more than one c-arm training per 
semester.  The opportunity has presented to allow us more availability for this training. 
Trauma assessment percentages were not as deficient but still allows for improvement.  Again, our goal is to have several trainings each semester to give students more practice. 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Spring 2018: RTE 282,  24 of 24 students participated 
Summer, 2018:  RTE 183, 21 of 23 students participated 
Fall, 2018 (c-arm): RTE 281, 23 of 23 students participated 

Fall, 2018 (trauma): RTE 281, 22 of 23 students participated 

All faculty and instructors participated in assessment this year except for our DMS lab instructor. This position only meets once per week and there was not time to get her trained on 

eLumen and to help her create an assessment for this cycle. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Cox, Roger on 02/25/2019 21:04 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 76.89% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 58.62% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

42.55% I had intended to use a critical thinking PSLO (Fat Man and 

Little Boy paper) rubric for this assessment but I couldn't get 

it to load, so I decided to use the ISLO rubric. It was not a 

great fit for what I wanted to assess. I will make sure the 

correct rubric is loaded for the next assessment cycle. 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

73.91% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

82.61% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

52.17% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 100.00% 
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ISLO 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

Target Achievement Rate 

100.00% 

Comments/Clarifications 

2b: Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, informative, etc.) 

and with a clear focus 

100.00% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 65.71% 

4a: Recognize, summarize, and explain central and 

supporting ideas as well as implied and abstract ideas in a 

variety of written, oral, and visual texts in multiple genres 

including academic and technical sources 

83.33% 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

79.17% 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

79.17% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

50.00% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 98.61% 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

100.00% 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

95.83% 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

100.00% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

100.00% 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

100.00% 

5c-2: Engage with local and extended communities to 

promote civic action and social improvement 

95.83% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Cox, Roger on 02/25/2019 21:04 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Radiologic Technology 

PSLO 

Diagnostic Medical Sonography 

PSLO 

01. Discuss performance of a pelvic sonogram 100.00% 

02. Clarify the differences in wave motion with various tissue 

densities 

100.00% 

Radiologic Technology 

PSLO 

PSLO2: Image Production 

PSLO2a: Utilize x-ray production equipment appropriately 

and according to protocol. 

0.00% 

PSLO2b: Produce diagnostic radiographs using effective 

techniques to optimize image quality. 

0.00% 

PSLO3: Imaging Procedures 

PSLO 3a: Properly position patients for exams 25.00% 

PSLO 3b: Demonstrate proficiency in surgical C-arm 

operation 

33.33% students need repetitive training / hands on due to the fact 

that the majority do not get the experience in clinic. 
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PSLO 

PSLO 3c: Demonstrate proficiency in portable trauma 

radiography. 

Target Achievement Rate 

47.83% 

Comments/Clarifications 

students again need more repetitive training / hands on 

because they are not getting enough in clinic. Also, with 

trauma, the lack of exposure is hindering progress; the 

student is not able to jump in as he/she is not confident. 

PSLO1: Safety 

PSLO1a: Perform radiographic procedures safely. 0.00% 

PSLO1b: Identify problems with patient perceptions on exam 

success 

0.00% 

PSLO4: Patient Care 

PLSO 4a: Show proper use of communication skills using 

the AIDET model. 

0.00% 

PSLO 4b: Model ethical behavior according to the American 

Registry of Radiologic Technologists (ARRT) Code of Ethics. 

0.00% 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Cox, Roger on 04/18/2019 19:17 

I will schedule a norming session with the DMS instructors to help ensure accurate data is reflected in the reports. 

Patty Rello and Polly Boggs will increase the number of simulations; both c-arm and portable trauma radiography. The training will begin earlier in the program to ensure time to help 

students improve before graduation. 
Semester 1: 2 c-arm trainings with RTE 181 and 1 portable training.  
Semester 2: 2 c-arm trainings + 1 assessment and 2 portable trainings + 1 assessment with RTE 182. 
Semester 3: 1 c-arm training with RTE 183 and then 1 c-arm assessment to follow. 
Semester 4: 1 portable trauma / post op training + 1 assessment with RTE 281; 1 c-arm training + 1 c-arm assessment as well with RTE 281. 
Semester 5: 1 c-arm assessment with RTE 282 

I will ensure that the correct rubric is loaded into eLumen assignments to ensure that we are able to assess the correct student achievements. If the problem with the rubrics is encountered 

again, I will contact Liz for help with it. 

I will continue to assess students' classroom professionalism to help students meet the standards of our program and our profession. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Schedule rubric scoring norming session for 

DMS. 

Make DMS PSLO rubrics more useful for 

reviewing assessment activities. 

Schedule and conduct session by October 

31, 2019. 

Roger Cox, Patricia Elliott, Donna Johnson. 

Increase number and frequency of C-Arm 

and Portable exam simulations. 

Increase student demonstration of C-Arm 

and portable exam skills and assessment 

scores. 

Conduct 2 C-Arm trainings with first-year 

students and 1 portable exam training by 

11/30/19. Conduct 2 assessments by 

4/30/19. 

Patty Rello, Polly Boggs, new additional 

instructor. 

Ensure correct rubrics are assigned for each 

assessment to be conducted by each faculty 

or instructor. 

Have all rubrics assigned by the 12th week 

of each semester. 

Assign Spring rubrics by 4/14/19. Assign Fall 

rubrics by 11/10/19. 

Roger Cox 

Complete Classroom Professionalism rubric 

on each AAS student. 

95% of students meet an excellent level of 

classroom professionalism as assessed by 

the rubric. 

Enter student scores in eLumen by 5/6/19 for 

Spring. Enter student scores in eLumen by 

12/10/19 for Fall. 

Roger Cox 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Respiratory Therapy Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Tracy, Shawna on 02/14/2019 22:20 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

We assessed critical thinking in our students by evaluating their final group project in RCA 256. This project included all the skills and knowledge needed to assess a patient, implement a 

treatment plan, and review the results for patient outcomes. The activity will continue in the course, but will not need to be re-assessed next year. There was no modifications found for 
neccessity based on the statisical results. Also, there will be no addition of learning outcomes. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

The faculty involved in the activity was the course lead (Shawna Tracy), and co-faculty (Kimberly Martin). Kim was present and graded the student presentation on 12/11/2018. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/16/2019 00:08 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 100.00% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 100.00% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

100.00% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Tracy, Shawna on 02/14/2019 22:47 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Respiratory Therapy 

PSLO 

Respiratory Care 

PSLO 

Assimilate professional, legal, and ethical guidelines in 

clinical practice as a professional respiratory therapist. 

(professionalism, ethical behavior, legal principles, standards 

of practice) 

0.00% 

Engage in critical thinking to make patient-centered care 

decisions. (critical thinking, clinical decision making and 

respiratory care program judgment) 

0.00% 

Participate in collaborative relationships with members of the 

interdisciplinary team, the patient, and the patient's support 

persons. (teamwork and collaboration) 

0.00% 
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Accreditation 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Tracy, Shawna on 02/14/2019 22:47 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Tracy, Shawna on 02/14/2019 22:44 

We will continue with ASL in the Spring of 2019 for one class and one SLO per facutly. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

undefined undefined undefined undefined 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Medical Assisting Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Maurello, Kathy on 03/01/2019 01:49 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

Math was assessed MAP 150, pharmacology for medication assistants. Students were introduced to basic math and then progressed to math calculations they will see in a medical office 

setting. For the past two years, math has been taught the first 4-6 weeks of class, then students were introduced to different drugs.  Students were given examples in class then given 

quizzes and exams. This class has been assessed by the part time faculty teaching it. Last year, the part time instructor didn’t finish out the semester, so results were compiled and 

submitted through the program chair.  The program will continue to assess MAP 150, but make modifications in the rubrics used as well as create new assignments for students to get better 
practice at math calculations. 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

Kathy Maurello is the only full time faculty for the Medical Assistant program. During the spring semester only, the program has two part time instructors.  Most part time instructors have 

been diligent in reporting their results to Kathy. In the past, assessment has not been entered on time.  This year assessment data has been entered into eLumen dating back to Spring 

2017. The plan going forward is to stay on task and complete assessment reports for all classes on time. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Maurello, Kathy on 03/01/2019 02:08 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 88.69% 

ISLO3: Quantitative Reasoning 95.00% According to our data results, our target achievement rate for 

quantitate reasoning was 95%. Most of our students did fairly 

well with basic math calculations, however a couple of 

students never progressed to master the math calculations 

that are practical for medical assistants. Last year one factor 

that could have affected students is the math teacher was 

not using the outlines that should have been followed. 

3c: Select appropriate numerical data, functions, and 

formulae to perform accurate computations 

95.00% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 82.35% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

78.57% 78.87% is not as high as the program would like for students 

to take anatomy practicums. This is one area that can be 

improved on by adding additional acitivities in order for 

students to learn anatomy. 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 
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ISLO 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

Target Achievement Rate 

86.59% 

Comments/Clarifications 

Students are required to take a final skilled competencies in 

two of their lab classes. 86.59% is not a bad number, 

however this should be higher as they are about to enter 

their internship. I would like to focus on giving more feedback 

to students prior to taking their competencies and giving 

them options to come in for additional lab time. 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 90.99% 

Students are required to write a paper and give a 

presentation to their classmates. The 91% is a good range, 

but more examples could be posted for students. 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

91.07% Students are required to research a disease and give a 

presentation to their class. 91.07% is a good percentage. 

Giving more examples of professional presentations could be 

helpful to students. 

2d: Select and apply compelling and appropriate 

communication strategies that attend to the values, 

knowledge, interests, and needs of the audience 

90.00% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 94.00% 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

100.00% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

91.43% Students are required to create a notebook/portfolio of tasks 

they will see in the front office of a clinic site. Students are 

doing well with this assignment, but more examples could be 

added for students. 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance 
PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Maurello, Kathy on 03/01/2019 02:16 

The plan is to restructure how math is delivered in MAP 150. The program will focus mainly on the math concepts that will be used in the office setting and not focus on the basic math 

problems that are given in the text book. The goal is to spread out math throughout the entire semester and not just within the first several weeks of the semester.  At least 30 minutes will 
be dedicated to specific days of class where students will get practice at performing math calculations that they will see in the office setting.  Students will then be given multiple quizzes to 

assess their level of understanding. Any student that is not passing will be encouraged to attend tutoring with the instructor or in the learning center.  The plan is to develop new activities 

and rubrics to increase student performance and mastery of math calculations. The goal is to make changes for the Spring 2019 semester and will be assessed by the instructor or program 

chair. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Develop more practical math calculation 

assignments of reconstitution, and reviewing 

doctor orders and giving the patient the 

correct dose of medication. 

To have 80% of students passing all math 

calculations at 85% for the 2019 year, and 

continually to increase the percentage of 

students and their pass rate to 95% over the 

next 2 to 3 years. 

To develop rubrics, assignments, quizzes 

during the spring 2019 year.  Every 2-3 

weeks of the semester give students 

quizzes. 

Instructor of the MAP 150 class or the 

department chair. 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Nurse Aide Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 05/29/2019 20:05 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

In Fall 2018, we assessed Effective Communication in NUA101 because it was the most generic/usable to apply to NUA while I work on developing a personalized soft skills assessment as 

a program-level assessment for NUA. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

1 out of 2 full-time faculty and 0 out of 8 part-time instructors completed assessments in eLumen over the 2018 calendar year. Some of those instructors who did not participate are clinical 
instructors, concurrent enrollment instructors, or no longer working at PCC. In the coming year, the plan is for all instructors to complete at least one assessment per full term semester that 
they teach (NUA101 unless the instructor only teaches clinical, in which case they would assess NUA170/171) using the new program-level soft skills rubric, which will hopefully make it 
easier for instructors to contribute student scores to our data. 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 05/29/2019 20:12 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 61.67% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 61.67% 

2a: Organize and express ideas clearly in both written and 

oral communication 

73.33% Above target performance on clear communication is 

encouraging, but will remain part of our new soft skills 

assessment (specifically the "Clear Explanations" criterion). 

2b: Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, informative, etc.) 

and with a clear focus 

40.00% Low performance in purposeful communication means that 

we will make this a focus of our new program-level rubric on 

soft skills - especially the accuracy and completeness of the 

information explained. 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

43.33% Low performance in professional communication means that 

we will make this a focus of our new program-level rubric on 

soft skills (specifically the "Professional Interactions" 

criterion). 

2d: Select and apply compelling and appropriate 

communication strategies that attend to the values, 

knowledge, interests, and needs of the audience 

60.00% Addressed above (clear communication) - will be directly 

addressed in new soft skills rubric in reference to layman's 

terms vs. medical jargon. 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance 
PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 
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2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 05/29/2019 20:19 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Develop new soft skills rubric for program-

level assessment 

Increase participation by at least 50% By end of fall 2019 Donna Borders - draft new soft skills rubric; 

Cheri Johnson and Rita Kalman will provide 

input and advise 

Send new soft skills rubric to all full-time and 

part-time NUA instructors for implementation 

Increase participation by at least 50% By end of summer 2019 Donna Borders - send rubric by email to all 

Pueblo and Fremont Campus NUA faculty 

and instructors, distribute rubric in eLumen to 

all NUA faculty and instructors; Cheri 

Johnson - send rubric by email to all 

Southwest NUA faculty and instructors 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Nursing Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? 
A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

No Value 

B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

No Value 

2. What Did You Learn? 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 02/15/2019 23:44 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 

ISLO 69.89% 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 68.94% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

63.79% 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

67.01% 

1c: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 

supported by sufficient and relevant evidence 

72.37% 

1d: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 

response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition 

68.04% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 68.82% 

2b: Convey ideas purposefully (persuasive, informative, etc.) 

and with a clear focus 

68.62% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 68.33% 

4a: Recognize, summarize, and explain central and 

supporting ideas as well as implied and abstract ideas in a 

variety of written, oral, and visual texts in multiple genres 

including academic and technical sources 

68.62% 

4b: Locate relevant and reliable information from a variety of 

sources as appropriate for the context 

68.62% 

4c: Evaluate the relevance and reliability of information and 

its appropriateness for the context 

68.62% 

4d: Select suitable information and materials and apply 

proper methods in order to accomplish tasks 

67.45% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 73.54% 
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ISLO 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

Target Achievement Rate 

73.54% 

Comments/Clarifications 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

73.54% 

5c-2: Engage with local and extended communities to 

promote civic action and social improvement 

73.54% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Medendorp, Elizabeth on 03/29/2019 15:17 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Nursing 

PSLO 

Counseling 

PSLO 

Nursing 

PSLO 

2. Integrate critical thinking and clinical reasoning skills to 

make patient-centered care decisions. 

(Critical thinking, clinical decision making and nursing 

judgment.) 

73.30% 

2a. Demonstrate critical thinking in assessing patient status. 0.00% 

2b. Demonstrate clinical judgment in making patient-

centered care decisions. 

0.00% 

3. Implement quality measures to improve patient care. 67.44% 

4. Participate in collaborative relationships with members of 

the interdisciplinary team, the patient, and the patient's 

support persons. 

73.30% 

5. Apply information management principles, techniques, 

systems, and patient care technology to communicate, 

mange knowledge, mitigate errors, and support decision 

making. 

68.37% 

Determine diagnosis through evidence-based medicine and 

clinical decision making. 

0.00% 

1. Analyze provision of safe, quality, evidenced based, 

patient-centered nursing care in a variety of healthcare 

settings to diverse patient populations across the lifespan. 

(nursing process, safety, and patient-centered care. 

0.00% 

Integrate critical thinking and clinical reasoning skills to 

make patient-centered care decisions. 

0.00% 

3. Implement quality measures to improve patient care. 0.00% 

4. Participate in collaborative relationships with members of 

the interdisciplinary team, the patient, and the patient's 

support persons. 

0.00% 

5. Use information management principles, techniques, 

systems, and patient care technology to communicate, 

mange knowledge, mitigate errors, and support decision 

making. 

0.00% 

7. Assimilate professional, legal, and ethical guidelines, in 

practice as a professional nurse. 

0.00% 

6. Provide leadership in a variety of healthcare settings for 

diverse patient populations. 

0.00% 

8. Promote a culture of caring to provide holistic, 

compassionate, culturally, competent care. 

0.00% 

Psychiatric Technician 
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PSLO 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

3. What Will You Do Next? 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

undefined undefined undefined undefined 
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2018 Annual Improvement Plan - Surgical Technology Latest Version 
This Annual Improvement Plan reviews assessment results from the 2018 calendar year and establishes an action plan for improvements during the 2019 assessment cycle. 

1. What Did You Do? 

1. What Did You Do? : Version by Montoya, Diana on 02/26/2019 00:42 

A. Assessment Activities 

Review the Course Statistics and Evidence report(s) for the programs in your department to refresh your memory of what you assessed over the last calendar year: which classes, rubrics, 
and learning outcomes were the focus. It will also be valuable to make note of those classes and learning outcomes that were not assessed and to reflect on why that was the case. 

In the space provided below, share your general reactions to the overview of last year’s assessment activities and what activities you’d like to pursue next for the upcoming assessment 
cycle. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 

Activities to Continue: Would you like to continue assessing the same classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes? Which ones, and why? 

Activities to Modify: Would you like to make adjustments to the classes, rubrics, and learning outcomes you assessed last year? What would those changes look like, and why? 

Activities to Add: Are there other classes, rubrics, or learning outcomes you’d like to focus on this time around? Which ones, and why? 

This semester our program faculty and PT instructor did a lot of cleanup in eLumen. We had many courses showing up that are no longer offered in our program which were deleted. Our 
program will continue to assess many of the activities however, we modified some student assessments by assigning them to specific courses where it makes the most sense. The course 

rubrics that were rewritten were approved by our faculty and PT instructor as well as our PCC-STPAC (Program Advisory Committee). Those rubrics were sent to Liz Medendorp to set up in 

eLumen. Additionally, our department went back and input data for past semesters so that we are able to capture the most accurate data. 

Courses Deleted: 
STE102, STE103, STE106, STE111, STE112, STE121, STE130, STE131, STE140, STE141, 

Courses w/Continued/Modified/Added Rubrics 

STE100, STE101, STE105, STE110, STE115, STE120, STE122, STE132, STE279, STE281, STE282, STE283, STE289 

Total Courses Assessed: 13  We have identified that student assessment rubrics that include the course name works best for our department. This will take extra time in the front end to 

modify however, this will prove to be beneficial in the long term. (Assigning rubrics to specific courses is in process). 

STE105, STE132, STE283, STE289 are spring 2019 courses and will be assessed at the end of Spring term. 

Focus: Now that we have the rubrics developed and mapped to our courses/program on eLumen, we will continue to assess over the next 3 years to identify assessment learning outcomes 

and areas or improvement. 
B. Participation 

Review the list of participants extrapolated from the Participation Report for your department to identify the full-time faculty and part-time instructors who participated in assessment over the 

last calendar year. Remember that faculty and instructors are expected to complete at least one assessment each semester they teach, so you will want to take note of any gaps or lapses 

in participation from semester to semester. 

In the space provided below, share any reactions, comments, or clarifications related to the rate of participation in assessment among the faculty and instructors in your department over the 

last calendar year. Consider the following questions to guide your reflection: 
In general, was the rate of participation in assessment for your department over the last calendar year satisfactory? Lower than you’d like? Higher than you expected? 

What was your experience with encouraging participation in assessment like last year? Share any difficulties, successes, extenuating circumstances, etc. that you may have 

encountered. 
What strategies might you try in the upcoming assessment cycle to increase and/or maintain the level of participation in assessment across your department? 

We had 100% Participation from Faculty in fall 2018 term 

We had 100% Participation from PT Instructor in fall 2018 term 

We had 100% Participation from Faculty in summer 2018 term 

Assessment Plans have been assigned to all Faculty and PT Instructor for Spring 2019 term to assure 100% participation of faculty and PT instructor. 

We changed our paper assessments over to eLumen in fall 2018. With a department of 3, we don't have the same challenges as other programs with many faculty and PT instructors. We 

all made an effort to get data entered into eLumen in fall 2018 and we all meet as a team to discuss assessment challenges, outcome results, trends, and improvement planning. 

2. What Did You Learn? 
Following our fall 2018 assessments, our program faculty and PT instructor learned that our student assessment rubrics need to be more precise in identifying the data outcomes we want 
to review and trend. As a result, our team rewrote our assessment rubrics to capture the student learning taking place in each STE course. Additionally, we learned that some of our new 

rubrics are not reflecting correct data. Review of the reports allowed us to identify what assessments are working and which ones are not. We will continue working with Liz Medendorp to 

correct our rubrics/courses so they are ready for fall 2019 cohort 6. 

Overall, our program is meeting the 70% thresholds required by PCC and our Division of Nursing. Our students struggle most with sterilization (STE122, STE132, STE279, STE289) and 

preoperative preparation (STE279, STE189). One of our new assessments has been written to capture the test scores on the NBSTSA Practice CST Exam in the fall (STE279) and spring 

(STE289). We have also started measuring time management and accurate documentation (STE281, STE282, STE283). 

2A. Institution-Level (ISLO) Performance : Version by Montoya, Diana on 02/26/2019 00:42 

ISLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Pueblo Community College 
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ISLO 

ISLO 

Target Achievement Rate 

79.49% 

Comments/Clarifications 

ISLO1: Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 76.19% 

1a: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 

information, and ideas 

80.00% 

1b: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 

alternate solutions 

75.36% 

ISLO2: Effective Communication 90.00% 

2c: Employ conventions of communication in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations 

90.00% 

ISLO4: Textual Literacy 80.00% 

4a: Recognize, summarize, and explain central and 

supporting ideas as well as implied and abstract ideas in a 

variety of written, oral, and visual texts in multiple genres 

including academic and technical sources 

80.00% 

ISLO5: Professionalism & Social Consciousness 80.77% 

5a-1: Demonstrate personal accountability through time 

management, preparedness, and honoring commitments 

73.33% 

5a-2: Exhibit self-efficacy by growing personally in response 

to constructive criticism, demonstrating persistence, and 

utilizing support resources as needed 

80.00% 

5a-3: Practice ethical behavior by demonstrating honesty, 

trustworthiness, and integrity of work 

80.00% 

5b: Exhibit appropriate conduct and behavior in accordance 

with disciplinary and/or professional expectations, including 

respectful treatment of others and collaboration 

80.00% 

5c-1: Examine and acknowledge differing views, express 

appreciation for diversity, explore the relationships between 

ideas and recognize the interconnectivity of issues, and 

broaden disciplinary and personal knowledge. 

85.00% 

5c-2: Engage with local and extended communities to 

promote civic action and social improvement 

90.00% 

2B. Program-Level (PSLO) Performance : Version by Montoya, Diana on 02/26/2019 00:42 

PSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

Surgical Technology 

PSLO 

Surgical Technology 

PSLO 

PSLO2: Match best practices for asceptic techniques to the 

appropriate sterile principle. 

73.90% no longer assessing aseptic technique assessment activity 

PSLO5: Completes weekly clinical paperwork 90.00% STE281, STE282, STE283 NEW ASSESSMENT 

PSLO6: Time management and preparedness 90.00% STE281, STE282, STE283 NEW ASSESSMENT 

PSLO7: Demonstrate proficiency in the content needed for 

certification (CST EXAM). 

80.00% STE279, STE289 NEW ASSESSMENT 

PSLO9: Interpret and analyze pharmacology and anesthesia 

information. 

0.00% STE105 (spring 2019) NEW ASSESSMENT 

Accreditation 

2C. Course-Level (CSLO) Performance : Version by Montoya, Diana on 02/26/2019 00:42 

CSLO Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

STE100 - Fundamentals-Surgical Tech 

5. Identify and describe surgical equipment, instruments, 

and supplies. 

80.00% STE100 - Suture Assessment 
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CSLO 

STE101 - Surgical Technology Skills Lab 

Target Achievement Rate Comments/Clarifications 

2. Create and maintain a sterile field 100.00% STE101 - Skills Check-Off 

STE105 - Pharmacology-Surgical Tech 

3. Discuss basic concepts of anesthesia. 0.00% This is assessed: PSLO 9 (spring 2019) 

STE110 - Surgical Procedures I 

II. Identify specialized surgical instrumentation, supplies and 

equipment utilized in general, obstetric/gynocological and 

urologic surgical procedures 

0.00% STE110 -NEW ASSESSMENT - Spring 2019 (5 week 

course) 

STE115 - Surgical Procedures II 

II. Identify specialized surgical instrumentation, supplies and 

equipment utilized in plastic, otorhinolaryngilogical, 

opthalmologic and orthopedic surgical procedures. 

0.00% STE115 -NEW ASSESSMENT - Spring 2019 (5 week 

course) 

STE120 - Surgical Procedures III 

III. Identify the names and usage of specialized surgical 

instrumentation, supplies, equipment, and medications for 

cardiac, peripheral vascular, and neurologic surgical 

procedures. 

0.00% STE120 -NEW ASSESSMENT - Spring 2019 (5 week 

course) 

STE122 - Surgical Instruments I 

3. Compare and contrast methods for cleaning, 

decontaminating, and sterilizing instrumentation. 

100.00% STE132 - Sterilization Exam 

STE132 - Surgical Instruments II NO DATA PULL 

3. Compare and contrast methods for cleaning, 

decontaminating, and sterilizing instrumentation. 

NO DATA PULL for STE132 - Sterilization Exam (spring 

2019) 

STE279 - CST Exam Review Course 

2. Demonstrate learning comprehension in the areas of 

basic sciences, preoperative patient care, preoperative case 

management, intraoperative case management, 

postoperative case management, surgical specialties and 

procedures, ancillary functions, and technological sciences. 

20.00% STE279 - Sterilization Exam - eLumen data is not pulling for 

this course. I will set up a meeting with Liz Medendorp to find 

out what the 20% is measuring. 

STE281 - ST Clinical Internship I This is assessed: PSLO 5, PSLO 6 

STE282 - ST Clinical Internship II This is assessed: PSLO 5, PSLO 6 

STE283 - ST Clinical Internship III This is assessed: PSLO 5, PSLO 6 

STE289 - Surgical Technology Capstone 

8. Demonstrate learning comprehension in the areas of 

basic sciences, preoperative patient care, preoperative case 

management, intraoperative case management, 

postoperative case management, surgical specialties and 

procedures, ancillary functions, and technological sciences. 

0.00% STE289 - Sterilization Exam - eLumen data will pull in spring 

2019 

3. What Will You Do Next? 
Action Steps: What will we do next? 

1) Courses with no planned Assessments: STE105, STE132, STE283, STE289 (these are spring 2019 courses). Assessment plans have been sent to faculty to complete in eLumen by end 

of spring term. 

2) Based on the Course Statistics and Evidence Report, some of our assessment plans are in incorrect courses or need to be modified. I will meet with Liz Medendorp by the end of spring 

semester to change the following: 
STE100 Fundamentals of Surgical Technology: Suture Assessment - KEEP 
STE101 Surgical Technology Skills Lab: Sterile Field Rubric - DELETE 

STE101 Surgical Technology Skills Lab: Basic Skills Rubric - KEEP 

STE122 Surgical Instruments I: Sterilization Assessment - KEEP 
STE122 Surgical Instruments I: Sterile Field - DELETE 

STE132: Surgical Instruments II: Sterilization Assessment - ADD 

STE105: Pharmacology for the Surgical Technologist: Surgical Pharmacology and Anesthesia Exam - NO Data Pull - Spring 2019 

STE110: Surgical Procedures I: Sterilization Assessment - MOVE data to STE289 

STE110: Surgical Procedures I: Final Skills Assessment on general, OB/GYN, and urologic surgical procedures - KEEP 

STE115: Surgical Procedures II: Final Skills Assessment on plastic & reconstructive, oral & maxillofacial, otorhinolaryngology, ophthalmic, and orthopedic surgical procedures - ADD 

STE120: Surgical Procedures III: Final Skills Assessment on orthopedic, cardiovascular, peripheral vascular, and neuro surgical procedures - ADD 

STE279: CST Practice Exam: STE279 CST Practice Exam - KEEP / Modify to reflect each category 

STE279: CST Practice Exam: CST Practice Exam - MOVE data to STE279 CST Practice Exam (by cohort) 
STE279: CST Practice Exam: Sterilization Student Assessment Exam - KEEP 

STE289: Surgical Technology Capstone: STE289 CST Practice Exam - ADD / Modify to reflect each category 
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STE289: Surgical Technology Capstone: Sterilization Student Assessment Exam - ADD 

STE281, STE282, STE283: ST Clinical Internship I, II, & III: PCC Professionalism & Social Consciousness - INACTIVE / We will start measuring again 

STE282, STE282, STE283: ST Clinical Internship I, II, & III: Clinical Internship Assessment - KEEP 

3) Focus on our established assessment plans to collect data for the next 3 years. 

4) At the end of each term, we will have a department meeting to review assessment results and make any necessary changes to our course lesson plans and assessment activities where 

needed. We are now looking for stable data. 

3. What Will You Do Next? : Version by Montoya, Diana on 02/26/2019 00:42 

Action Steps: What will we do next? 

1) Courses with no planned Assessments: STE105, STE132, STE283, STE289 (these are spring 2019 courses). Assessment plans have been sent to faculty to complete in eLumen by end 

of spring term. 

2) Based on the Course Statistics and Evidence Report, some of our assessment plans are in incorrect courses or need to be modified. I will meet with Liz Medendorp by the end of spring 

semester to change the following: 
STE100 Fundamentals of Surgical Technology: Suture Assessment - KEEP 
STE101 Surgical Technology Skills Lab: Sterile Field Rubric - DELETE 

STE101 Surgical Technology Skills Lab: Basic Skills Rubric - KEEP 

STE122 Surgical Instruments I: Sterilization Assessment - KEEP 
STE122 Surgical Instruments I: Sterile Field - DELETE 

STE132: Surgical Instruments II: Sterilization Assessment - ADD 

STE105: Pharmacology for the Surgical Technologist: Surgical Pharmacology and Anesthesia Exam - NO Data Pull - Spring 2019 

STE110: Surgical Procedures I: Sterilization Assessment - MOVE data to STE289 

STE110: Surgical Procedures I: Final Skills Assessment on general, OB/GYN, and urologic surgical procedures - KEEP 

STE115: Surgical Procedures II: Final Skills Assessment on plastic & reconstructive, oral & maxillofacial, otorhinolaryngology, ophthalmic, and orthopedic surgical procedures - ADD 

STE120: Surgical Procedures III: Final Skills Assessment on orthopedic, cardiovascular, peripheral vascular, and neuro surgical procedures - ADD 

STE279: CST Practice Exam: STE279 CST Practice Exam - KEEP / Modify to reflect each category 

STE279: CST Practice Exam: CST Practice Exam - MOVE data to STE279 CST Practice Exam (by cohort) 
STE279: CST Practice Exam: Sterilization Student Assessment Exam - KEEP 

STE289: Surgical Technology Capstone: STE289 CST Practice Exam - ADD / Modify to reflect each category 

STE289: Surgical Technology Capstone: Sterilization Student Assessment Exam - ADD 

STE281, STE282, STE283: ST Clinical Internship I, II, & III: PCC Professionalism & Social Consciousness - INACTIVE / We will start measuring again 

STE282, STE282, STE283: ST Clinical Internship I, II, & III: Clinical Internship Assessment - KEEP 

3) Focus on our established assessment plans to collect data for the next 3 years. 

4) At the end of each term, we will have a department meeting to review assessment results and make any necessary changes to our course lesson plans and assessment activities where 

needed. We are now looking for stable data. 

Action Goal Timeline Participants 

Send out spring assessment plans Every course will have an assessment plan End of Spring Semester 2019 and forward Diana Montoya, Raeann Quintana, Alison 

Basta 

Make necessary changes to existing 

assessment plans (Keep, Delete, Modify) 

Review all assessment plans for STE 

courses with Liz Medendorp 

End of Spring Semester 2019 and forward Diana Montoya, Liz Medendorp 

Collect data for 3 years Collect data and assess overall learning 

outcomes over 3 years 

End of Spring 2019, 2020, 2021 Diana Montoya, Raeann Quintana, Alison 

Basta 

End of Term Assessment Department 

Meeting 

Review semester assessment data, identify 

areas for improvements, make changes to 

course lesson plans and assessment 

activities 

End of Spring Semester 2019 thru 2021 Diana Montoya, Raeann Quintana, Alison 

Basta 
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